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When we are born, we cry that we are come to this great stage of fools.
– William Shakespeare, King Lear, Act 4, Scene 6
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Doppler tomography has revolutionised the interpretation of phase-resolved spectra of in-
teracting binaries. The standard technique extracts emission and kinematic information
contained in such spectra and projects it onto a two-dimensional velocity coordinate frame.
This thesis describes my investigation of constructing Doppler tomograms in ‘inside-out’
coordinates by reversing the velocity axis. The aim was to determine if the emission distribu-
tion in the inside-out tomogram is more intuitive to interpret than the standard tomogram,
and if it reveals indiscernible or enhances less discernible details. The inside-out tomogram
is constructed by projecting the spectra onto the inside-out coordinate frame with zero ve-
locity transposed to the outer circumference and the maximum velocities to the centre of the
tomogram. In addition, this thesis describes a new flux modulation mapping technique ap-
plied to the standard and inside-out Doppler tomography of magnetic cataclysmic variables.
I developed this technique with the aim to obtain more information from their observed
spectra and present it in a useful format. It extracts the flux modulation from consecutive
half-phase tomograms and constructs maps of the amplitude and phasing characteristics of
the modulation in these systems.
My investigation, involving the spectra of non-magnetic and magnetic cataclysmic vari-
ables, shows that the inside-out projection redistributes the relative contrast levels in and
amongst the emission components. The inside-out projection exposes low-velocity emis-
sion details which are overly compacted and enhances high-velocity emission details which
are overly tenuous in the standard projection. In addition, the flux modulation mapping
technique gives a significant improvement in reproducing the input spectra adding more
confidence in the interpretation of the modulation maps.
Notable results were obtained for the polars where the blob-like low-velocity emission in
their standard tomograms is more exposed in their inside-out tomograms, making it easier
to distinguish between the ballistic and magnetic accretion flows that are evident in their
trailed spectra. Also, for all the polars investigated the high-velocity magnetic accretion
flows not seen in their standard tomograms are revealed in their inside-out tomograms.
This extra information is extremely valuable to form a more complete picture of the emission
components, broadening our knowledge of the accretion dynamics in these systems.

Preface
The fool doth think he is wise, but the wise man knows himself to be a fool.
– William Shakespeare, As You Like It, Act V, Scene 1
Cataclysmic variables are quintessential stellar objects for the study of mass transfer, accre-
tion flows and accretion discs. These systems are semi-detached, interacting binary systems
in which a white dwarf star accretes material that is being transferred from a low-mass red
dwarf star. Depending on the strength of the magnetic field of the primary and the system
dimensions the transferred ionised gas may or may not form an accretion disc around the
primary before it is finally accreted. I provide a short overview of cataclysmic variables in
Chapter 1.
Doppler tomography is a technique aimed at rendering information locked-up in the
phase-resolved spectra of an interacting binary, such as a cataclysmic variable, into a two-
dimensional image of its emission components in velocity coordinates. It has been invaluable
in the quest to expand the understanding of the accretion structures in cataclysmic variables.
I give an overview of the standard technique of Doppler tomography in Chapter 2.
I describe a new ‘inside-out’ projection technique that can be used in Doppler tomography
in Chapter 3. I developed this technique with the objective to determine if the emission
distribution in the inside-out tomogram is more intuitive to interpret than the standard
tomogram, and if it reveals indiscernible or enhances less discernible details. The inside-
out projection reverses the velocity axis and constructs tomograms by directly projecting
the spectra onto the inside-out coordinate frame with zero velocity transposed to the outer
circumference and the maximum velocities to the centre of the tomogram.
I present the results of applying the inside-out projection to the spectra of various non-
magnetic and magnetic cataclysmic variables in Chapter 4. The results show that the
inside-out projection redistributes the relative contrast levels in and amongst the emission
components: it exposes low-velocity emission details which are overly compacted and en-
hances high-velocity emission details which are overly tenuous in the standard projection.
I describe a new flux modulation mapping technique applied to the standard and inside-
out Doppler tomography of magnetic cataclysmic variables (mCVs) in Chapter 5. I developed
this technique with the objective to extract more information from the observed spectra
and present it in a useful format. The flux modulation is extracted from consecutive half-
phase tomograms and presented in maps of the amplitude and phasing characteristics of the
modulation. The results neatly confirm the expected phased modulation of the emission
components in the mCVs investigated and show a significant improvement in reproducing
the input spectra, adding more confidence in the interpretation of the modulation maps.
I present new observations of the polar CTCV J1928−5001 in Chapter 6. These ob-
servations included high-speed photometry obtained with the South African Astronomical
Observatory (SAAO) 1.9m telescope and long-slit spectroscopy obtained with the Southern
African Large Telescope (SALT). The chapter focusses mainly on applying standard and
inside-out Doppler tomography, and flux modulation mapping, to the new phase-resolved
spectra.
I summarise the results of my investigation of inside-out Doppler tomography and flux
modulation mapping in Chapter 7. I conclude the chapter with an overview of some future
work that will build on the work done for this thesis. The photometric and spectroscopic
results obtained for CTCV J1928−5001 (described in Chapter 6), as well as the polarimetric
results and the investigation into the apparent lack of any orbital period variations, are in
preparation to be submitted to an appropriate peer-reviewed journal. Also, preliminary
standard and inside-out Doppler tomography results obtained from spectra generated from
full three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulations are showing enormous promise to
establish a better understanding of the accretion flows in polars. This preliminary investi-
gation will be refined and the simulations will be exploited further in a future work.
During the course of my postgraduate studies I was able to get considerable observing
experience with most of the facilities at the SAAO’s site in Sutherland. Over the last four
years I observed for a total of seventeen weeks:
- five weeks on the 1.0m telescope,
- eleven weeks on the 1.9m telescope and
- one week on the 1.4m telescope of the InfraRed Survey Facility (IRSF).
These observations involved photometry, polarimetry and spectroscopy with the following
instruments:
- SAAO CCD Camera (STE4),
- Sutherland High Speed Optical Cameras (SHOC),
- HIgh speed Photo-Polarimeter (HIPPO),
- Simultaneous-3color InfraRed Imager for Unbiased Survey (SIRIUS) and
- Spectrograph Upgrade – Newly Improved Cassegrain (SpUpNIC).
At the end of December 2015 I was afforded the opportunity to be the SALT operator for
two nights – a remarkable and awe-inspiring experience.
I was also involved in several publications during the course of my postgraduate studies.
These do not only include the publication of the major results from this work, but also
several conference proceedings and co-authored articles.
List of refereed first author articles:
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Now, now, you stars, that move in your right spheres,
Where be your pow’rs?
– William Shakespeare, King John, Act V, Scene 7
Even though most stars appear as point sources in the night sky it is believed that at least
half of all stars are in fact binary or multiple systems in orbit around a common centre
of mass (Carroll & Ostlie 2007). Binary stars present themselves in many guises with a
wide range in observed spectral types and values for system parameters such as the mass
ratio and separation distance of the component stars. In most binary stars the separation
between the component stars is sufficiently large to produce only a gentle gravitational bond
between them. These systems follow mostly independent evolutionary paths. On the other
hand, in a close binary system the gravitational bond between the component stars can be
strong enough to deform the outer layers of one or both stars. This dynamical interaction
can have a severe impact on how the stars evolve.
This chapter is in reference to and represents a humble interpretation of especially Warner
(2003) and Hellier (2001), as well as relevant articles, with specific references included where
necessary. Section 1.1 is an introduction to the geometry and broad classification of close
binary star systems. The close binary systems of importance for this thesis are the semi-
detached systems known as cataclysmic variables. Section 1.2 provides a short overview of
cataclysmic variables, quintessential stellar systems for the study of mass transfer, accretion
flows and accretion discs on observable time scales. Where applicable I extend the overview
to magnetic cataclysmic variables with specific elaboration of the peculiarities brought about
by the magnetism of the primary. Section 1.3 gives short overviews of the indirect imaging
techniques∗ eclipse mapping, Roche tomography, Stokes imaging and accretion stream map-
ping. These techniques have added greatly to our understanding of cataclysmic variables
and other interacting binary systems. Overall this chapter lays the scene for the scientific
enquiry into the accretion dynamics in cataclysmic variables.
∗The whole Chapter 2 is devoted to the technique of Doppler tomography.
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1.1 Close binary star systems
In order to understand the gravitational and centrifugal dynamics in a close binary system
it is necessary to evaluate the effective potential of the forces for the entire system. This
presents a very complicated analysis if, for example, time-dependent potentials due to an
elliptical orbit and surface distortions in the component stars caused by their axial rotation
and tidal interaction are taken into account. The analysis is simplified by the centrally-
condensed Roche model introduced by Kopal (1959).
1.1.1 Roche model
The Roche model assumes that the system’s orbit has been circularised. This is a fair
assumption because the tidal interactions in close binary star systems like CVs often bring
about this condition (Hut 1981). It also assumes that the masses of the component stars
can be treated as point masses at their centres. Again this is a fair assumption for close
binary systems like CVs. The primary stars in CVs are highly condensed white dwarfs for
which the distortion from spherical symmetry due to tidal and rotational forces is negligible.
Even though the secondary stars in CVs are distorted they are very similar to single main
sequence stars which are mostly centrally condensed.
Consider a close binary system which consists of a primary star with mass M1 and a
secondary star with mass M2, separated by a distance a. Their common centre of mass is at
the origin of a co-rotating cartesian coordinate frame. The stars are located on the x-axis
at distances r1 and r2, respectively, from the origin such that r1 + r2 = a. The xy-plane
represents the orbital plane of the system. The effective potential Φ acting on a gas particle,
located at a distance r from the origin, is given by






(ω × r)2 , (1.1)
where ω is the angular frequency of the system about its centre of mass. The first and second
terms constitute the gravitational potential due to the gravitational influence of the primary
and secondary, respectively. The third term is the centrifugal inertial (pseudo-) potential,
based upon the assumption that the centrifugal potential energy is zero if r is zero. Equation
1.1 is called the Roche potential in honour of the nineteenth-century French mathematician
Édouard Roche (1820−1883). The points in the system that have the same Roche potential
Φ constitute a surface of equal gravitational potential, that is, an equipotential surface.
These equipotential surfaces are symmetric to reflection across the xz-plane, that is to say,
about a line through the centres of the stars.
In order to visualise the Roche potential, consider the top panel of Figure 1.1 which shows
a surface representing the Roche potential in the orbital plane of a system with a mass ratio∗
q = M2/M1 = 0.2. The more massive M1 creates the larger potential well. The ‘centrifugal’
∗This definition of the mass ratio q, that is, the ratio of the mass of the less massive star to that of the
more massive star, is used throughout this thesis.


















































Figure 1.1. Roche model of a close binary system. The system consists of a primary star
with mass M1 and a secondary star with mass M2; mass ratio q = 0.2. The top panel shows
a surface plot that represents the Roche potential Φ in the orbital plane of a close binary
system. The three Lagrangian points on the line that connects the two stars are L1, L2 and
L3. These saddle points are labelled accordingly. The bottom panel shows a contour plot
of four Roche equipotentials from the surface shown in the top panel. These contours are
colour-coded grey, red, green and blue in order of increasing Φ = constant. The red, green
and blue contours include the Lagrangian points L1, L2 and L3, respectively. The centre of
mass of the system is indicated with a plus (+).
term in the Roche potential causes the downward curvature near the edges of the surface
(if a test particle attempts to co-rotate with the stars at these distances it experiences a
net outward force). The three saddle points labelled L1, L2 and L3 are Lagrangian points.
At these points the gravitational forces on a test particle due to the masses of the stars
are balanced by the centrifugal inertial force, that is to say, the gradient of the effective
potential is zero.
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A number of equipotential contours are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1.1. These
contours are intersections between the equipotential surfaces and the orbital plane. The
equipotential surfaces close to the centres of mass of the stars are nearly spherical and
centred (inner grey contours). Further away the equipotential surfaces are distorted by the
gravitational influence of the stars. The mass ratio q drives the shape of the equipotentials
while the orbital separation a determines the overall scale of the Roche model. The Roche
potential has a critical value at the inner Lagrangian point (L1) where the apices of the
equipotential surfaces around the stars touch in a ‘pinch’-shape (red contour). The two
teardrop-shaped surfaces defined by this equipotential are called the Roche lobes of the
stars.
1.1.2 Roche lobe overflow
The Roche lobes define the gravitational sphere of influence of each star. For example,
within the Roche lobe of the primary a gas particle feels a stronger attraction from the
primary than from the secondary. The inner Lagrangian point (L1) is a saddle between the
potential wells corresponding to the primary and secondary, that is to say, a gas particle at
L1 belongs equally to both stars. This implies that L1, at the meeting point of the Roche
lobes of the primary and secondary, constitutes a convenient ‘gate’ through which mass can
transfer between the stars. For example, if the primary evolves into a giant and it expands
to overfill its Roche lobe then gas in its tenuous outer layers can be ‘pushed’ through L1 by
atmospheric pressure into the Roche lobe of the secondary. The transfer of mass through
the inner Lagrangian point from one star to another is called Roche lobe overflow (RLOF).
Figure 1.2 shows the shape, plotted along the x-axis of the surface representing the Roche
potential in the orbital plane (see left panel of Figure 1.1). Because L1 is lower than L3,
this means that if starM2 fills its Roche lobe, matter will pass through L1 into the potential
well of M1.
The Roche model provides a convenient basis for a broad classification of close binary
star systems. When both of the component stars remain well within their Roche lobes the
system is called a detached binary.∗ Mass transfer is unlikely in a detached system except
if one star has a very strong stellar wind and the other star captures gas particles from this
wind. The system is called a semi-detached binary if one of the stars fills or overfills its
Roche lobe, while the other remains well within its lobe. Mass transfer in a semi-detached
system takes place via RLOF. When both of the stars fill or overfill their Roche lobes the
system is called a contact binary. The filled Roche lobes form a common envelope (CE)
of gas around both the stars, but mass transfer may continue as long as the masses of the
stars are unequal (Kuiper 1941). However, if the CE reaches L2 or L3 (i.e., the other two
Lagrangian points that lie along the line through the centres of the stars) then gas can be
pushed through them into the space that surrounds the system. This can possibly lead to
the formation of a circumbinary disc.
∗All wide binary star systems are also detached binaries.








































Figure 1.2. Roche lobe overflow in a close binary system. The dashed line is the value of
Φ at the inner Lagrangian point (L1). If the total energy per unit mass of a particle exceeds
this value of Φ, it can flow ‘over’ L1 between the two stars.
1.2 Cataclysmic variables
Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are semi-detached, interacting binary systems in which a white
dwarf primary star accretes material that is being transferred from a low-mass red dwarf
secondary star. The primary (the accretor) is the degenerate remnant of a low to inter-
mediate mass (0.8M < M < 8M) main sequence star in its final stage of evolution. In
general, the secondary (the donor) adheres to empirically derived properties of late type
main sequence stars (Patterson 1984; Warner 1995). If the primary is non- or weakly mag-
netic the transferred material spirals inwards, forming an accretion disc around the primary
before it is accreted onto the primary’s surface near its equator. On the other hand, if the
primary is strongly magnetic the transferred material, consisting mostly of ionised hydro-
gen, is threaded along the field lines before it is accreted onto the primary’s surface near
its magnetic poles. See, for example, Warner (2003) and Hellier (2001) for comprehensive,
general reviews of all CVs.
Cataclysmic variables are essential objects for studying accretion mechanisms on observ-
able time scales. In addition, they form an integral part of binary evolution studies and the
effects of mass transfer and accretion on the evolutionary process. As the name ‘cataclysmic
variable’ suggests, the mass transfer and accretion in these systems can lead to an extreme
change in their observable brightness when they experience nova outbursts every few days
to months or years (see classifications below). They also exhibit more ‘benign’ variability
such as flickering and quasi-periodic oscillations originating in the accretion flow every few
seconds to minutes. The broad classification of CVs are based on the observed outbursts
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that characterise each class (Warner 2003).
Classical novae: Systems with only one observed nova outburst are called classical novae
(CNe). These outbursts have amplitudes up to 20 magnitudes and are adequately modelled
as thermonuclear runaways of the hydrogen-rich material that accretes onto the surface of
the white dwarf primary. During the outburst a substantial shell of material is ejected at
high velocities into the circumbinary space.
Recurrent novae: CNe that are observed to have more than one nova outburst are called
recurrent novae (RNe).
Dwarf novae: Dwarf novae (DNe) are characterised by regular outbursts with amplitudes
between two and five magnitudes which occur every ∼ ten days to tens of years. These
outbursts are associated with the sudden release of gravitational energy due to the sporadic
accretion onto the primary caused by a thermal instability in the accretion disc (Osaki 1974).
DNe are split into three subcategories, namely Z Cam, SU UMa and U Gem stars. Z Cam
stars undergo periods of rapid outburst activity, but also extended periods of standstills
at ∼ 0.7 magnitudes below maximum amplitude. SU UMa stars also have unusually long
and bright superoutbursts with amplitudes ∼ 0.7 magnitudes higher and lasting about five
times longer than their regular dwarf nova outbursts. U Gem stars form an inhomogeneous
subcategory that includes all DNe not classified as Z Cam or SU UMa stars. DN outbursts
have been observed for some CNe.
Nova-like variables: All the CVs without an observed nova or dwarf nova outburst are
called nova-like variables (NLs). This inhomogeneous group include pre- and post novae, as
well as systems with an inadequate observational baseline. In general, magnetic CVs (see
Section 1.2.2) are classified as NLs unless they have been identified as CNe or another class.
1.2.1 Origin
Most CVs begin as a detached binary star system in which the component stars are main
sequence stars with different masses. The initial orbital period Porb is of the order of a few
months to a few years. The more massive primary star (mass M1) evolves faster to become
a red giant or supergiant star, depending on its initial mass. As it expands into a giant
star it fills its Roche lobe and starts to transfer mass to the less massive secondary (mass
M2). The angular momentum of the transferred mass increases as the mass moves further
away from the centre of mass of the system. The orbital separation a decreases slightly in
order to conserve the total angular momentum in the system. As the orbital separation a
decreases, the Roche lobe of the primary shrinks. However, a giant star with a convective
envelope tends to expand in response to mass loss. The primary therefore overfills its Roche
lobe even more and mass transfer to the secondary increases. This feedback produces a
runaway mass transfer to the secondary. The Roche lobe of the secondary cannot adjust
fast enough to contain all the material transferred into it. The transferred material spills
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over into larger equipotential surfaces and eventually forms a CE around both stars (e.g.,
Iben & Livio 1993).
While in the CE the system loses orbital energy at an increased rate due to the drag force
on the stars from frictional interactions with the material in the CE. The orbital separation
a decreases drastically as the cores of the stars spiral inwards towards the centre of the
envelope. The spiralling components inevitably produce differential rotation in the largely
convective CE, creating a powerful magnetic dynamo (Regős & Tout 1995). The resulting
magnetic fields can accelerate the spiralling-in process and help create a propeller action
inside the CE which ejects the CE into interstellar space as a planetary nebula. A close,
detached binary star system is exposed in the centre of the planetary nebula. However, the
secondary main sequence star now orbits a primary hot subdwarf star.
After the CE phase the subdwarf core contracts as it evolves to become a fully degenerate
white dwarf. The magnetic field of the white dwarf becomes frozen in, leading to a range
of field strengths depending on the strength of the magnetic field generated by the dynamo
in the CE phase (Regős & Tout 1995). The system continues to lose orbital energy due to
magnetic braking (Huang 1966) and gravitational radiation (Paczyński 1967). This decreases
the orbital separation a further to the point where the secondary fills its Roche lobe and
mass transfer via RLOF is induced. The now semi-detached system is then considered to
be a CV. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of the evolutionary process described above. See, for
example, Ritter (2012) for a review of pre-CV evolution.
Main sequence (MS)
Red giant + MS star
Common envelope
Outflow of
Subdwarf and MS star
CV (white dwarf and
Roche lobe−filling MS star)
common envelope
binary
Figure 1.3. A schematic of the origin of a CV. The original primary (blue) with mass M1
stays the more massive component of the binary throughout the evolution. Adapted from
Seward & Charles (2010) – Figure 10.10.
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1.2.2 Mass transfer and accretion
CVs are quintessential stellar objects for the study of mass transfer, accretion flows and
accretion discs. In CVs the secondary fills its Roche lobe, allowing mass to be transferred
via RLOF into the Roche lobe of the primary. The stream of transferred gas, which is
orbiting the binary’s centre of mass at a speed in excess of 100 km s−1, enters the Roche
lobe of the primary at a thermal sound speed ∼ 10 km s−1. Therefore, even though it is
now gravitationally under the influence of the primary, the gas does not fall directly onto it,
but it flows in a free fall trajectory towards the primary, being partially ionised by particle
collisions in the gas stream.
Depending on the strength of the magnetic field of the primary and the system dimen-
sions this ionised ballistic gas stream may or may not form an accretion disc around the
primary before it is finally accreted. In non- or weakly-magnetic CVs the primary’s mag-
netic field is not strong enough to have a dynamic influence on the ballistic stream and an
accretion disc will form around the primary. On the other hand, in magnetic CVs (mCVs)
the primary’s magnetic field is strong enough, given the system dimensions, to totally or
partially disrupt the formation of an accretion disc and the transferred gas is ultimately
accreted in a magnetically confined accretion flow.
1.2.2.1 Disc accretion
The turbulence caused by the ballistic stream colliding with itself and the resulting dis-
sipation of energy allows the gas to settle in a circular orbit in the orbital plane with a
radius that facilitates the conservation of angular momentum in the transferred gas. This
circularisation radius is not exactly the same for every particle and therefore the gas forms
a ring that has a level of radial dimensionality. Particles at different radii in the ring orbit
at different speeds which leads to friction and turbulence. This generates heat which drains
energy from the ring’s gravitational potential energy causing some of the gas to move closer
to, and some further away from the primary in order to conserve the overall angular mo-
mentum in the ring. Over time the ring is flattened into a thin disc around the primary
from where the gas eventually accretes onto the surface of the primary. However, before it
accretes the gas passes through the disc boundary layer, a transition zone between the disc
and the surface of the primary where all, or at least a significant factor, of the kinetic energy
of the gas is converted to heat. As much as ∼ 50% of the total luminosity of the system
can be ascribed to emission from the hot boundary layer (e.g., Hellier 2001). The kinetic
energy of the ballistic stream flowing from the secondary is converted into heat where it
collides with the edge of the disc, creating a region of extreme luminosity called the bright
spot. The structure of this region is an open problem and it has been suggested that it is
more a ‘line’ than a ‘spot’ caused by the impact wave between the stream and disc (e.g.,
Kononov et al. 2012). Emission from the bright spot can account for up to ∼ 30% of the
total luminosity of the system (e.g., Hellier 2001). Figure 1.4 shows a schematic illustration
of the basic inferred structure of a CV with an accretion disc and Figure 1.5 shows zoomed
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Figure 1.4. A schematic illustration of a CV with an accretion disc.
Figure 1.5. A schematic illustration of the accretion disc boundary layer. The left panel
shows the region at a high accretion rate (i.e., in outburst). The increased gas flow is optically
thick, producing soft X-rays. It is surrounded by hotter, optically thin regions. The right
panel shows the region at a lower accretion rate (i.e., in quiescence). The gas being accreted
is optically thin and hot (T ∼ 108 K), producing mostly hard X-rays. Described by and
taken from Patterson & Raymond (1985) – Figure 8.
1.2.2.2 Magnetic accretion
The mCVs comprise about 20 − 25% of all known CVs (Ritter & Kolb 2003) and are split
into two classes, namely polars and intermediate polars (IPs).
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Polars: In polars, so named by Krzemiński & Serkowski (1977) on the grounds of the high
circular polarisation detected in these systems, the magnetic field of the primary, given the
system dimensions, is so strong that the trajectory of the gas stream is prevented from
passing around the primary to form an accretion disc. In other words, the primary’s mag-
netosphere (i.e., the extent of its magnetic field where the magnetic pressure exceeds the
ram and gas pressure of the gas) stretches beyond the circularisation radius, preventing the
gas stream from orbiting freely and forming an accretion disc. Instead the gas stream is
threaded along the magnetic field lines in accretion columns (curtain) onto small accretion
regions close to one or both of the magnetic poles of the primary (see below for an extended
description). The orientation of the primary can be such that only one accretion region is
continuously observable, creating a ‘one-pole’ system, but it is also possible that the sec-
ond accretion region is periodically or continuously observable, creating a ‘two-pole’ system.
Some systems display the presence of one or two accretion regions at different times of ob-
servation and the one-pole and two-pole configurations have been taken to be indicative of
a lower and higher rate of accretion, respectively. A minimalistic schematic illustration of a
polar with a two-pole accretion configuration is presented in Figure 1.6. See, for example,





Figure 1.6. A schematic illustration of a mCV with ballistic and magnetic accretion
flows only. The upper and lower magnetic accretion curtains are shown in blue and red,
respectively.
The magnetic field strengths for polars, determined by Zeeman and cyclotron spec-
troscopy, are in the range 7 − 240MG (Ferrario et al. 2015, and references therein). The
magnetic moment of the primary in polars is sufficiently high to ensure that the primary
rotates synchronously, that is to say, the rotation of the primary is phase-locked in the or-
bit of the system. However, as mass is accreted it is expected that the angular velocity of
the primary will increase, but it appears that the rotational synchronism of the primary is
preserved as the magnetic field lines of the primary are able to connect with the secondary,
thereby introducing a magnetic braking torque opposing the accretion torque. Only four
known systems have a confirmed degree of asynchronism: BY Cam (e.g., Silber et al. 1992),
V1432 Aql (e.g., Patterson et al. 1995), V1500 Cyg (e.g., Stockman et al. 1988), and CD
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Ind (e.g., Schwope et al. 1997a).
Intermediate polars: In most IPs the magnetic field of the primary, given the system
dimensions, is not strong enough to prevent the trajectory of the gas stream from passing
around the primary to form an accretion disc. In other words, the primary’s magnetosphere
is smaller than the circularisation radius, allowing the gas stream to orbit freely and form an
accretion disc. However, where the inner edge of the disc encounters the magnetosphere the
disc is prevented from extending further inwards, creating a truncated accretion disc. The
gas at the boundary between the inner disc and the primary’s magnetosphere is threaded
along the magnetic field lines in accretion columns (curtain) onto small accretion regions
close to one or both of the magnetic poles of the primary (see below for an extended de-
scription). Figure 1.7 shows a schematic illustration of the basic inferred structure of an
IP with a truncated accretion disc and two magnetic accretion curtains. See, for example,






Figure 1.7. A schematic illustration of a mCV with a truncated accretion disc and magnetic
accretion curtains. The upper and lower magnetic accretion curtains are shown in blue and
red, respectively.
For IPs the inferred field strengths, from observed circular polarisation, are in the range
4 − 32MG (Ferrario et al. 2015, and references therein). The magnetic moment of the
primary in IPs is not sufficiently high to ensure that the primary rotates synchronously,
that is to say, the rotation of the primary is not phase-locked in the orbit of the system.
Accretion column: As the gas in the accretion column falls towards the primary it reaches
supersonic velocity and becomes highly ionised, releasing more and more electrons. Close
to the surface of the primary the density in the gas starts to increase and it is forced to
slow down to subsonic velocity, creating an accretion shock where the gas is heated to
temperatures of tens of kilo electron volts. The free electrons in the gas are spiralling
around the strong magnetic field lines producing highly polarised cyclotron radiation at
near infrared, optical and ultraviolet wavelengths. The deceleration of the gas produces
bremsstrahlung in the form of hard X-rays, emitted from the region between the shock and
the surface of the primary as the gas cools down in the post-shock flow. The polarisation and
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the hard X-ray emission happen close to the surface of the primary and both are modulated
at the spin period of the primary. Most of the hard X-rays are absorbed by the surface of
the primary and re-emitted as soft X-rays and (or) ultraviolet radiation, but some of it may
contribute to the ionisation of the accretion flow. Figure 1.8 shows a zoomed view of an
accretion column.
Figure 1.8. A schematic illustration of an accretion column. See text for more details.
Taken from Patterson (1994) – Figure 1.
1.2.3 Orbital period distribution
Kraft (1962) introduced “a spectroscopic test for binary motion” which showed that five
systems of the U Gem subcategory of CV are short period binaries with orbital periods less
than 9hours (hr). This formed the basis for the hypothesis that all CVs are short period
spectroscopic binaries, that is, close binary systems not resolved optically (not yet), but
that are inferred from a periodic shift in their observed spectral lines. The data collected
for hundreds of CVs over the last five decades support this hypothesis.
The Ritter & Kolb (2003) V7.23 (July 2015) catalogue with references therein, contains
data for 1321 CVs of various subclasses (excluding AM CVn stars). The orbital periods
for 1312 systems are listed, ranging from ∼ 26minutes (min) to ∼ 6 days (d), with only
40 systems having orbital periods greater than 12 hr. See Figure 1.9 for the distribution
of orbital periods less than 13 hr for all non-magnetic CVs (non-mCVs) and mCVs. The
orbital period distributions of the non-mCVs and mCVs are very similar. The main features
are the long-period cut-off at Porb ∼ 12 hr, the drop in the number of systems with 2 hr .
Porb . 3hr, the so-called period gap Pgap, and the short-period cut-off, which coincides with
the predicted period minimum Pmin at Porb ∼ 80min (see Section 1.2.4 for the discussion
of probable causes). Early theoretical estimates placed the period minimum at Pmin =
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81 ± 6min (Paczynski 1981), while later estimates placed it as low as ∼ 70min (Kolb
& Baraffe 1999) and ∼ 65min (Howell et al. 2001). More recently, Knigge et al. (2011)
calculated the period minimum as Pmin = 81.8 ± 0.9min which is in good agreement with
the observed period minimum of Pmin = 82.4 ± 0.7min obtained by Gänsicke et al. (2009)
from a Sloan Digital Sky Survey sample of CVs. Knigge (2006) calculated the period gap to
be 2.15 ± 0.03 hr < Pgap < 3.18 ± 0.04 hr while Knigge et al. (2011) places the upper limit
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Figure 1.9. Distribution of orbital periods of CVs (Porb < 13 hr). The two subsets of
non-mCVs and mCVs are shown in red and blue, respectively. The period minimum Pmin =
81.8min (dashed line) from Knigge et al. (2011) and the period gap 2.15 hr < Pgap < 3.18 hr
(grey mesh) from Knigge (2006) are also shown. Data from the Ritter & Kolb (2003)
catalogue.
1.2.4 Secular evolution
The secular evolution of CVs, in general, is inextricably tied to a sustained, long-lived mass
transfer (or the interruption thereof) from the lower-mass secondary onto the white dwarf
primary. Sustained mass transfer alters the mass ratio q, as well as the angular momentum
distribution in the system. The redistribution of angular momentum changes the binary
separation a and orbital period Porb as the secondary moves to a wider orbit to conserve
the total orbital angular momentum. These changing system parameters, that is to say, the
mass ratio q, the binary separation a and the orbital period Porb, have a direct impact on
the Roche geometry. Because continued mass transfer depends on the secondary filling its
Roche lobe the question arises whether these changes cause the secondary’s Roche lobe to
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shrink or expand.
Frank et al. (2002) showed that, if all the mass lost by the secondary is accreted by the
primary, the secondary’s Roche lobe shrinks in response to mass loss if the mass ratio q > 56 .
If the secondary’s envelope does not shrink at the same rate then the RLOF will become
a runaway process on a thermal (or dynamical) time scale if the envelope is radiative (or
convective). On the other hand, the secondary’s Roche lobe expands in response to mass
loss if the mass ratio q < 56 . If the secondary’s envelope does not stay in contact with
its Roche lobe the RLOF will be short-lived. Continued stable mass transfer is possible
only if the secondary expands due to it evolving off the main sequence or if the Roche
geometry of the system changes to keep the secondary’s envelope in contact with its Roche
lobe. The evolutionary expansion of the secondary is unlikely because typically the main
sequence lifetime of the low-mass secondary in a CV is longer than the Hubble time. The
evolutionary change in the Roche geometry of the system to ensure stable mass transfer is
linked to processes that induce angular momentum loss (AML) in the system.
The two most probable processes causing AML in CVs are magnetic braking induced by
stellar winds (e.g., Eggleton 1976; Verbunt & Zwaan 1981; Spruit & Ritter 1983; Rappaport
et al. 1983) and gravitational radiation (e.g., Faulkner 1971, 1976; Paczyński & Sienkiewicz
1981; Rappaport et al. 1982). According to this standard evolutionary model of CVs mag-
netic braking is the main driver of AML if the system’s orbital period Porb is above the
period gap (see Section 1.2.3), while gravitational radiation is the sole driver of AML if the
system’s orbital period Porb is below the period gap. The presence of a circumbinary disc
as an additional driver of AML has also been proposed (Spruit & Taam 2001).
It is reasonable to expect that in a CV the secondary is tidally locked with the orbital
motion of the system (Hut 1981). This implies a rapid rotation period for the secondary
given the short orbital periods observed in the majority of CVs (see Section 1.2.3). Add
to the rapid rotation a radiative core and convective envelope, which the secondary most
likely has being a late type main sequence star, then it is reasonable to expect a dynamo
producing a strong magnetic field (e.g., Tout & Pringle 1992). The solar wind of ionised
particles produced by the Sun is well studied and it is expected that late type main sequence
stars produce similar ionised stellar winds. In the presence of the strong inferred magnetic
field the expected outflow of charged particles from the secondary is captured by the field
lines, and forced to co-rotate with the magnetic field and the secondary. The particles
captured on open field lines are accelerated as they flow outwards along the lines, carrying
angular momentum away from the centre of rotation. This exerts a braking torque which
tends to slow down the rotation of the secondary, similar to the way a fast spinning ice
skater slows down by gradually extending his or her arms. However, because the secondary
is tidally locked to the orbital motion of the system the angular momentum is drained from
the orbit leading thereto that the binary separation a and hence the orbital period Porb
decrease. When the system reaches an orbital period Porb ∼ 3 hr the secondary becomes
fully convective and the magnetic dynamo is disrupted. Magnetic braking switches off and
the secondary’s envelope shrinks, losing contact with its Roche lobe. Mass transfer stops
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and the now detached system becomes less visible. This hypothesis of disrupted magnetic
braking is used to explain the presence of the period gap (Spruit & Ritter 1983; Rappaport
et al. 1983).
The magnetic braking model, however, is complicated by the presence of a strong external
magnetic field. Wickramasinghe & Wu (1994) suggested that the relatively high fraction
of polars in the period gap (∼ 24% versus ∼ 9% for DNe; from Ritter & Kolb 2003) can
be attributed to reduced magnetic braking after these systems become synchronised. In
support of this suggestion Li & Wickramasinghe (1998), for example, showed that for polars
with 30− 500MG the magnetic braking rate can be at least an order of magnitude smaller
than for non-mCVs (assuming the white dwarf magnetic field inclination < 45◦). However,
in IPs with field strengths of 3− 30MG, normal magnetic braking may be expected (Zhang
et al. 2009).
According to Einstein’s theory of general relativity the presence of a massive object re-
sults in the curvature of space-time, with more massive objects producing a larger curvature.
Massive moving objects can have a ‘ripple’-effect in space-time, called gravitational waves.
Gravitational radiation in a binary system has been inferred from the observed orbital de-
cay of the neutron star-neutron star binary PSR B1913+16 (Hulse & Taylor 1975). In a
binary system the energy needed to generate the waves, that is, the gravitational radiation,
is extracted from the orbital motion of the components, causing them slowly to lose angular
momentum and spiral inwards. It is believed that gravitational radiation is the driver in
decreasing the orbit when a CV enters the period gap after the secondary has detached from
its Roche lobe and mass transfer has stopped. Gravitational radiation causes the orbit to
decrease, which shrinks the Roche lobe of the secondary allowing it to fill again and resume
mass transfer below the period gap when the system reaches an orbital period Porb ∼ 2 hr.
Below the period gap stable mass transfer continues as long as the secondary retains its
main sequence characteristics. However, at the point where its mass has been reduced to
∼ 0.1M it loses the ability to burn hydrogen. It leaves the main sequence and becomes
degenerate. This happens when the orbital period of the system has evolved to reach the
period minimum. The degenerate secondary then starts to expand in response to mass loss
and the orbit will increase to compensate, leading to a longer orbital period. Systems that
have evolved beyond the period minimum towards longer orbital periods are called period
bouncers. For a general review of the evolution of CVs see, for example, Knigge (2011).
1.2.5 Spectral characteristics
It is potentially possible to extract information relating to an astronomical object’s composi-
tion, temperature, motion, density and magnetic field from the emission or absorption lines
in its spectrum. The information extracted from their spectroscopic observations forms the
base of our current knowledge of CVs. The spectrum of a CV may include observable con-
tributions from various components in the system such as the white dwarf primary, the red
dwarf secondary, an accretion disc or magnetically confined curtain (column) and a bright
spot (where the ballistic accretion stream collides with the edge of the disc or the accretion
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column impacts the primary). Most of these components peak in different parts of the spec-
trum due to them having different temperatures. Here I focus mainly on the features seen
in the optical spectra of CVs. In general, the optical spectra of CVs show emission lines
of H, He i, He ii and Ca ii on a blue continuum (Warner 1976). In quiescence the hydrogen
Balmer lines have mostly a flat decrement, that is to say, the ratios of the line strengths are
close to unity (Williams 1983). Figure 1.10 shows example spectra of various types of CVs.
Primary: Typically the primary in a CV has an effective temperature in the range 10000−
40000K (e.g., Sion 1991; Townsley & Gänsicke 2009; Knigge et al. 2011). This places its
peak flux in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum. In CVs with dominant emission from the
primary the optical spectrum, however, is characterised by Balmer absorption lines.
Secondary: The broad spectral types of the secondaries in CVs range from M for shorter
orbital periods (Porb . 5 h) to K and even G for longer orbital periods (e.g., Patterson 1984;
Warner 1995; Beuermann et al. 1998; Knigge 2006). This implies an effective temperature
roughly in the range 1000 − 6000K. The typical spectrum of the secondary in a shorter
period CV shows broad absorption bands of molecular TiO and lines of Na i in the near
infrared.
Accretion disc: An accretion disc in a CV has a complex temperature distribution com-
pared to the stellar components. The disc’s outer edge can be relatively cool, but it becomes
hotter towards the inner edge due to the release of gravitational energy. The cooler low-
density outer disc (. 7000K), assumed to be optically thin, generally is believed to be the
origin of the Balmer emission lines seen in the spectra of CVs (e.g., Williams 1980; Tylenda
1981; Williams 1991). The disc chromosphere, that is, an optically thin ionised emission
layer above the disc surface illuminated by the primary, is also believed to be a source of
optical line emission (Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1981). In high-inclination systems with the
disc observed nearly edge-on, the emission lines generally have a double-peaked profile, as
expected from a rotating ring of gas (Smak 1969; Huang 1972). The typical observed disc
spectrum is influenced also by the outburst state of the system which changes the optical
thickness of the disc. For example, the primarily broad Balmer emission lines seen at qui-
escence for low-inclination systems changes to absorption lines at outburst (e.g., SS Cyg;
Kiplinger 1979; Clarke et al. 1984). The broadening of the emission lines produced in the
disc are mainly due to the Doppler shifts induced by the disc’s orbital motion around the
system’s centre of mass.
Bright spots: There may exist various hot (bright) spots in a CV such as the impact region
between the ballistic stream and the disc, the accretion region on the primary and even the
irradiated side of the secondary. These bright spots contribute mainly to the formation of
emission lines. For example, the bright spot of the stream-disc impact presents as a narrow
emission line component which moves back and forth in a characteristic ‘S-wave’ pattern
through the broad emission line component of the disc over the course of an orbit.
The optical spectra of mCVs without accretion discs (i.e., polars) show multiple narrow
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and broad emission line components associated with the ballistic stream, the magnetically
confined curtain (column) and the irradiated side of the secondary. The Balmer series is
prominent, but it mostly has an inverted decrement with Hγ or Hδ the strongest. Also
prominent is He ii λ4686, typically of comparable strength to Hβ. The Bowen fluorescence
complex at 4640−50 Å, that is, the doubly ionised carbon (C iii) and nitrogen (N iii) blend,
is often observed and is indicative of the high excitation of the emission line region (Mukai
1988).
Figure 1.10. Example spectra of CVs. Notable features are the Balmer absorption in the
spectrum of the dwarf nova SW UMa, the double-peaked profile of the Hα emission line in
the spectrum of the high-inclination dwarf nova WZ Sge, the presence of He ii λ4686 in the
spectra of the polars AM Her and EF Eri (2A0311−227), as well as the inverted Balmer
decrement in the spectrum of EF Eri. Taken from Williams (1983) – Figures 10 and 13.
1.3 Indirect imaging techniques
CVs and mCVs are found at typical distances of hundreds of parsecs (e.g., Patterson 2011;
Pretorius et al. 2013) and have sizes of the order of a few solar radii. This means they
subtend only a few micro-arcseconds on the sky as observed from the Earth and it is not
possible to resolve their components with any of the current direct imaging techniques,
including interferometry. Resolving any of the emission components in a CV or mCV is
therefore presently possible only with indirect imaging techniques. In this section I give
short overviews of a number of such techniques, namely eclipse mapping, Roche tomography,
Stokes imaging and accretion stream mapping. This is not an exhaustive list of indirect
imaging techniques, but all of these has had a major impact on the study of CV and mCVs.
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The short overviews also serve as a prelude to the overview of the technique of Doppler
tomography presented in Chapter 2 and which is at the core of this thesis.
1.3.1 Eclipse mapping
Horne (1985) introduced eclipse mapping, a technique that constructs a two-dimensional
map of the spatial surface brightness distribution of the accretion disc of an eclipsing disc-
accreting CV. This is achieved by exploiting information contained in the eclipse profile
in the photometric light curve of such a system. Eclipse mapping is a well established and
mature technique that has had an enormous impact on the study of disc accretion dynamics.
See Baptista (2001) and Baptista (2016) for comprehensive reviews of the technique and its
applications.
Method: In general, the orbital light curve of a high-inclination eclipsing CV is charac-
terised by a prominent eclipse. With a given geometry for the system, uniquely defined by
its mass ratio q and inclination angle i, it is possible to calculate the eclipse profile in the
light curve. However, the profile is determined mostly by the surface brightness distribution
of the accretion disc and therefore different brightness distributions will produce different
profiles. The aim of eclipse mapping is to find the brightness distribution that reproduces
an observed eclipse profile. The spatial surface brightness distribution of the accretion disc
is represented in an eclipse map, that is, a grid of discrete brightness elements. Each el-
ement is considered to be a free parameter. Starting with a predefined default brightness
distribution in the eclipse map the technique iteratively adjusts the map until the calculated
light curve fits the observed light curve with a chosen precision. The uncertainty caused by
constructing two-dimensional maps from one-dimensional data is dealt with by employing
the maximum entropy method (see Section 2.1.4) to choose the map that is most consistent
with the observed data (Horne 1985). Figure 1.11 shows example eclipse maps of the dwarf
nova EX Dra on the rise to the maximum of the 1995 November outburst and in quiescence.
Extensions: Notable extensions to the standard eclipse mapping technique are
- spectrally resolved eclipse mapping (Rutten et al. 1994), which uses time-resolved spec-
troscopic observations to construct spectra from isolated regions of the accretion disc;
- three-dimensional eclipse mapping (Rutten 1998), which allows for the modelling of a
three-dimensional accretion disc; and
- physical parameter eclipse mapping (Vrielmann et al. 1999), which uses multi-colour
photometric observations to resolve spatially physical parameters such as surface density
and temperature.
1.3.2 Roche tomography
Rutten & Dhillon (1994) introduced Roche tomography, a technique that uses information
contained in the phase-resolved spectra of a CV to construct a two-dimensional map of
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Figure 1.11. Example eclipse maps of the dwarf nova EX Dra. The left panels show the
rise to maximum and in quiescence light curves. The middle and right panels show the
corresponding total and asymmetric (after subtracting the symmetric part) eclipse maps.
The maps are in a logarithmic grey scale with brighter regions being darker. Taken from
Baptista & Catalán (2000) – Figure 1.
the spatial surface brightness distribution of the Roche-lobe filling secondary. The tech-
nique uses the shape of the secondary’s Roche lobe to model the brightness variations and
Doppler shifts in the spectra over an orbital phase. Roche tomography has been used to
constrain the inclination angle i and mass ratio q of CVs (e.g., Rutten & Dhillon 1994; Wat-
son et al. 2003) and to detect surface inhomogeneities such as star spots on their secondaries
(e.g., Watson et al. 2006, 2007; Dunford et al. 2012). Recently, Hill et al. (2014) were able
to detect differential rotation in the secondary of AE Aqr with the help of Roche tomogra-
phy. See Dhillon & Watson (2001), Watson & Dhillon (2001) and Morin et al. (2016) for
comprehensive reviews of the technique.
Method: A grid of quadrilateral surface elements of approximately equal size is used to
model the critical Roche surface of the secondary. The intrinsic profile of the spectral
line, incorporating the effects of instrumental resolution, limb darkening and obscuration,
is assigned to each surface element. Phase-dependent Doppler shifts are added based on
the radial velocity of each surface element at specific phase intervals. The total line profile
at specific phases is calculated through the summation of the contributions from all the
surface elements. The calculated line profiles can then be compared with the observed line
profiles before they are assigned back to the grid of surface elements to produce a map of the
surface brightness distribution of the secondary. The strength of the profile in each surface
element of the map is adjusted iteratively until the calculated line profiles fit the observed
line profiles with a chosen precision. However, different brightness distributions can yield
calculated line profiles that are consistent with the observed line profiles. The maximum
entropy method (see Section 2.1.4) is used to obtain the map, that is, the Roche tomogram,
that is most consistent with the input data. Figure 1.12 shows example Roche tomograms
of the polar HU Aqr.
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Figure 1.12. Example Roche tomograms of the polar HU Aqr. The tomograms are in a
grey scale with regions of enhanced emission being lighter. The grey scale is reversed in the
trailed spectra with the enhanced emission being darker. Taken from Watson et al. (2003)
– Figure 11.
1.3.3 Stokes imaging
Potter et al. (1998) introduced Stokes imaging, a technique that reconstruct the shape, size
and location of the region(s) on the surface of the white dwarf primary in an mCV that
produces cyclotron emission. The technique utilises the observed polarisation light curves
of such a system and has its origin in earlier polarisation modelling techniques (e.g., Bailey
et al. 1985; Ramsay et al. 1996; Potter et al. 1997). The technique is uniquely suited to
constrain the ‘one-pole’ or ‘two-pole’ accretion configuration in polars. See Potter et al.
(2001), Potter et al. (2004) and Potter (2016) for comprehensive reviews of the technique.
Method: Polarimetric observations of mCVs, especially polars, are characterised by vari-
ations in the detected polarisation over the orbit of the system. The structure of these
observed variations depends on the shape, size and location of the regions on the surface of
the white dwarf that emits cyclotron emission. The cyclotron emission can be calculated by
modelling the emitting region as a single hemisphere of plasma with constant density and
temperature inside a magnetic field (e.g., Meggitt & Wickramasinghe 1982; Wickramasinghe
& Meggitt 1985; Potter et al. 2002). The polarised Stokes parameters (I, Q, U and V ) of the
emitted radiation are calculated as a function of viewing angle over a grid of points on the
modelled region. These calculations can be used to model orbital polarisation light curves
by constructing an artificial cyclotron emitting region that consists of a number of these
hemispheres. The calculated viewing angle to the artificial region at regular spin phases of
the white dwarf is used to look up the corresponding values of the Stokes parameters in a
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table of the model calculations. The Stokes parameters are then used to calculate model
orbital polarisation light curves that can be compared with the observed light curves. The
fit between the model and observed light curves is improved by adjusting the shape, size and
location of the artificial region. Stokes imaging uses a genetic algorithm (see Charbonneau
1995, for an overview of genetic algorithms) to optimise the model of the artificial region
to obtain the best fit to the observed polarisation light curves. The algorithm starts by
generating a set of random solutions, each consisting of a large number of hemispheres in
random positions over the surface of the white dwarf. Employing a type of natural selec-
tion process that preferentially selects the ‘fittest’ solutions the algorithm ‘breeds’ all the
solutions. The breeding process continues until the increase in the ‘fitness’ of the solutions
becomes marginal. At this point a more analytical approach is taken to achieve an optimised










Figure 1.13. Example Stokes images of the polar CP Tuc. The observed polarisation data,
that is to say, the light curves of the brightness, the linear and circular polarisation, as well
as the polarisation position angle are shown together with the model fit (solid lines). The
10 images on the right show the shape, size and location of the accretion regions, i.e., the
cyclotron emitting regions on the surface of the white dwarf, calculated as a function of the
spin phase φ. The magnetic axis is indicated by the ×. The images are in a grey scale with
brighter regions being darker. Taken from Ramsay et al. (1999) – Figures 3 and 4.
1.3.4 Accretion stream mapping
Hakala (1995) introduced accretion stream mapping, a technique that constructs a one-
dimensional map along a fixed path of the brightness distribution of the accretion stream
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of an eclipsing polar. Similar to eclipse mapping (Horne 1985, see Section 1.3.1) it utilises
the information contained in the eclipse profiles in the photometric light curves of such
systems. Harrop-Allin et al. (1999b) refined the original technique with improvements in the
optimisation algorithm and the modelled stream trajectory. See also Vrielmann & Schwope
(2001) and Hakala et al. (2002) for, respectively, an alternative mapping algorithm and a
three-dimensional extension to the technique.
Method: The accretion stream is modelled by evenly spaced emission points along a prede-
termined stream trajectory. Single emission points with fixed brightnesses are used to model
the accretion regions on the surface of the white dwarf. An eclipse of the model stream by
the secondary that fills its Roche lobe is then simulated. The summation of the brightnesses
of the emission points visible at each orbital phase produces a model light curve that can
be compared with the observed light curve. A genetic algorithm∗ is used to optimise the fit
between the model and observed light curves. Figure 1.14 shows example accretion stream
maps of the polar HU Aqr.
Figure 1.14. Example accretion stream maps of the polar HU Aqr. In the left panels the
observed V and R light curves are shown together with the respective model fits (solid lines).
The corresponding accretion stream maps are shown in the right panels. The models assume
a two-pole accretion configuration along a magnetic dipole field line onto the white dwarf
(WD). Each emission point along the accretion stream is represented by a line perpendicular
to the stream and with a length that indicates its brightness. Taken from Harrop-Allin et al.
(1999a) – Figure 3.
In the next chapter I turn to Doppler tomography, the indirect imaging technique at the
core of this thesis. Whereas the aforementioned techniques in this section construct images
of specific emission components, Doppler tomography aims to construct a phase-averaged
image of all the observed emission line components in a CV.
∗See Section 1.3.3 for a minimalistic description of the working of a genetic algorithm.
Chapter 2
Doppler tomography
O for a Muse of fire, that would ascend
The brightest heaven of invention!
– William Shakespeare, Henry V, Prologue
Crawford & Kraft (1956) linked the observation of broad and strong emission lines in the
spectrum of an interacting binary star with the existence of an accretion flow in the system.
Since then it has been recognised that the profile of emission lines in the spectra of interacting
binary stars contain information about the kinematics of the accretion flow in such systems
(e.g., Smak 1981; Horne & Marsh 1986).
The meaningful extraction of the kinematic information locked-up in the spectral line
profiles prompted the development of Doppler tomography as described by Marsh & Horne
(1988). Their initial aim was to construct a two-dimensional velocity image of the accretion
disc of a CV from a particular emission line in its orbitally phase-resolved spectra. This
seminal work has made it possible to visualise the main emission producing regions, such as
the irradiated side of the secondary, the accretion disc and other accretion flows, in various
types of interacting binary systems. In short, Doppler tomography has revolutionised the
interpretation of complex line profiles in phase-resolved spectroscopic observations of inter-
acting binary systems. Significant contributions have been, amongst others, the discovery
of two-arm spiral shocks in the accretion disc of the dwarf nova IP Peg (Steeghs et al. 1997)
and the mapping of the accretion stream in the polar HU Aqr with evidence of the transition
from ballistic to magnetic flow (Schwope et al. 1997b).
In this chapter I strive to establish a modest overview of the standard Doppler tomo-
graphic technique. Section 2.1 covers the basic concepts of the standard technique. In
Section 2.2 short overviews are given of two extensions to standard Doppler tomography,
namely spin-cycle Doppler tomography (Hellier 1997) and modulation Doppler tomography
(Steeghs 2003).
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2.1 Standard Doppler tomography
In observational astronomy a Doppler tomogram is a two-dimensional image in velocity co-
ordinates of the emission distribution in an interacting binary. The tomographic technique
extracts the emission and kinematic information contained in a specific emission line from
a set of observed Doppler-shifted spectra and projects it onto a two-dimensional velocity
coordinate frame. Effectively, the observed emission line profiles are resolved into discrete
emission components which are then characterised by their velocity vector in the co-rotating
frame of the binary. The main benefit of using velocity as opposed to spatial coordinates
is the close relationship between the observed emission line profiles and the velocity coordi-
nates. This relationship allows the velocity image to be constructed without knowledge of the
exact structure of the velocity field. Also, the extracted emission and velocity information
cannot be inverted to a unique spatial solution without complete knowledge of the velocity
field. For comprehensive reviews of standard Doppler tomography and its applications see
Marsh (2001), Schwope (2001), Marsh (2005) and Marsh & Schwope (2016).
In the first part of this section the axioms of standard Doppler tomography are listed and
discussed. Next, a short overview of the velocity coordinates in which a standard Doppler
tomogram is constructed is given. Then the phase-resolved visualisation of the emission
and velocity information from observed spectra is discussed. Finally, the maximum entropy
method for constructing a tomogram is described.
2.1.1 Axioms
The Doppler tomographic technique acts within the theoretical model of CVs and therefore
an interpretation of Doppler tomograms is only applicable as the model itself. Further-
more, the technique has to apply some approximations, therefore it is necessary to list the
underlying axioms. The basic axioms (Marsh 2001) are as follows:
1. all points in the system are equally visible at all times;
2. the flux from each point in the frame of rotation is constant in time;
3. all motion is parallel to the orbital plane and is mapped accordingly;
4. all velocity vectors co-rotate with the system; and
5. the intrinsic line profile width (e.g., thermal) is negligible.
The first axiom is the most difficult to justify because the exact geometry for any given
system is, in general, unknown. In high-inclination systems the effect of self-shadowing may
be seen as a violation of the first axiom, while in eclipsing systems the violation is obvious.
The second axiom is violated by default if the first axiom is violated. Furthermore, any
emission anisotropy in the system, such as that caused by shocks and density waves in the
accretion disc, or system outbursts, violates the second axiom.
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The third and fourth axioms can be violated in parts of the accretion flows. For example,
the third axiom is violated especially in magnetic systems where material is threaded along
the magnetic field lines out of the orbital plane onto the primary.
The fifth axiom is, in general, satisfied for most systems. A Doppler shift produced by the
orbital motion of the system, and the motion in the accretion flows, typically translates to a
velocity of hundreds to thousands of km s−1, whereas the broadening produced by random
thermal motions translates to a velocity of only tens of km s−1 for typical temperatures in
CVs and other interacting binary systems.
These violations do not imply that any resulting tomograms are useless, but they do
add a cautionary note for the interpretation of Doppler tomograms. A tomogram must be
interpreted as an approximation of the motions projected onto the orbital plane. It provides
a time-averaged picture in velocity coordinates of the emission distribution in which any
phase-dependent complications are ignored.
It is also possible to exploit the violation of, for example, the first axiom. The assumption
that all points in the system are equally visible at all times means a tomogram can be
constructed using spectra covering half of a phase only and that tomograms produced from
different half-phases will be identical. The violation of this axiom, however, means that
tomograms produced from different half-phases will not be identical. This is exploited to
great effect in Chapter 5.
2.1.2 Spatial and velocity cartesian coordinates
2.1.2.1 Spatial cartesian coordinates
In order to grasp the layout of the velocity coordinate frame that forms the ‘canvas’ for a
tomogram it is necessary to define a coordinate frame for the accepted theoretical spatial
picture of a typical CV as discussed in Section 1.2. The spatial cartesian coordinate frame
that co-rotates with the system, as described by Marsh & Horne (1988), places
- the origin at the binary’s centre of mass (for a low q system this is very close to the
primary’s centre of mass);
- the x-axis along a line through the centres of the primary and secondary;
- the y-axis along a line parallel to the velocity vector of the secondary, that is, perpen-
dicular to the x-axis; and
- the z-axis along a line through the binary’s centre of mass orthogonal to the orbital
plane.
The binary orbital phase zero (φ = 0.0) is defined as the point of mid-eclipse of the primary
by the secondary, that is, the point in the orbit when the secondary is closest to the point of
observation. The orbital motion is anticlockwise around the binary’s centre of mass. One of
the axioms of Doppler tomography is the assumption that all motion is parallel to the orbital
plane (see axiom three in Section 2.1.1). In most CVs Roche lobe overflow is considered to
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be the source of the accretion flows in the form of the ballistic stream and the accretion
disc. These features are primarily confined to the orbital plane. A two-dimensional layout in
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Figure 2.1. Spatial cartesian coordinates for a model CV with an accretion disc. The
binary’s centre of mass is marked with a plus (+) while that of the primary and secondary
are marked with crosses (×). Spatial overlays are shown for the Roche lobe of the primary
(black dashed line), the 3:1 resonance radius as the outer edge of the disc (black solid circle)
and the inner edge of the disc (black dot-dashed circle) based on an absolute radial velocity
of 1800 km s−1. Also shown are disc radii at decrements of 0.25 times the outer disc radius
(red dashed circles) and two arbitrary reference points, A and B, in the disc. The accretion
stream (black solid line) from the secondary towards the primary, shown up to an azimuth
angle of 30◦, is based on the ballistic trajectory of a single particle.
Figure 2.1 shows the spatial cartesian coordinates (normalised by the binary separation
a) for a model CV with an accretion disc as viewed at orbital phase φ = 0.25 (the observer
is located below the figure). The assumed system parameters for the model CV are
- orbital period Porb = 0.125 d = 3hr;
- mass of the primary M1 = 0.85M; and
- mass ratio q = 0.2.
2.1.2.2 Velocity cartesian coordinates
Every spatial point (x, y) in the system has a two-dimensional velocity cartesian coordinate
(ux, uy) in the co-rotating spatial coordinate frame. The uz-component is ignored based
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on the same argument as for the spatial coordinate frame. It is important to note that the
(ux, uy)-coordinate of a point in the system is independent of the orbital phase φ. Given the
definition of the spatial coordinate frame it follows that, for example, the primary’s centre
of mass is moving in a negative y-direction (uy is negative), but with no movement in the
x-direction (ux is zero). Similarly, the secondary’s centre of mass is moving in a positive
y-direction (uy is positive), but also with no movement in the x-direction (ux is zero). Struc-
tures such as the accretion stream and disc are more complex because they have structural
motion as well, and therefore a velocity other than just the rotational velocity about the
binary’s centre of mass. However, it is possible to determine the (ux, uy)-coordinate for
any point in the system based on its rotational velocity and, if any, its structural velocity,
for example, the ballistic velocity of a point in the accretion stream or the Keplerian ve-
locity of a point in the accretion disc. The projection of all the (ux, uy)-coordinates onto
the axes of the rotating frame forms the velocity cartesian coordinate frame for the system
with (vx, vy)-coordinates. The inclination angle i of the system is taken into account in the
projection, that is, vx = ux sin i and vy = uy sin i. Every spatial point (x, y) in the system
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Figure 2.2. Velocity cartesian coordinates for a model CV with an accretion disc (as in
Figure 2.1). The binary’s centre of mass is the plus (+) at the origin, while that of the
primary and secondary are the crosses (×) on the negative and positive y-axis, respectively.
The red dashed circles between the velocity profiles of the inner (black dot-dashed circle)
and outer disc (black solid circle) are that of radii at decrements of 0.25 times the outer disc
radius. The two arbitrary reference points, A and B, in the disc are now shown with their
corresponding velocity cartesian coordinates.
Figure 2.2 shows the velocity cartesian coordinates of the model CV based on the co-
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rotating spatial coordinate frame defined above (Figure 2.1). The inclination angle i of the
system is taken to be 75◦. Overlays of the velocity profiles of the secondary, the accretion
stream, the inner and outer edges of the accretion disc, as well as radii at decrements of 0.25
times the outer disc radius are shown. The whole of the secondary rotates as a solid body
about the binary’s centre of mass. Therefore, the projection of its velocity vectors onto the
velocity coordinate frame retains the same shape as in the spatial coordinate frame. The
increasing velocity along the ballistic trajectory of the accretion stream is clearly seen in
the absolute increase in its vx component. The secondary and the ballistic stream, however,
appear to be ‘inside’ the accretion disc in velocity coordinates. The Keplerian motion in
the accretion disc causes its velocity profile to appear inverted, that is to say, the higher
velocities of the inner edge of the disc are further from the origin in the velocity coordinate
frame and conversely for the lower velocities of the outer edge of the disc. The velocity
profiles of the radii at decrements of 0.25 times the outer disc radius further emphasise
the Keplerian motion in the disc. These radii do not follow the same linear distribution in
velocity coordinates as they do in spatial coordinates.
Now, Figure 2.2 is just a raw theoretical velocity map of the structures in the binary based
on the parameters of the model CV. It is important to note that it is not possible to invert
this velocity map to reproduce the spatial map in Figure 2.1. In other words, every velocity
coordinate does not have a unique spatial coordinate making the inversion from velocity to
spatial coordinates impossible without additional information (e.g., Harlaftis et al. 2004).
A Doppler tomogram, therefore, is constructed by directly mapping velocity- and phase-
resolved spectroscopic observations of a binary onto a velocity coordinate frame which is
divided into discrete velocity bins, that is, pixels. Each pixel in the velocity coordinate
frame is centred on a velocity coordinate (vx, vy) and represents a square velocity bin of
size (dvx, dvy), where dvx = dvy = dvp for all the velocity bins. The line emission is then
mapped onto the applicable pixel according to the extracted velocity and observed phase.
In order to do this a link is needed between the velocity- and phase-resolved spectra and
the velocity coordinates of the observed system. In the next section this link is established
as a first step in the construction of a tomogram.
2.1.3 Velocity-phase space
Most emission components of a CV are moving at a few hundred to a few thousand km s−1.
Therefore, the shift in emission lines due to the movement, typically a few to tens of angstrom
(Å), is easily detectable. Firstly, consider an emission component that has only a rotational
velocity about the binary’s centre of mass, for example, the secondary. Emission from its
irradiated side, for instance, is redshifted when it is moving away along the line of sight of
a terrestrial observer, and blueshifted when it is moving towards the observer. If the binary
has a circular orbit the shift changes sinusoidally from blue to red and back. Therefore, if a
set of spectra taken over an orbit are plotted in order, the single-peaked emission line profile
associated with the irradiated side of the secondary moves back and forth in a characteristic
‘S-wave’ pattern.
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Secondly, consider an emission component that has both structural and rotational ve-
locity about the binary’s centre of mass, for example, the accretion disc. The disc can
be considered to consist of numerous small emission components producing S-waves. The
double-peaked emission line profile associated with the disc is therefore a sum of S-waves
covering a range of amplitudes according to the difference between the velocity in its outer
and inner parts. Because the accretion disc is centred on the white dwarf which has a ro-
tational velocity about the binary’s centre of mass, the whole double-peaked profile of the
disc executes an S-wave along with the white dwarf.
A specific emission line (e.g., He ii λ4686, Hα, etc.) includes the emission from all points
in the binary which produce emission at the specific wavelength. The radial (line-of-sight)
velocity vr of these points can be extracted from the spectral wavelength profile of the














Here λ is the observed wavelength containing the Doppler shift, λ0 is the ‘rest’ wavelength
as measured in the laboratory for the emission line and c is the speed of light.
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Figure 2.3. Wavelength and radial velocity spectrum profiles. The left and right panels
show, respectively, the He ii λ4686 and Hα emission lines in spectra of the dwarf nova IP
Peg taken at orbital phase φ ∼ 0.5 (spectra courtesy of Danny Steeghs).
Figure 2.3 shows the spectrum profiles of an He ii λ4686 emission line and an Hα emission
line. The flux of the emission is plotted against the wavelength and the corresponding
radial velocity. The redshifted emission has a positive radial velocity, while the blueshifted
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emission has a negative radial velocity. The profile of an emission line can also be plotted as
an intensity ‘strip’. The strips from spectra at a number of observed orbital phases can be
‘stacked’ to form a two-dimensional intensity map of the observed flux density as a function of
radial velocity vr (or wavelength λ) and orbital phase φ. Such a map in velocity-phase space
is technically a spectrogram, that is, a visual representation of the profile of the spectrum
as it changes over time. However, more frequently it is referred to as trailed spectra. It
provides an effective way to visualise the orbital phase variations of the emission line profile.
Trailed spectra also help to identify different emission components and the subtle patterns in
their orbital phase variations. Figure 2.4 shows a set of trailed velocity- and phase-resolved
spectra of the dwarf nova IP Peg. The spectra contain emission components that produce
characteristic S-wave patterns with the dominant emission redshifted after orbital phase
φ = 0.0 and blueshifted after orbital phase φ = 0.5.
Figure 2.4. Trailed Hα spectra of the dwarf nova IP Peg (spectra courtesy of Danny
Steeghs). The spectra have been normalised by the maximum flux in the spectra.
Now, each point of emission in the binary can be defined by its spatial and velocity
coordinates, that is, (x, y) and (vx, vy), in the co-rotating spatial coordinate frame described
in Section 2.1.2. However, the radial (line-of-sight) velocity vr of the point measured in the
inertial frame of an observer changes as the binary rotates, but it has a unique value at
the observed orbital phase φ of measurement. The radial velocity vr curve of the point is a
function of its velocity coordinate (vx, vy) in the co-rotating spatial coordinate frame and
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Figure 2.5. Velocity bins (pixels) in the cartesian velocity frame. The left panel shows the
positions of a lower velocity green pixel and higher velocity blue pixel in, respectively, the
upper and lower left quadrants of the velocity map in Figure 2.2. The right panel shows the
corresponding radial velocity vr curves traced in velocity-phase space by the centre (solid
black lines) and corner (solid green and solid blue lines) velocity coordinates of the pixels.
the observed orbital phase φ, that is,
vr (φ) = γ − vx cos 2πφ+ vy sin 2πφ, (2.2)
where γ is the systemic velocity of the binary.
From Equation 2.2 it follows that the velocity coordinate (vx, vy) of each point of emission
traces a sinusoidal curve through velocity-phase space over the duration of a complete orbit.
The semi-amplitudeK of this sinusoidal curve is the magnitude of the corresponding velocity




y. At the same time, each of the velocity coordinates in the
co-rotating spatial coordinate frame represents a unique coordinate in the velocity coordinate
frame that forms the ‘canvas’ for a Doppler tomogram. Therefore, each square velocity bin
(pixel) with width dvp (= dvx = dvy) and centred on a unique velocity coordinate (vx, vy) in
a tomogram, can be considered to represent a particular S-wave component in velocity-phase
space, that is, in the trailed spectra.
This is demonstrated in Figure 2.5 for two pixels with widths dvp = 56 km s−1 and cen-
tred on, respectively, (vx, vy) = (−423, 254) and (−648, −1493) km s−1. Each pixel in the
tomogram represents an area in the trailed spectra bounded by the radial velocity vr curves
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of the velocity coordinates (vx ± 0.5dvp, vy ± 0.5dvp). In other words, the intensity in each
pixel, that is, I (vx, vy), represents the orbitally phase-averaged emission line flux for the
particular bounded emission component in the trailed spectra. A tomogram, therefore, rep-
resents a phase-averaged image (map) in velocity coordinates of the emission distribution
in the observed system. Conversely, the trailed spectra can be reproduced by summing up
the S-wave components from all the pixels in the tomogram. The inclusion of the systemic
velocity γ in Equation 2.2 places the radial velocity vr curves, and consequently the tomo-
gram, in the rest frame of the binary. Therefore, in order to ‘align’ each pixel with the
‘correct’ S-wave component in the trailed spectra (and vice versa) the systemic velocity γ
of the binary must be known.
According to axioms one and two (Section 2.1.1) each emission component is considered
to have a constant contribution to the observed emission line profile at each observed orbital
phase. At orbital phase φ the observed emission line flux between radial velocities v and
v + dv can therefore be recovered by integration over all the pixels in the tomogram that





I (vx, vy) [g (v − vr) dv] dvxdvy. (2.3)
Here the function g (v − vr) describes the intensity of the local line profile at a Doppler shift
of v − vr. The observed emission line flux density at orbital phase φ, that is to say, the
observed line profile f (v, φ), is then given by





I (vx, vy) g (v − vr) dvxdvy. (2.4)
Taking g (v − vr) to be a narrow Gaussian profile with a width matching the instrumental
resolution, that is to say, almost a delta function, Equation 2.4 isolates all pixels close to
v = vr (φ) = γ − vx cos 2πφ+ vy sin 2πφ. (2.5)
Equation 2.5 represents a straight line in velocity coordinates (i.e., the tomogram). The
gradient (slope) is determined by the orbital phase φ while the intercept is dependent on the
value of v as well as the orbital phase φ. Now, given the definition of the co-rotating spatial
coordinate frame and the resulting velocity coordinates it follows that orbital phase φ = 0.0
represents a collapse (projection) of the tomogram in the positive vy direction. Similarly,
orbital phases φ = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 represent projections in the positive vx, negative vy
and negative vx directions, respectively. At a specific orbital phase φ the emission line profile
can be seen, therefore, as a projection of the tomogram in a direction determined by that
orbital phase. In other words, each trailed phase-resolved spectrum represents a sum view of
the intensity in all the pixels in the tomogram that line up along the direction of its specific
orbital phase φ.
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There are, however, an infinite number of emission distributions in velocity coordinates
which can produce the same sum view seen in the trailed spectrum. Finding the emission
distribution from which all the observed spectra can be reconstructed, poses a linear inverse




P (x, t)ψ (t) dt, (2.6)
where ϕ (x) represents a reconstructed spectrum, ψ (t) is the emission distribution to be
found and P (x, t) is the kernel (a bounded linear operator) of the integral equation. Solv-
ing the linear inverse problem, in other words, finding the emission distribution that is
an accurate representation of the observed system, is the objective of Doppler tomogra-
phy. However, the inversion from the observed spectra to the Doppler tomogram can be
accomplished by more than one method. Marsh & Horne (1988) focussed on a maximum
entropy method (MEM) of regularised fitting whereas Horne (1991) favoured a filtered back-
projection method. Marsh (2001) gives a comparison of the relative merits of both methods
which highlights the superiority of the MEM in dealing with noise and artefacts. Together
with its flexibility and employment of a χ2 as a formal goodness-of-fit parameter makes the
MEM the preferred inversion method in most cases. Therefore, only the MEM is considered
here and it is discussed in the next section.
2.1.4 Maximum entropy method
Jaynes (1957) introduced the concept of a ‘maximum-entropy estimate’ which is a statistical
inference for finding a probability distribution based on partial ‘knowledge’. Consider the
function f (x) where x can be the discrete values xi (i = 1, 2, ..., n). The expected value




f (xi) pi, (2.7)
is known, but the corresponding probabilities pi are not. It is possible that any of an infinite
number of probability distributions may produce the expected value. Jaynes (1957) gives




pi ln pi, (2.8)
where K is a positive constant. Of all the possible probability distributions that satisfy
Equation 2.7 the one that has the maximum entropy, based on the given information, is
the best estimate possible, that is, “it is maximally non-committal with regard to missing
information” (Jaynes 1957).
The ‘maximum-entropy estimate’ or maximum entropy method (MEM) was originally
introduced for statistical mechanics, but it has been adapted for and used extensively in
∗Jaynes (1957) uses the notation H for the entropy.
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other fields. A review of its use for image restoration in astronomy is given by Narayan &
Nityananda (1986). In Doppler tomography (Marsh & Horne 1988) the MEM is applied to
find the emission distribution in velocity coordinates (a tomogram) that is consistent with
the input data, that is, the Doppler-shifted spectra at a number of observed phases of the
target system. The MEM uses an iteration algorithm to achieve this which is best explained
by describing a specific algorithm. The algorithm used for this purpose is a slightly modified
version of the algorithm described by Lucy (1994), which is related to the Richardson-Lucy
iteration (Richardson 1972; Lucy 1974). The modified algorithm, that is, the fast maximum
entropy algorithm, is described by Spruit (1994) for use in eclipse mapping (Horne 1985),
but it is also used in constructing Doppler tomograms (Spruit 1998). It is much faster than
other algorithms (e.g., Skilling & Bryan 1984) normally used in MEM applications. The fast
maximum entropy algorithm is described here in its specific form for constructing Doppler
tomograms. This description is given in reference to and incorporates elements from Lucy
(1994), Spruit (1994) and Spruit (1998).
2.1.4.1 Fast maximum entropy algorithm
The input spectra (in velocity profile format) at observed phases φi are denoted by ϕ̃i.
These need not be at equal phase intervals, but they must provide reasonable coverage over
the orbit of the observed system. The aim is to find a tomogram (emission distribution
in velocity coordinates), denoted by ψ, from which it is possible to reconstruct the input
spectra. The reconstructed spectra are denoted by ϕi. The shape of the tomogram ψ is
assumed to be a circle in velocity coordinates with radius equal to the absolute maximum
radial velocity extracted from the input spectra. The area of the tomogram ψ is divided
into m discrete elements. The reconstructed spectra ϕi are then given by a discrete form of





where the kernel P is a projection matrix that converts the emission from surface element j
to its contribution to the spectrum at observed phase φi.
The ‘entropy’ to be maximised during the reconstruction process, in order to determine
the tomogram ψ, is the scalar quantity Q, that is, the quality function, given by
Q = H + αS, (2.10)
where H and S are the likelihood and entropy functions, respectively, and α is the regulari-
sation parameter. The likelihood H is a measure of the difference between the reconstructed
spectra ϕ and the input spectra ϕ̃, with a maximum when the reconstructed spectra are
equal to the input spectra. The preferred formulation of the likelihood H is a log-likelihood∗
∗The log-likelihood is preferred under the assumption that the uncertainties in the data follow Poisson
statistics whereas a χ2-likelihood is preferred if the uncertainties follow normal statistics.
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if the default image is normalised
(∑
j χj = 1
)
. The regularisation parameter α controls the
relative contributions of the likelihood H and the entropy S in the quality function Q. In
other words, it controls the trade-off between noise and resolution: a too small value will over
fit the noise while a larger value produces smoother tomograms. The procedure for selecting
it therefore has a critical effect on the quality of the fit to the data and correspondingly the
structure of the resulting tomogram.
The maximisation of the quality function Q is done iteratively by adjusting the values
of ψ through constructing a sequence of tomograms ψk:














The first term in Equation 2.15 is crucial as it increases the emission contribution of the
surface elements j that produce a higher positive change in the quality function Q, while
the second term ensures a constant total emission
∑
j ψj . The iterative correction ∆ψ
k is
split into its likelihood and entropy elements:




















An accuracy of convergence δ is specified for the iteration process and the iterations proceed
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until ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∆ψk|∆Hψk|+ |∆Sψk|
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < δ, (2.19)
where ‖ A ‖ is the root mean square norm of a vector A. At the point of convergence the
tomogram ψk is taken to be the least biased emission distribution in velocity coordinates
that is consistent with the observed spectra for the target system.
Figure 2.6 shows an example of a Doppler tomogram constructed with the fast maximum
entropy algorithm. A model velocity profile overlay is added to assist with the interpretation
of the emission distribution in the tomogram. The tomogram is dominated by a relatively
bright accretion disc and the bright spot of the impact region between the ballistic stream
and disc. This example is revisited in Chapter 4 where it is discussed in more detail (see
Section 4.1).
Figure 2.6. Example fast maximum entropy Doppler tomography of a dwarf nova. The
normalised Doppler tomogram is shown in the middle panel. The left and right panels show
the normalised trailed input and reconstructed spectra, respectively. The binary’s centre
of mass is at the centre of the tomogram, marked with a plus (+). The centres of mass of
the primary and secondary are marked with crosses (×). The model velocity profile overlay
includes the Roche lobes of the primary (dashed line), the secondary (solid line) and a single
particle ballistic trajectory (solid line) from the L1 point up to 45◦ in azimuth around the
primary. Also shown are the 3:1 resonance radius as the outer edge of the accretion disc
(solid circle) and an inner Keplerian radius (dot-dashed line) based on an absolute radial
velocity of 1600 km s−1, that is, the maximum absolute radial velocity seen in the emission
line variations.
2.2 Standard Doppler tomography extensions
In the first part of this section an overview is given of spin-cycle Doppler tomography (Hellier
1997) that uses spin-folded spectra to map emission components which are locked on the
spin period of the primary of, for example, an intermediate polar. The second part of this
section covers modulation Doppler tomography (Steeghs 2003), a notable extension that
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maps emission components that vary harmonically as a function of the orbital period.
2.2.1 Spin-cycle Doppler tomography
Hellier (1997, 1999) used spin-cycle Doppler tomography to map the spin-varying emission
components in various intermediate polars. This technique was especially successful in
exposing the extent and shape of the line-emitting accretion curtains in, for example, PQ
Gem.
The first step in spin-cycle Doppler tomography is to resolve the observed spectra on the
spin phase as opposed to the orbital phase which is normally the case for Doppler tomography
(see Section 2.1). In general, the emission from spin-varying components originates from
within the rotating magnetosphere of the primary. On the other hand, the emission from
orbitally-varying components is expected to originate further out in the system, for example,
from the secondary, ballistic accretion stream and disc. The second step is to subtract a
phase-invariant spectrum from each of the spin phase-resolved spectra in order to remove
the emission components not varying on the spin phase. According to Hellier (1997) this
is achieved by subtracting, at each resolved wavelength, the second lowest flux value from
the set of spin phase-resolved spectra at that wavelength. The second lowest value, rather
than the lowest, is used because it makes the procedure less sensitive to outlier values. Any
residual phase-invariant emission produces azimuthally symmetric rings in the tomogram,
hence any such features must be excluded when interpreting the tomogram.
The spin-folded spectra are not corrected for the orbital motion of the primary, because
for most intermediate polars the primary’s semi-amplitude K1 and (or) phase-offset are not
known. Effectively the orbital motion of the primary will smear the spin-folded emission
features in the tomogram. However, in these systems the primary typically has a semi-
amplitude K1 < 100km s−1 which is much less than the infall velocities near the primary.
For practical purposes a spin-cycle tomogram can therefore considered to be centred on the
rest frame of the primary, but blurred by its orbital motion. See the above mentioned papers
for a more complete description of the technique. The spin-cycle Doppler tomography results
of PQ Gem, first presented by Hellier (1997), are explored further in Section 4.5.
2.2.2 Modulation Doppler tomography
Axiom two (Section 2.1.1) states that the flux from each point in the frame of rotation is
assumed to be constant in time. Observations of CVs and mCvs, however, confirm that
the flux from the typical emission components that are mapped in Doppler tomography do
modulate in time. Most notable are phased flux modulations that are mostly attributed to
the geometry of the system, for example, an eclipse or the aspect variation of an emission
component. This is especially common in mid- to high-inclination systems where emission
components such as the irradiated side of the secondary and the bright spot where the
ballistic stream impacts the accretion disc, can be partially or wholly eclipsed during an
orbit. Doppler tomography, however, presents a phase-averaged map in velocity coordinates
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of the emission distribution in the system. Phase-dependent details in the observed spectra
such as the orbital flux modulation will therefore not be recovered in the reconstructed
spectra. Recognising this, Steeghs (2003) introduced modulation Doppler tomography, a
technique that maps emission components which modulate sinusoidally as a function of the
orbital period. This is achieved through the simultaneous construction of three tomograms,
that is, one for the average flux distribution and two for the variable part in terms of its
sine and cosine amplitudes.
In Section 2.1.3 it was shown that the flux of a particular emission component is repre-
sented by the single phase-averaged parameter I (vx, vy), that is, the intensity in the pixel
centred on the velocity coordinate (vx, vy) in the tomogram. Now, consider the flux F (φ)
of an emission component that modulates sinusoidally as a function of the orbital period,
that is,
F (φ) = Iavg + Icos cos 2πφ+ Isin sin 2πφ. (2.20)
Here Iavg is the average flux, and Icos and Isin are, respectively, the cosine and sine com-
ponents of the flux modulation. The total amplitude and the phase of the modulation are




−1 (Icos/Isin) . (2.21)
Three parameters are now used to describe the observed flux of the emission component, that
is, Iavg (vx, vy), Icos (vx, vy) and Isin (vx, vy). The observed line profile f (v, φ) at orbital
phase φ is then given by





[Iavg (vx, vy) + Icos (vx, vy) cos 2πφ+ Isin (vx, vy) sin 2πφ] ·
g (v − vr) dvxdvy. (2.22)
This extension does not change the basics of the projection from the observed spectra to
the tomogram or the reconstruction of the spectra from the tomogram, but three Doppler
tomograms are now constructed. One tomogram is constructed in terms of Iavg (vx, vy) and
describes the average flux distribution. This tomogram is equivalent to the conventional
tomogram constructed in terms of I (vx, vy). The other two tomograms are constructed,
respectively, in terms of Icos (vx, vy) and Isin (vx, vy). These tomograms describe the variable
component in terms of its sine and cosine amplitudes.
Figure 2.7 shows example modulation tomograms based on the He ii λ4686 emission line
of the dwarf nova IP Peg during outburst presented by Steeghs (2003). The tomogram of the
average emission (upper left panel of Figure 2.7) is similar to the non-modulated standard
tomogram presented by Harlaftis et al. (1999), using the same data. The modulation in the
emission associated with the accretion disc and secondary is clearly seen in the tomogram
of the total modulated emission (upper right panel of Figure 2.7). The tomograms of the
cosine and sine amplitudes (bottom left and right panels of Figure 2.7, respectively) show
that the modulation is dominated by the sine component. See Steeghs (2003) for a more
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complete discussion about the subtleties revealed by the modulation tomograms and the
interpretation thereof.
Figure 2.7. Example modulation Doppler tomograms of the dwarf nova IP Peg. The
tomograms of the average emission and the total modulated emission are shown in the
upper left and right panels, respectively. These tomograms are in a grey scale with brighter
regions being darker. The tomograms of the cosine and sine amplitudes are shown in the
lower left and right panels, respectively. The grey scale bar on the right shows the fractional
modulation amplitudes in these tomograms. Taken from Steeghs (2003) – Figure 4.
Modulation Doppler tomography has been proven to be a sound and well constrained
extension to the conventional technique (see, e.g., Papadaki et al. 2008). Recent references in
literature to the application of modulation Doppler tomography mostly involve spectroscopic
studies of black hole X-ray binaries, e.g., Peris et al. (2015) and Čechura et al. (2015).
Building partially on the principles introduced by Steeghs (2003) I developed a variant form
of modulation Doppler tomography which I introduce in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Inside-out Doppler tomography
Though this be madness, yet there is method in’t.
– William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act II, Scene 2
I showed in Chapter 2 how a standard Doppler tomogram is constructed in velocity cartesian
coordinates using the velocity and emission information contained in phase-resolved Doppler-
shifted spectra. In the cartesian coordinate frame zero velocity is placed at the origin and
the maximum velocities at the edge of the coordinate frame. When first encountering such
a standard Doppler tomogram of a CV, one may have some difficulty in visualising the ac-
cepted spatial geometry of this type of binary based on the velocity geometry of the emission
components. This is largely due to the inverted appearance of the emission components in
standard velocity coordinates with respect to the spatial direction. The question therefore
arises: Is it possible to construct a Doppler tomogram in ‘inside-out’ velocity coordinates
which may present a more intuitive layout to help ease the ‘difficulty’ associated with stan-
dard velocity coordinates? If so, the next question is: Does the distribution of emission
component fluxes in the tomogram constructed in ‘inside-out’ velocity coordinates reveal
details not seen in the tomogram constructed in standard velocity coordinates?
In the endeavour to answer the first question I developed a new inside-out velocity projec-
tion technique. The second question prompted an extensive investigation into the application
of this new technique. While this chapter serves as an introduction to the new inside-out
velocity projection technique, the next chapter (Chapter 4) focusses on the investigation
involving CVs and mCVs selected for the distinct accretion features apparent in their trailed
spectra and exposed through standard Doppler tomography. As a starting point for this
chapter I recast the spatial and velocity cartesian coordinate frames, reviewed in the previ-
ous chapter (see Section 2.1.2), in polar coordinates in Section 3.1. The resulting standard
velocity polar coordinate frame forms the basis for the inside-out velocity polar coordinate
frame which I introduce in Section 3.2. Next, in Section 3.3, I revisit velocity-phase space
with a comparison between velocity bins in standard and inside-out velocity coordinates. In
Section 3.4 I give a short overview of doptomog, a refactored fast maximum entropy Doppler
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tomography code that incorporates the inside-out projection. It is important to note that
this code constructs the inside-out tomogram independently of the standard tomogram by
directly projecting the phase-resolved spectra onto the inside-out velocity coordinate frame.
I end the chapter with a test on a simulated data set of phase-resolved spectra. The results
of the inside-out projection are shown alongside that of the standard projection in Section
3.5. Shortened versions of the sections in this chapter have been published as parts of two
articles in Astronomy & Astrophysics (Kotze et al. 2015, 2016).
3.1 Spatial and velocity polar coordinates
3.1.1 Non-magnetic cataclysmic variables
3.1.1.1 Spatial polar coordinates
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Outer edge of disc
Inner edge of disc
Figure 3.1. Spatial polar coordinates for a model CV with an accretion disc. This figure
is the equivalent of Figure 2.1, but in polar coordinates.
Figure 3.1 shows the same model CV shown in Figure 2.1, but in spatial polar coordinates.
The radial component r is the distance (normalised by the binary separation a) measured
from the binary’s centre of mass. The angular component θs (also called the polar angle)
is measured in an anticlockwise direction from the line between the centres of mass of the
binary and secondary. For example, the primary’s centre of mass is at (r, θs) = (0.17, 180◦),
while that of the secondary is at (r, θs) = (0.83, 0◦). The radial components of the centres of
mass of the primary and secondary are functions of the mass ratio q, that is, r = q/ (1 + q)
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for the primary’s centre of mass and r = 1/ (1 + q) for that of the secondary. The angu-
lar component θs in the spatial coordinate frame is not to be confused with the angular
component θ in the velocity coordinate frame described below.
3.1.1.2 Velocity polar coordinates
Every spatial point (r, θs) in the system now has a two-dimensional velocity polar coordinate
(u, θ) in the co-rotating spatial coordinate frame. The projection of all the (u, θ)-coordinates
onto the rotating frame forms the velocity polar coordinate frame with (v, θ)-coordinates.
The inclination angle i is taken into account in the projection, that is, v = u sin i.
















Figure 3.2. Velocity polar coordinates for a model CV with an accretion disc. This figure
is the equivalent of Figure 2.2, but in velocity polar coordinates.
Figure 3.2 shows the velocity polar coordinates of the model CV based on the co-rotating
spatial polar coordinate frame defined above (Figure 3.1). The inclination angle i of the sys-
tem is taken to be 75◦. The radial component v, that is, the velocity magnitude, increases as
a linear function of distance from the origin. The angular component θ, that is, the velocity
direction, is measured in an anticlockwise direction from the line drawn from the binary’s
centre of mass horizontally to the right. For example, the velocity of the secondary’s centre
of mass is now given by a velocity magnitude v = 345 km s−1 with a velocity direction (angle)
θ = 90◦ (i.e., vx = 0 and vy = 345 km s−1 in cartesian coordinates). The velocity coordinate
of the primary’s centre of mass is now (v, θ) =
(
69 km s−1, 270◦
)
. The advantage of velocity
polar coordinates is that a coordinate, that is, (v, θ), directly describes its magnitude v
and direction θ. In contrast, a velocity cartesian coordinate must be converted to get its
magnitude v and direction θ. In general, it is more intuitive to describe velocity in terms of
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its magnitude and direction than to describe it in terms of its x- and y-axial components.
At this point it is important to note that the velocity profile of the accretion disc is not
centred on the origin of the coordinate frame in Figure 3.2. This is the result of the disc being
centred on the primary’s centre of mass and not on the binary’s centre of mass. It follows,
therefore, that the Keplerian velocities of the disc are offset by an amount corresponding to
the orbital motion of the primary. This is clearly seen in the velocity profiles of the inner
and outer disc, as well as that of the radii at decrements of 0.25 times the outer disc radius,
not being concentric with the velocity grid. The higher the mass ratio q in the binary the
further the primary’s centre of mass is from the origin and the more noticeable the offset
in the velocity profile of the disc will be. It is important to note that the offset in the disc
is not the result of using polar coordinates because the offset is also present in cartesian
coordinates (see Figure 2.2).
Subtracting the orbital velocity of the primary from the model velocity profile centres
the primary and accretion disc on the origin of the coordinate frame (Marsh & Horne 1988).
Figure 3.3 shows such a resulting velocity map for the model CV. The velocity profiles of the
inner and outer disc, as well as that of the radii at decrements of 0.25 times the outer disc
radius, are now concentric with the velocity grid. The velocity coordinates of the centres of
mass of the binary and secondary are now (v, θ) =
(




414 km s−1, 90◦
)
,
respectively. The results of centring Doppler tomograms on the rest frames of the binary
and primary, respectively, are compared in Sections 3.5, 4.1 and 4.2.
















Figure 3.3. Velocity polar coordinates centred on the rest frame of the primary for a model
CV with an accretion disc. The primary’s centre of mass is the cross (×) at the origin, while
that of the binary and secondary are, respectively, the plus (+) and cross (×) on the 90◦-line.
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As noted in Section 2.1.2.2 that due to the Keplerian motion in the accretion disc the
velocity profiles of the radii at decrements of 0.25 times the outer disc radius do not follow
the same linear distribution in velocity coordinates as they do in spatial coordinates. I
explored replacing the linear radial component v with a Keplerian velocity (∝ 1/
√
r) profile
in an attempt to produce a more equidistant velocity contour profile for the disc. However,
a correct calculation of the Keplerian profile would require knowledge of the mass of the
primary of the actual system under investigation. This is rarely known and would introduce
a new parameter that would no longer give a map that is simply a direct projection of the
observations.
3.1.2 Magnetic cataclysmic variables
3.1.2.1 Spatial polar coordinates











Roche lobe of primary
Figure 3.4. Spatial polar coordinates for a model mCV with ballistic and magnetic accre-
tion flows only. Spatial overlays are shown for the Roche lobe of the primary (black dashed
line) and ballistic accretion stream (black solid line) up to 65◦ in azimuth around the pri-
mary. Also shown are magnetic dipole field lines (blue dotted lines) at 10◦ intervals from
5◦ to 65◦ in azimuth around the primary. The assumed dipole axis azimuth and co-latitude
are 40◦ and 15◦, respectively.
To complete the recasting to polar coordinates a model mCV is also considered. The spatial
polar coordinates for a model mCV without an accretion disc, but with a ballistic stream
and magnetically confined accretion along the magnetic dipole field lines are shown in Figure
3.4. The model mCV parameters are the same as that for the model CV, that is, a primary
mass M1 = 0.85M, a mass ratio q = 0.2 and an orbital period Porb = 0.125 d (3 hr).
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Consequently, the spatial polar coordinates for the centres of mass of the primary and
secondary of the model mCV are the same as that of the model CV in Figure 3.1, that
is, (r, θs) = (0.17, 180◦) and (0.83, 0◦), respectively. The modelled single particle ballistic
trajectory includes, apart from gravitational and centrifugal effects, a magnetic drag force.
This drag force is similar to that employed by Schwope et al. (1997b) and Schwope et al.
(2000). It decreases exponentially as a function of the distance from the primary’s centre of
mass and is included in order to account for the pull of the primary’s magnetic field on the
partly ionised ballistic stream. The structure of the primary’s magnetic field is taken to be
a single dipole, but no assumption is made about the strength of the magnetic field.
3.1.2.2 Velocity polar coordinates














Figure 3.5. Velocity polar coordinates for a model mCV with ballistic and magnetic
accretion flows only. The binary’s centre of mass is the plus (+) at the origin, while that
of the primary and secondary are the crosses (×) on the 270◦- and 90◦-lines, respectively.
The red circles along the ballistic accretion stream (black solid line) mark the points where
the magnetic dipole field lines connect. The red dotted lines are non-physical tracers for the
change in the line-of-sight velocity as the magnetically confined flows leave the orbital plane
along the magnetic dipole field lines. The magnetic dipole field lines (blue dotted lines)
diverge towards higher velocities.
Following the same procedure discussed above for the model CV the resulting velocity
polar coordinates for the model mCV are shown in Figure 3.5. As was the case with
their spatial polar coordinates the velocity polar coordinates for the centres of mass of
the primary and secondary are the same as that of the model CV in Figure 3.2, that is,
(v, θ) =
(




345 km s−1, 90◦
)
, respectively. The first dipole connection
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on the ballistic stream is at (283 km s−1, 131◦), while the first dipole trajectory starts at
(126 km s−1, 166◦). Consecutive connections and trajectories are at locations with progres-
sively higher velocities and polar angles. These velocities include the effect of the simulated
magnetic drag force described above. The profiles of the dipole trajectories radiate outwards
from the lower velocities where they leave the orbital plane towards higher velocities as they
approach the primary, in other words, they diverge towards higher velocities.
3.2 Inside-out velocity polar coordinates
The aim now is to construct an inside-out velocity coordinate frame with zero velocity on the
outer circumference and the maximum velocities around the centre of the coordinate frame.
The standard velocity polar coordinate frame defined in Section 3.1 forms the basis for such
an inside-out velocity polar coordinate frame. In the inside-out velocity polar coordinate
frame the velocity direction (angular component) θ of a point remains unchanged, that is to
say, it is measured in an anticlockwise direction from the line drawn from the binary’s centre
of mass horizontally to the right. However, the velocity magnitude (radial component) v
now increases as a linear function of distance from the zero velocity outer circumference
towards the centre of the coordinate frame with the said direction θ.
For the inside-out coordinate frame to be complementary to the standard coordinate
frame, and to facilitate a direct comparison between them, the default centre of the inside-
out coordinate frame is set to the maximum radial velocity (plus a small arbitrary velocity
element δv) used to construct the standard coordinate frame. This maximum radial velocity
is effectively the maximum velocity vmax extracted for an emission (or absorption) line from
observed phase-resolved spectra, that is to say, the ‘edge’ of the data projected onto the
coordinate frame to construct the tomogram. The centre and the outer circumference of
the inside-out coordinate frame are therefore essentially a transposition of, respectively, the
zero velocity origin and the maximum outer velocities (plus the small arbitrary velocity
element δv) of the standard coordinate frame. The set of maximum velocities at the small
arbitrary velocity element δv from the centre of the inside-out coordinate frame (i.e., around
the centre) is described by
(v, θ) = (vmax, θ) , (3.1)
for all values of θ. This means the ‘edge’ of the data is projected around the centre of the
inside-out coordinate frame. Consequently, the centre represents a discontinuity and the
inner four velocity bins (pixels) around it are not used in the projection.
Placing zero velocity at the edge of the inside-out coordinate frame means that where it
used to be only one point in the standard coordinate frame, it now becomes a set of zero
values described by
(v, θ) = (0, θ) , (3.2)
for all values of θ.
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3.2.1 Non-magnetic cataclysmic variables

















Figure 3.6. Inside-out velocity polar coordinates for a model CV with an accretion disc.
The velocity map is centred on the rest frame of the binary. The binary’s centre of mass is
effectively the zero velocity outer circumference while those of the primary and secondary
are the crosses (×) on the 270◦- and 90◦-lines, respectively. The centre of the disc is the
asterisk on the 90◦-line.
Figure 3.6 shows the equivalent inside-out velocity map of the standard velocity map pre-
sented in Figure 3.2. In the inside-out coordinate frame the binary’s centre of mass effectively
becomes the outer circumference of zero velocity. The inner and outer edges of the accretion
disc are now orientated in accordance to the spatial orientation. In addition, the ballistic
accretion stream is on the outside of the disc and it ‘curves’ inwards as it accelerates towards
the disc and primary. The secondary is also on the outside of the disc albeit upside down.
It is projected upside down because it orbits as a solid body which means that the side
furthest from the binary’s centre of mass moves faster than the side closest to the binary’s
centre of mass. This is in contrast to the Keplerian velocities of the accretion disc and the
ballistic velocities of the accretion stream. The Roche lobe of the primary is now the outer
bounded area between zero velocity and the dashed line that contains the primary’s centre
of mass (indicated by a ×). The Keplerian velocities in the accretion disc are still visibly
apparent as can be seen in the radial velocity profiles of the equidistant disc radii contours
(red dashed circles). In the inside-out velocity map the offset in the Keplerian velocities of
the disc is more apparent than in the standard velocity map (i.e., Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.7 shows the inside-out velocity map with the orbital motion of the primary
subtracted from the model velocity profile. Now the velocity map is centred on the rest
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Figure 3.7. Inside-out velocity polar coordinates centred on the rest frame of the primary
for a model CV with an accretion disc. The primary’s centre of mass is the zero velocity
outer circumference while those of the binary and secondary are the plus (+) and cross (×)
on the 90◦-line, respectively.
frame of the primary and the primary’s centre of mass is effectively the outer circumference
of zero velocity. As was the case for the equivalent standard velocity map presented in
Figure 3.3, the velocity profiles of the inner and outer disc, as well as that of the radii at
decrements of 0.25 times the outer disc radius, are now concentric with the velocity grid.
The results of centring Doppler tomograms on the rest frame of the binary and the primary,
respectively, are compared in Sections 3.5, 4.1 and 4.2.
3.2.2 Magnetic cataclysmic variables
The equivalent inside-out velocity map of the standard velocity map of the model mCV
presented in Figure 3.5 is shown in Figure 3.8. Compared to the profiles in the standard
velocity map the profiles of the dipole trajectories now radiate inwards from the lower
velocities where they leave the orbital plane towards higher velocities as they approach the
primary, in other words, they converge towards higher velocities.
3.3 Velocity-phase space revisited
In Section 2.1.2 the velocity cartesian coordinate frame was discussed. It was noted that the
velocity coordinate frame is divided into discrete square velocity bins (pixels) each of which
is centred on a unique velocity coordinate (vx, vy). Now, each coordinate in the velocity
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Figure 3.8. Inside-out velocity polar coordinates for a model mCV with ballistic and
magnetic accretion flows only. The velocity map is centred on the rest frame of the binary.
The binary’s centre of mass is effectively the zero velocity outer circumference while those
of the primary and secondary are the crosses (×) on the 270◦- and 90◦-lines, respectively.
The magnetic dipole field lines (blue dotted lines) converge towards higher velocities.
coordinate frame describes a velocity vector that has both a magnitude v and direction
(angle) θ. In the standard and inside-out polar coordinate frames each pixel is centred on
a velocity coordinate (v, θ) which directly describes the magnitude v and angle θ of the
corresponding centre velocity vector ~v = (v, θ). Similar to the cartesian coordinate frame,
each pixel represents a square velocity bin which has sides of magnitude dvp.
The left panel of Figure 3.9 is the equivalent of the left panel of Figure 2.5, but in
standard velocity polar coordinates. It shows the same lower velocity green pixel and
higher velocity blue pixel in the upper and lower left quadrants, respectively, of the Doppler
map with the equivalent velocities in polar coordinates (v, θ) =
(
493 km s−1, 149.0◦
)
and(
1627 km s−1, 246.5◦
)
, respectively. As is the case for the cartesian layout, both pixels rep-
resent square velocity bins which have sides of magnitude dvp = 56 km s−1. In standard
velocity coordinates the lower velocity pixels are closer to the centre of the coordinate frame
while the higher velocity pixels are further away. Consequently, and as expected, the range
in velocity angle dθ for the lower velocity green pixel is larger than that for the high velocity
blue pixel, that is, 9.0◦ for the green pixel compared to 2.6◦ for the blue pixel. The range in
velocity angle dθ, in other words, the angle subtended by a pixel, therefore decreases as the
pixel’s velocity magnitude v increases. For the lower velocity green pixel the range in veloc-
ity magnitude dv is 77 km s−1 compared to 74 km s−1 for the higher velocity blue pixel. The
maximum range in velocity magnitude dv is the diagonal magnitude dm of a pixel, that is,
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Figure 3.9. Velocity bins (pixels) in standard and inside-out polar velocity coordinates.
The left panel shows the positions of a lower velocity green pixel and a higher velocity blue
pixel in, respectively, the upper and lower left quadrants of the standard velocity map. The
right panel shows the equivalent pixels in the inside-out velocity map.
dm =
√
2 ·dvp, which holds for all pixels with a velocity angle θ that coincides with the diag-
onals of the coordinate frame quadrants, that is, θ ∈ {45◦, 135◦, 225◦, 315◦}. The minimum
range is ∼ dvp which holds when a pixel is close to the (0◦ − 180◦)- or (90◦ − 270◦)-lines
and it is close to the outer circumference of the coordinate frame, that is to say, its velocity
magnitude v is close to vmax. In general therefore, in the standard coordinate frame the
lower velocity pixels sample a larger velocity vector range than the higher velocity pixels, in
other words, the velocity vector range sampled by a pixel decreases as a function of radial
distance from the centre of the coordinate frame.
To demonstrate this for the inside-out coordinate frame the equivalent lower velocity
green and higher velocity blue pixels shown in the left panel of Figure 3.9 are shown in
inside-out velocity polar coordinates in the right panel of Figure 3.9. In inside-out velocity
coordinates the higher velocity pixels are closer to the centre of the coordinate frame while
the lower velocity pixels are further away. Now the range in velocity angle dθ for the lower
velocity green pixel is smaller than that for the high velocity blue pixel, that is, 2.8◦ for the
green pixel compared to 9.9◦ for the blue pixel. The range in velocity angle dθ now increases
as its velocity magnitude v increases. The range in velocity magnitude dv for both pixels,
however, is unchanged compared to the standard coordinate frame, that is, 77 km s−1 for the
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lower velocity green pixel compared to 74 km s−1 for the high velocity blue pixel. Therefore,
in the inside-out coordinate frame the higher velocity pixels sample a larger velocity vector
range than in the standard coordinate frame and conversely for the lower velocity pixels.
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Figure 3.10. Radial velocity curves in velocity-phase space. The left and right panels show
the radial velocity vr curves traced by the centre (solid black lines) and corner (solid green
and solid blue lines) velocity coordinates of the example pixels in, respectively, the standard
and inside-out coordinate frames (i.e., the left and right panels of Figure 3.9, respectively).
The difference in velocity vector range sampling in the standard and inside-out coordinate
frames is further demonstrated by the sinusoidal radial velocity curves traced in the velocity-
phase space by velocity coordinates in each coordinate frame. The sinusoidal radial velocity
vr (Equation 2.2) is equally given in polar coordinates, that is,
vr = γ − v cos(θ + 2πφ), (3.3)
where v is the velocity magnitude and θ is the velocity angle of the velocity vector described
by the velocity coordinate. Figure 3.10 shows the radial velocity curves traced by the centre
and corner velocity coordinates of the lower velocity (green) pixel and the higher velocity
(blue) pixel. Each of these velocity coordinates has a different sinusoidal amplitude and
phase-offset. This is seen in the five radial velocity curves traced for each pixel in both the
standard and inside-out coordinate frames. The ranges in the amplitudes and phase-offsets
of opposite pixel corners are, respectively, the ranges in velocity magnitude dv and angle
dθ. The range in phase-offset, however, plays a larger role in determining the total area
bounded by a pixel in velocity-phase space. A pixel with a larger dθ therefore bounds a
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larger area in velocity-phase phase compared to a pixel with a smaller dθ. In the standard
coordinate frame lower velocity pixels with larger dθ’s therefore represent the flux from a
larger area in the trailed spectra than higher velocity pixels with smaller dθ’s. Conversely,
in the inside-out coordinate frame higher velocity pixels with larger dθ’s represent the flux
from a larger area in the trailed spectra than lower velocity pixels with smaller dθ’s. The
implications of this are highlighted in Section 3.5 and Chapter 4.
3.4 Inside-out Doppler tomography code: doptomog
Spruit (1998) presented a fast maximum entropy (FME) Doppler mapping code (dopmap) for
constructing standard Doppler tomograms of CVs. The dopmap code uses the FME algorithm
discussed in Section 2.1.4. It is a well established code that has been referenced in ∼ 60
refereed articles in the period February 1999 to February 2017. This code consists of two
Fortran 77 programs. The main calculation program dop performs the Doppler tomography.
The output of dop includes the calculated standard tomogram as well as the reconstructed
spectra. The program lobe calculates spatial and velocity profiles of the Roche lobe of
the secondary and a single particle ballistic trajectory based on the mass ratio q of the
binary. Its output is used in the model velocity profile overlay which can be added to the
tomogram to assist with the interpretation of the calculated emission distribution. The code
also includes a number of Interactive Data Language (IDL) scripts. One of these scripts,
foldspec, is used to phase-fold the input spectra and, if necessary, to interpolate each
spectrum to the same wavelength range and resolution. The script dopin is used to extract
a specified emission (or absorption) line from the phase-folded input spectra. The scripts
dopmap and stream are used to visualise the input and output produced by the code, that
is to say, the trailed input and reconstructed spectra as well as the standard tomogram with
(or without) an applicable model velocity profile overlay in a cartesian coordinate frame.
I have refactored and extended the code described above into a new code which consists
of three Fortran 90/95/2003 programs and various IDL and GNUPlot scripts. The program
dop was refactored into the program pdoptomog. This program was extended to calculate
tomograms in the standard and inside-out velocity coordinate frames. The inside-out to-
mogram is constructed independently of the standard tomogram by directly projecting the
input spectra onto the inside-out velocity coordinate frame. The program pdoptomog was
also extended to calculate a specified number of consecutive half-phase tomograms and the
resulting flux modulation mapping (see Chapter 5). The program lobe was refactored into
the program pbinarymodel which was extended to calculate also the spatial and velocity
profiles of the primary. Also, it was extended for non-magnetic CVs to calculate profiles
for the 3:1 resonance radius and a specified inner Keplerian radius as the outer and inner
edges of the accretion disc, respectively. For magnetic CVs it was extended to calculate
magnetic dipole trajectories and to include a simulated magnetic drag force (described in
Section 3.1.2.2) in the single particle ballistic trajectory. The functionality of the IDL
scripts foldspec and dopin was refactored into the Fortran program pspectra. The scripts
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dopmap and stream were refactored into the scripts doptomogplotpre and doptomogplot,
respectively. These scripts were extended to produce the visualisation of the tomograms, as
well as the flux modulation mapping output, in standard and inside-out polar coordinate
frames. The basic plotting functionality repeated in the scripts dopmap and stream were
refactored into a number of reusable IDL scripts. The GNUPlot script binarymodel3d was
added for the three-dimensional visualisation of the model spatial profile calculated by the
program pbinarymodel based on the specified binary parameters. Figure 3.11 shows the
main components and a simplified flow of this new refactored and extended code which I
named, collectively, the doptomog code. In the spirit of open access, I made the doptomog
code publicly accessible. It can be downloaded from
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/595/A47
Figure 3.11. Main components of doptomog.
3.5 Standard and inside-out Doppler tomography of sim-
ulated data
I start the investigation into the inside-out projection technique by applying it to a simulated
data set. This allows for a controlled first look at how the technique distributes the fluxes
of defined emission components in the inside-out velocity coordinate frame. A typical single
emission line profile, like that seen in the spectra of a disc-accreting CV, was calculated
by combining simulated line profiles that represent an accretion disc, the bright spot of the
stream-disc impact region and the irradiated face of a secondary star. A broad double peaked
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profile represents the emission from the disc, while two relatively narrow Gaussian profiles
represent the emission from the bright spot and the irradiated secondary. Appropriate phase-
dependent Doppler shifts were applied to each simulated line profile based on the binary
parameters previously used for the model CV, that is, an orbital period Porb = 0.125 d (3 hr),
a primary mass M1 = 0.85M, a mass ratio q = 0.2 and an inclination angle i = 75◦. All
the simulated line profiles, that is, the spectra, include some artificial random noise. The
data set consists of 50 phase-resolved simulated spectra and each spectrum has 100 velocity
points in the radial velocity range used (n = 5000, i.e., the number of spectra times the
number of velocity points in each spectrum).
I used the doptomog code described in Section 3.4 to perform standard and inside-out
Doppler tomography on the simulated spectra of the model CV described above. In Sections
3.5.1 and 3.5.2 I show the results centred on the rest frames of, respectively, the binary
and the primary. The normalised standard and inside-out tomograms are shown for each
scenario. The model velocity profile overlay shown in all the tomograms was calculated using
the same system parameters listed above. Also shown are the trailed normalised input and
reconstructed spectra, as well as absolute input-minus-reconstructed (O−C) residuals. The
input and reconstructed spectra are normalised by the maximum flux in the input spectra.
The absolute O − C spectra are shown in order to have all the displayed trailed spectra
on a comparable colour scale. The relative success the two projection techniques have in
reproducing the features in the input spectra is measured by means of a simple root mean






(Oi − Ci)2, (3.4)
where n is the total number of data points.
All the standard and inside-out tomograms, in this section and the rest of this thesis,
were constructed using 3996 discrete velocity bins (pixels). I choose a slightly higher value
for the regularisation parameter α, that is, 0.003 as opposed to the default value of ∼ 0.002,
as described by Spruit (1998). This was used for all the tomograms, standard and inside-out,
so that all are on the same comparable measure of regularisation. Also, it produces solutions
that reproduce the detail in the observed spectra, but it does not over-fit the noise.
3.5.1 Doppler tomography centred on the rest frame of the binary
Figure 3.12 shows the standard and the inside-out Doppler tomography based on the sim-
ulated spectra of the model CV described above. The tomograms are centred on the rest
frame of the binary.
Trailed spectra: The three simulated emission features are easily distinguished in the
trailed input spectra (middle panel of Figure 3.12). The emission from the disc presents as
two broad features, one redshifted and the other blueshifted. Because the disc is centred
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Figure 3.12. Doppler tomography of a simulated CV: centred on the rest frame of the
binary. The standard and inside-out tomograms are shown in the top left and right panels,
respectively. The middle panel shows the trailed input spectra with the trailed reconstructed
spectra for the corresponding tomogram to the left and right of it. The bottom left and right
panels show the trailed absolute residual spectra for the corresponding tomogram. The rms
values of the standard and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O − C) are 0.087 and 0.078,
respectively. See Section 3.5.1 for more details.
on the primary the whole double-peaked profile of the disc executes an S-wave due to the
orbital motion of the primary. The higher the mass ratio q in the binary the more noticeable
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this ‘wobble’ is in the trailed spectra (e.g., see middle panel of Figure 4.3 for a system with
q ∼ 0.5). The emissions from the secondary and bright spot are the narrow low- and mid-
velocity features, respectively.
For both the standard and the inside-out projections all three emission features seen
in the input spectra are reproduced in the respective trailed reconstructed spectra (panels
to the left and right of the middle panel of Figure 3.12). This is confirmed by a visual
inspection of the trailed absolute O − C spectra (bottom panels of Figure 3.12). The rms
value of the standard projection residuals is 0.087 while that of the inside-out projection
residuals is 0.078. The inside-out projection therefore has a slightly better level of success
than the standard projection in reproducing the input spectra for this scenario. This is
primarily due to the inside-out projection producing a better reconstruction of the lower
velocity emission components such as the secondary and bright spot (see discussion below).
Tomograms: The binary’s centre of mass, marked with a plus (+), is at the centre of the
standard tomogram (top left panel of Figure 3.12). In the inside-out tomogram (top right
panel of Figure 3.12), however, the binary’s centre of mass is effectively the zero velocity
outer circumference while the centre of the disc is marked with an asterisk (∗) only partially
visible on the 90◦-line above the centre discontinuity. In both tomograms the centres of
mass of the primary and secondary are marked with crosses (×). Overlays are shown for
the Roche lobes of the primary (dashed line), the secondary (solid line) and a single particle
ballistic trajectory (solid line) from the L1 point up to 30◦ in azimuth around the primary.
Also shown are the 3:1 resonance radius as the outer edge of the disc (solid circle) and an
inner Keplerian radius (dot-dashed line) based on an absolute radial velocity of 1800 km s−1,
that is, the maximum absolute radial velocity seen in the emission line variations.
Most striking in the standard tomogram are the two bright emission regions at the
locations of the irradiated face of the secondary and the bright spot of the stream-disc
impact region. The emission from the secondary dominates the brightness scale of the
tomogram. The ring-like feature seen in the tomogram corresponds to the emission from
the disc. The disc’s higher velocity emission, that is to say, that from closer to the inner
part of of the disc, is only discernible up to velocities ∼ 1500 km s−1.
In the inside-out tomogram the brightness distribution between the emission features
has changed significantly compared to the standard tomogram. This can be understood in
terms of the discussion in Section 3.3. In the inside-out tomogram lower velocity emissions
are distributed over more pixels covering a larger surface area further from the centre of the
tomogram. Conversely, higher velocity emissions are compacted into fewer pixels covering
a smaller surface area closer to the centre of the tomogram. It is important to note that
despite the change in the brightness distribution the total integrated brightness of the various
emission features is the same in both tomograms.
As expected from the model velocity profile presented in Figure 3.6 the emission of the
secondary is now located on the outside of the disc in the inside-out tomogram. However,
this emission is now distributed over more pixels and consequently it is less bright (i.e., it
has a smaller maximum brightness) than in the standard tomogram. The emission from
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the bright spot is still projected on the disc’s outer edge. Even though this emission is
also distributed over more pixels it now dominates the brightness scale of the tomogram.
The projection of the secondary and bright spot emissions into more pixels gives them an
increased velocity resolution compared to the standard projection. This allows these features
to be reproduced with greater accuracy in the reconstructed spectra.
The emission from the disc is still a ring-like feature in the inside-out tomogram. How-
ever, the disc’s radial emission profile has changed from a more even distribution in the
standard tomogram to a more inner disc concentration. In the standard tomogram the
disc’s higher velocity emission is distributed over more pixels covering a larger surface area
in the tomogram, but in the inside-out tomogram this emission is compacted into fewer
pixels closer to the centre of the tomogram and hence it appears brighter. This is perhaps
more consistent with what is expected from disc emission, that is, the hotter inner disc is
brighter even though the emitting area in the inner edges is much smaller than that in the
outer edges of the disc. Overall, the whole disc is brighter in the inside-out tomogram than
in the standard tomogram.
As noted previously the Keplerian velocity centre of the disc is offset from the origin
of the tomogram by an amount corresponding to the orbital velocity of the primary. In a
standard tomogram this typically results in an asymmetric artefact for a disc with an even
circular emission distribution in which it appears that at lower velocities the part of the disc
in the upper half of the tomogram contains more emission, that is to say, it appears brighter
than the part in the lower half of the tomogram. This type of artefact arises because the
same level of emission is being projected into fewer pixels closer to the origin of the tomogram
for the upper half of the disc compared to the lower half. However, given that the simulated
binary’s mass ratio is only 0.2 and that the emission from the secondary dominates the low-
velocity part of the tomogram, this artefact is diminished in the standard tomogram of this
simulation. In the inside-out tomogram, however, for velocities > 1000 km s−1 it appears
that the lower half of the disc contains more emission than the upper half. As noted for the
standard tomogram, the offset in the Keplerian velocities of the disc results in an asymmetric
artefact. However, in the inside-out tomogram the effect of the offset is clearly seen due to
the brightening of the higher velocity pixels closer to the centre of the tomogram. This
brightening of high-velocity pixels also enhances the high-velocity (> 2000 km s−1) noise
present at the edge of the spectra.
3.5.2 Doppler tomography centred on the rest frame of the primary
Figure 3.13 shows the standard and the inside-out Doppler tomography centred on the rest
frame of the primary. In order to centre the tomograms on the rest frame of the primary
the orbitally phased velocity of the primary (K1 ∼ 69 km s−1; phase zero offset ∼ 0.0) was
subtracted from the original simulated phase-resolved spectra.
Trailed spectra: As expected, the disc’s double peak emission has been ‘straightened’ in
the trailed input spectra (middle panel of Figure 3.13), that is, with the orbital velocity
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Figure 3.13. Doppler tomography of a simulated CV: centred on the rest frame of the
primary. Same layout as Figure 3.12. The rms values of the standard and inside-out residuals
(i.e., absolute O− C) are 0.078 and 0.066, respectively. See Section 3.5.2 for more details.
of the primary removed, emission from a given radius in the disc shows a constant radial
velocity in the trailed spectra. All three emission features seen in the trailed input spectra
are reproduced in the trailed reconstructed spectra of both the standard and the inside-out
projections (panels to the left and right, respectively, of the middle panel of Figure 3.13).
There is a noticeable improvement in the rms values of both sets of residuals (bottom panels
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of Figure 3.13). For the standard projection residuals the rms value is 0.078 while the
inside-out projection residuals have an rms value of 0.066. The inside-out projection again
has a slightly better level of success than the standard projection in reproducing the input
spectra.
Tomograms: The primary’s centre of mass is now the zero velocity origin in the standard
tomogram (top left panel of Figure 3.13) while the binary’s centre of mass is the plus (+) on
the 90◦-line. The disc is now centred in the tomogram and it appears slightly brighter than
in the tomogram centred on the rest frame of the binary. The emissions from the secondary
and bright spot still dominate the brightness scale of the standard tomogram.
In the inside-out tomogram (top right panel of Figure 3.13) the primary’s centre of mass
is now effectively the zero velocity outer circumference while the binary’s centre of mass is
the plus (+) on the 90◦-line. The disc is also centred in the inside-out tomogram and, as




There are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
– William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act I, Scene 5
I introduced inside-out Doppler tomography, a new technique for constructing Doppler to-
mograms in inside-out velocity coordinates, in the previous chapter (Chapter 3). In this
chapter I pursue an investigation into the application of this new technique. The main aim
of the investigation is to establish if the inside-out velocity projection can reveal details in
the tomogram not exposed by the standard velocity projection.
Various sets of spectra from real CVs and mCVs are employed to aid in the investigation.
These were selected for the distinct accretion features that are apparent in their trailed
spectra and that are exposed through standard Doppler tomography. For example, the
standard tomogram of the non-eclipsing dwarf nova WZ Sge (e.g., Spruit & Rutten 1998)
shows a prominent accretion disc and bright spot where the ballistic accretion stream impacts
the outer edge of the disc while the standard tomogram of the eclipsing dwarf nova IP Peg
(e.g., Steeghs et al. 1997; Harlaftis et al. 1999) shows a prominent spiral structure in its
accretion disc. The emission associated with a ballistic accretion stream is very prominent
in the standard tomogram of the eclipsing polar HU Aqr (Schwope et al. 1997b). On the other
hand, in the standard tomogram of the non-eclipsing polar V834 Cen (Potter et al. 2004)
emission associated with a magnetically confined accretion flow is prominent. The standard
spin-cycle tomograms of the intermediate polar PQ Gem (Hellier 1997, 1999) exclusively
show emission associated with a magnetically confined accretion flow locked on the spin
period of the primary.
I showcase the results of applying the inside-out projection to the Doppler tomography
of the dwarf novae WZ Sge (Section 4.1) and IP Peg (Section 4.2) alongside the results of
the standard projection. I do the same for the Doppler tomography of the polars HU Aqr
(Section 4.3), V834 Cen (Section 4.4) and the intermediate polar PQ Gem (Section 4.5).
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The doptomog fast maximum entropy Doppler tomography code described in Section 3.4
was used to construct all the tomograms, standard and inside-out, presented hereafter. The
results of the Doppler tomography are presented in the same layout established in Section
3.5. Shortened versions of the sections in this chapter have been published as parts of two
articles in Astronomy & Astrophysics (Kotze et al. 2015, 2016).
4.1 WZ Sge: a non-eclipsing dwarf nova
WZ Sge is a prototypical member of the CV subclass referred to as WZ Sge-type dwarf
novae (Bailey 1979). Doppler tomography of WZ Sge (e.g., Spruit & Rutten 1998) has
revealed a prominent accretion disc and bright spot where the ballistic accretion stream
impacts the outer edge of the disc. This makes it an ideal first real test case for inside-out
Doppler tomography. The tomography is based on the Hα emission line from spectroscopic
observations included with the original fast maximum entropy Doppler tomography code
described by Spruit (1998). There are 17 spectra and each spectrum has 82 velocity points
in the extracted radial velocity range around the Hα emission line (n = 1394). The model
velocity profile overlay shown in all the tomograms was calculated using the orbital period
Porb = 0.056687846 d (∼ 82min) determined by Patterson et al. (1998), the inclination angle
i = 77◦ obtained by Spruit & Rutten (1998) and the mass parameters preferred by Steeghs
et al. (2007), that is, a primary mass M1 = 0.85M and a mass ratio q = 0.09.
4.1.1 Doppler tomography centred on the rest frame of the binary
The standard and inside-out Doppler tomography results for WZ Sge in quiescence are shown
in Figure 4.1. The tomograms are centred on the rest frame of the binary.
Trailed spectra: Two distinct emission components are visible in the trailed input spectra
(middle panel of Figure 4.1). The first component presents as two prominent broad features,
one redshifted and the other blueshifted. This component is associated with emission from
the accretion disc. The second component is less prominent and is seen in the red-to-blue
crossover at phase 0.3 and again in the blue-to-red crossover at phase 0.8. This component
is associated with the emission from the bright spot where the ballistic accretion stream
impacts the disc. All the emission features in the trailed input spectra are reproduced in the
trailed reconstructed spectra of both the standard and the inside-out projections (panels to
the left and right, respectively, of the middle panel of Figure 4.1). Both sets of residuals
(bottom panels of Figure 4.1) have an rms value of 0.164.
Tomograms: In the standard tomogram (top left panel of Figure 4.1) the binary’s centre of
mass, marked with a plus (+), is at the centre of the tomogram. In the inside-out tomogram
(top right panel of Figure 4.1) the binary’s centre of mass is effectively the zero velocity
outer circumference while the centre of the disc is hidden behind the centre discontinuity.
The centres of mass of the primary and secondary are marked with crosses (×) in both
tomograms. Overlays are shown for the Roche lobes of the primary (dashed line), the
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Figure 4.1. Doppler tomography of WZ Sge: centred on the rest frame of the binary. The
standard and inside-out tomograms are shown in the top left and right panels, respectively.
The middle panel shows the trailed input spectra with the trailed reconstructed spectra
for the corresponding tomogram to the left and right of it. The bottom left and right
panels show the trailed absolute residual spectra for the corresponding tomogram. Both the
standard and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O − C) have an rms value of 0.164. See
Section 4.1.1 for more details.
secondary (solid line) and a single particle ballistic trajectory (solid line) from the L1 point
up to 45◦ in azimuth around the primary. Also shown are the 3:1 resonance radius as the
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outer edge of the disc (solid circle) and an inner Keplerian radius (dot-dashed line) based
on an absolute radial velocity of 1600 km s−1, that is, the maximum absolute radial velocity
seen in the emission line variations.
The most distinct features in the standard tomogram are the relatively bright accretion
disc and the bright spot of the impact region between the ballistic stream and disc. The disc
appears brighter around the assumed outer edge (velocities < 1000 km s−1) while it becomes
more diffused towards the assumed inner edge (velocities > 1000 km s−1). The extended
nature of the bright spot (stream impact region) in velocity coordinates is considered to be
the result of the mixing of stream and disc material with different velocities (Marsh et al.
1990). The model stream lines up well with the brightest part of the impact region located
at (820 km s−1, 150◦). There is only a slight enhancement in the emission at the expected
velocity of the secondary (400 km s−1, 90◦).
In the inside-out tomogram the brighter disc emission is now occurring at generally higher
velocities (> 1000 km s−1). Due to the effect of the off-centre projection of the disc there is a
slight enhancement in the brightness of the disc in the lower half. Although given WZ Sge’s
low mass ratio this effect is fairly minimal. Similar to the standard tomogram the bright
spot (stream impact region) also dominates the brightness scale of the inside-out tomogram.
However, it is now located towards the disc’s outer edge in velocity coordinates and has
acquired an extended enhancement in the lower left quadrant covering (1000 km s−1, 180−
250◦). The brightest part of the impact region it is now located at (1050 km s−1, 165◦), a
slightly different velocity position than in the standard tomogram. This shift is caused by the
redistribution of the relative contrast levels throughout the tomogram. The model stream,
however, still lines up well with the brightest part of the impact region. The secondary is
not discernible within the low-velocity emission covering (0− 700 km s−1, 0− 360◦). This is
expected because it was barely discernible in the standard tomogram and is projected into
more pixels in the inside-out tomogram. Similar to the simulated system in Section 3.5, the
high-velocity (∼ 2000 km s−1) noise present at the edge of the spectra is enhanced by the
brightening of the high-velocity pixels around the centre of the tomogram.
4.1.2 Doppler tomography centred on the rest frame of the primary
Figure 4.2 shows the standard and the inside-out Doppler tomography centred on the rest
frame of the primary. The orbitally phased velocity of the primary (K1 ∼ 47 km s−1; phase
zero offset ∼ 0.12; Steeghs et al. 2007) was subtracted from the original phase-resolved
spectra in order to centre the tomograms on the rest frame of the primary.
Trailed spectra: Given the relatively low velocity of the primary with which the spectra
were shifted, the ‘straightening’ of the double peak emission from the disc in the trailed
input spectra (middle panel of Figure 4.2) is less pronounced compared to the case of the
simulated system in the previous section. The trailed reconstructed spectra (panels to the
left and right of the middle panel of Figure 4.2) of both projections reproduce all the emission
features in the trailed input spectra. The rms values of both sets of residuals (bottom panels
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Figure 4.2. Doppler tomography of WZ Sge: centred on the rest frame of the primary.
Same layout as Figure 4.1. Both the standard and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O−C)
have an rms value of 0.160. See Section 4.1.2 for more details.
of Figure 4.2) show only a marginal improvement to 0.160.
Tomograms: In the standard tomogram (top left panel of Figure 4.2) the primary’s centre
of mass is now the zero velocity origin while the binary’s centre of mass is the plus (+)
on the 90◦-line. Due to the relatively low mass ratio of WZ Sge (q ∼ 0.1) there is not a
significant change in the emission distribution of the standard tomogram.
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The primary’s centre of mass is now effectively the zero velocity outer circumference in
the inside-out tomogram (top right panel of Figure 3.13) while the binary’s centre of mass is
the plus (+) on the 90◦-line. With the effect of the off-centre projection of the disc removed
a more uniform circularly symmetric appearance of the disc is recovered. The extended
enhancement of the bright spot in the lower left quadrant covering (1000 km s−1, 180−250◦)
is also less pronounced. It is, however, not possible to trace its origin unequivocally in the
trailed spectra and is therefore probably not a real emission feature.
4.2 IP Peg: an eclipsing dwarf nova
IP Peg is an eclipsing member of the dwarf nova subclass of CVs. Outbursts lasting 10− 12
days occur every 70 − 100 days during which it brightens by 2 − 3 magnitudes. The spiral
shocks observed in the accretion disc of IP Peg during an outburst (Steeghs et al. 1997) favour
the disc instability model (Osaki 1974) as the cause of the recurrent outbursts. Because the
disc expands during the outburst the outer disc will experience an increased gravitational
attraction from the secondary. This causes perturbations in the circular Keplerian orbits
of the disc material in the outer disc, leading to the formation of spiral arms in the disc.
The spiral structure in the accretion disc of IP Peg makes it an ideal test case for inside-
out Doppler tomography. The tomography is based on the He ii λ4686 emission line from
the 1996 November spectroscopic observations taken during outburst maximum. These
observations were presented first by Harlaftis et al. (1999) and the reader is referred to
that paper for a detailed description of the data set and reduction procedures. The data
set, courtesy of Danny Steeghs, consists of 61 spectra that cover the orbital phase range
0.09 − 0.86 with smallish gaps around phases 0.3 and 0.57. The spectra are evenly spaced
and each spectrum has 119 velocity points in the extracted radial velocity range around
the He ii λ4686 emission line (n = 7259). The binary system parameters as calculated by
Copperwheat et al. (2010), that is, an orbital period Porb = 0.1582061029 d (∼ 228min), a
primary mass M1 = 1.16M, a mass ratio q = 0.48 and an inclination angle i = 83.8◦ were
used to calculate the model velocity profile overlay shown in all the tomograms.
4.2.1 Doppler tomography centred on the rest frame of the binary
Figure 4.3 shows the standard and the inside-out Doppler tomography for IP Peg during
outburst maximum. The tomograms are centred on the rest frame of the binary.
Trailed spectra: The trailed input spectra (middle panel of Figure 4.3) display a very
complex structure (Harlaftis et al. 1999). The most distinct emission component is the
broad asymmetric feature with a prominent narrowing at phase 0.5. This component is
associated with emission from the accretion disc. Another obvious emission component is
the bright narrow component with a low-velocity amplitude and a red-to-blue crossover at
phase 0.5. This component is associated with emission from the irradiated secondary. The
complex structure in the trailed input spectra is fairly well reproduced in the respective
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Figure 4.3. Doppler tomography of IP Peg: centred on the rest frame of the binary. Same
layout as Figure 4.1. Only the non-axisymmetric emission, that is to say, the remaining
emission after subtracting the axisymmetric average of the emission at each radius around
the centres of the tomograms, is shown. The rms values of the standard and inside-out
residuals (i.e., absolute O−C) are 0.135 and 0.130, respectively. See Section 4.2.1 for more
details.
trailed reconstructed spectra of both the standard and the inside-out projections (panels to
the left and right, respectively, of the middle panel of Figure 4.3). The inside-out projection,
however, reproduces a spurious stationary feature at zero velocity that is not apparent in
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the input spectra. The standard projection residuals (bottom left panel of Figure 4.3) have
an rms value of 0.135 while the inside-out projection residuals (bottom right panel of Figure
4.3) have a value of 0.130.
Tomograms: The binary’s centre of mass, marked with a plus (+), is at the centre of
the standard tomogram (top left panel of Figure 4.3). In the inside-out tomogram (top
right panel of Figure 4.3) the binary’s centre of mass is effectively the zero velocity outer
circumference while the centre of the disc is marked with an asterisk (∗) on the 90◦-line
above the centre discontinuity. In both tomograms the centres of mass of the primary and
secondary are marked with crosses (×). Overlays are shown for the Roche lobes of the
primary (dashed line), the secondary (solid line) and a single particle ballistic trajectory
(solid line) from the L1 point up to 45◦ in azimuth around the primary. Also shown are the
3:1 resonance radius as the outer edge of the disc (solid circle) and an inner Keplerian radius
(dot-dashed line) based on an absolute radial velocity of 1200 km s−1, that is, the maximum
absolute radial velocity seen in the emission line variations.
In the standard tomogram the emission from the leading side of the irradiated secondary
is seen as a bright spot at (200 km s−1, 95◦) which appears to be ‘inside’ the disc. There
is also a low-velocity component visible at (0 − 300 km s−1, 140 − 250◦). This low-velocity
component has been seen in other dwarf novae during outburst, but its origin is not un-
derstood (Steeghs et al. 1996). The origin of the high-velocity component seen as a diffuse
patch of emission at (1000−1500 km s−1, 0◦) is also uncertain. The tomogram is dominated
by the emission from the shocks in the accretion disc that creates an extended two-armed
spiral structure. The two spiral shocks have a clear asymmetry in both brightness and ve-
locity. The observed velocity asymmetry of the material in the shocks suggests a highly
non-Keplerian flow in the disc because circular rings of emission are expected from a purely
Keplerian disc. The shocks appear to be spiralling ‘outwards’ from lower to higher veloci-
ties. The upper spiral shock extends to velocities lower than our velocity profile overlay of
the outer disc radius. This supports the suggestion by Steeghs et al. (1997) that the disc
possibly expanded beyond its tidal radius early on in the outburst as a result of it being
triggered by a disc instability.
The mass ratio of IP Peg is fairly high (q ∼ 0.5). Consequently the primary’s centre
of mass is significantly offset from the binary’s centre of mass. In the inside-out tomogam
this can be clearly seen in the offset of the model overlay with respect to the centre of
the tomogram. As expected the secondary is seen as an extended diffuse patch of emission
‘outside’ the disc in the inside-out tomogam. However, the low-velocity component visible
at (0 − 300 km s−1, 140 − 250◦) in the standard tomogram is no longer discernible. The
high-velocity patch of emission at (1000− 1500 km s−1, 0◦) has become more enhanced and
compact given its new projection closer to the origin. The two-armed spiral structure associ-
ated with the shocks in the disc is still clearly present in the inside-out tomogram. However,
the asymmetry in the brightness of the shocks caused by the off-centre projection of the disc
is more pronounced than in the standard tomogram. The upper shock is more extended and
diffuse while the lower shock is more compact and brighter.
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4.2.2 Doppler tomography centred on the rest frame of the primary
Figure 4.4 shows the standard and the inside-out Doppler tomography centred on the rest
frame of the primary. In order to centre the tomograms on the rest frame of the primary
the orbitally phased velocity of the primary (K1 ∼ 152 km s−1; phase zero offset ∼ 0.0;
Copperwheat et al. 2010) was subtracted from the original simulated phase-resolved spectra.
Trailed spectra: Given the complex structure of the trailed input spectra (middle panel
of Figure 4.4) the ‘straightening’ of the double peak emission from the disc is primarily
seen in the blue peak. The trailed reconstructed spectra (panels to the left and right of the
middle panel of Figure 4.4) of both projections again reproduce the complex structure in
the trailed input spectra fairly well. However, the inside-out projection again reproduces a
spurious stationary feature at zero velocity that is not apparent in the input spectra. The
rms values of the residuals (bottom panels of Figure 4.4) are unchanged at 0.135 and 0.130
for the standard and the inside-out projections, respectively.
Tomograms: The primary’s centre of mass is now the zero velocity origin in the standard
tomogram (top left panel of Figure 4.4) while the binary’s centre of mass is the plus (+) on
the 90◦-line. The standard tomogram is still dominated by the emission from the extended
two-armed spiral structure. However, the asymmetry in brightness has switched around with
the upper shock appearing brighter. The emission associated with the irradiated secondary
as well as the low-velocity (< 300 km s−1) component in the upper left quadrant also appear
brighter.
In the inside-out tomogram (top right panel of Figure 4.4) the primary’s centre of mass
is now effectively the zero velocity outer circumference while the binary’s centre of mass
is the plus (+) on the 90◦-line. The secondary has become more compact and brighter.
This is because the position of the secondary has moved significantly closer to the centre of
the tomogram leading to its enhancement. Similarly, the patch of high-velocity emission at
(1000 − 1500 km s−1, 0◦) has become slightly more enhanced. Although the origin of this
feature is unknown it is associated with the low brightness emission seen in the input trailed
spectra at high radial velocity (> 1000 km s−1) between phases 0.4 and 0.8. In addition
an extended low-velocity component is now visible at (0 − 250 km s−1, 110 − 150◦). This
low-velocity component is part of the low-velocity component of unknown origin (Steeghs
et al. 1996) covering (0−300 km s−1, 140−250◦) in the standard tomogram. The asymmetry
between the brightness of the two shocks caused by the off-centre projection of the disc has
also been removed. The spiral nature of the shocks is clearly evident and is more intuitive
to interpret in respect that it shows how they begin at the outer edges of the disc and curve
inwards towards the primary as they increase in velocity.
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Figure 4.4. Doppler tomography of IP Peg: centred on the rest frame of the primary. Same
layout as Figure 4.1. Only the non-axisymmetric emission is shown in the tomograms. The
rms values of the standard and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O−C) are 0.135 and 0.130,
respectively. See Section 4.2.2 for more details. Note that the ‘stripy’ appearance of the
emission distributions in the tomograms is an artefact introduced by the combined effect of
subtracting both the orbitally phased velocity of the primary from the input spectra and the
axisymmetric average of the emission at each radius around the centres of the tomograms.
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4.3 HU Aqr: an eclipsing polar
HU Aqr is a bright eclipsing polar. Standard Doppler tomography of HU Aqr presented by
Schwope et al. (1997b) showed an extraordinary prominent ballistic stream, at least com-
pared to other polars, distinct emission from the secondary and a diffuse patch of emission
thought to be associated with the magnetically confined accretion flow. HU Aqr is therefore
an excellent candidate as a test case for inside-out Doppler tomography.
Figure 4.5 shows the results of applying standard and inside-out Doppler tomography
to the He ii λ4686 emission line from 1993 August spectroscopic observations of the high
accretion state of HU Aqr. These observations were presented first by Schwope et al. (1997b)
and the reader is referred to that paper for a description of the data set and reduction pro-
cedures. Because HU Aqr is an eclipsing system, a small range around phase 0.0 is excluded
and only the 92 spectra covering the orbital phase range 0.06−0.97 are used in constructing
the tomograms. The spectra are evenly spaced and each spectrum has 72 velocity points
in the extracted radial velocity range around the He ii λ4686 emission line (n = 6624).
The model velocity profile overlay shown in both tomograms is based on one of the models
used by Schwope et al. (1997b) with an orbital period Porb = 0.086820446 d (∼ 125min), a
primary mass M1 = 0.875M, a mass ratio q = 0.40 and an inclination angle i = 84◦.
Trailed spectra: The trailed input spectra (middle panel of Figure 4.5) show three distinct
emission components. The first component is the prominent narrow line which is brightest
around phase 0.5 and which has zero radial velocity at phase 0.0. This component has a low-
velocity amplitude and is associated with emission from the irradiated secondary. The second
component is also relatively narrow, but it has a high velocity amplitude. It has a maximum
redshift around phase 0.95 and a maximum blueshift around phase 0.45. This component
crosses the first component around phases 0.2 and 0.7. The third component is relatively
broad and visible throughout the covered phase range. It has a maximum blueshift around
phase 0.40. Both the second and third component are associated with emission produced in
different parts of the ballistic and magnetically confined accretion flows.
The three distinct line components identified in the trailed input spectra are reproduced
fairly well in the trailed reconstructed spectra from both the standard and inside-out tomo-
grams (panels to the left and right, respectively, of the middle panel of Figure 4.5). However,
neither of the projections is able to reproduce the observed flux distribution in the promi-
nent narrow line component associated with emission from the irradiated secondary. This
is clearly seen in both sets of trailed absolute O− C spectra (bottom panels of Figure 4.5).
Overall, the two projections performed equally well in reproducing the input spectra, that
is, the residuals of both have rms values of 0.172. In Section 5.3.1 it is shown how the flux
modulation mapping technique improves the reproduction of the narrow feature.
Tomograms: In the standard tomogram (top left panel of Figure 4.5) the binary’s centre of
mass is at the centre of the tomogram, marked with a plus (+). The binary’s centre of mass
is effectively the zero velocity outer circumference in the inside-out tomogram (top right
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Figure 4.5. Doppler tomography of HU Aqr. Same layout as Figure 4.1. Both the standard
and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O − C) have an rms value of 0.172. See Section 4.3
for more details.
panel of Figure 4.5). In both tomograms the centres of mass of the primary and secondary
are marked with crosses (×). The model velocity profile overlay shown in both tomograms
includes the Roche lobes of the primary (dashed line) and the secondary (solid line) as well
as a single particle ballistic trajectory from the L1 point up to 45◦ in azimuth around the
primary (solid line). Magnetic dipole trajectories are calculated at 10◦ intervals from 5◦ to
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45◦ in azimuth around the primary (thin dotted lines). The first dipole connection on the
ballistic stream (small red circles) is at (287 km s−1, 145◦). The first dipole trajectory starts
at (111 km s−1, 167◦), with consecutive trajectories starting at locations with progressively
higher velocities and polar angles. The dipolar axis azimuth and co-latitude, as modelled
by Heerlein et al. (1999), are ∼ 38◦ and ∼ 12◦, respectively.
In both the standard and the inside-out tomograms the emission associated with the
irradiated secondary is seen as a bright spot at (360 km s−1, 90◦). This feature in the
tomograms is well traced by the velocity profile of the Roche lobe of the secondary. In
the standard tomogram the secondary dominates the brightness scale due to its compact
projection. In contrast, its more extended projection in the inside-out tomogram allows
other emission features to appear brighter.
In the standard tomogram the emission associated with the ballistic part of the accretion
stream is a prominent, slightly downward-sloping horizontal ridge with an apparent relatively
constant brightness. However, a closer inspection reveals that at first, as the stream leaves
L1 at (200 km s−1, 90◦), it is faint, but it becomes brighter as it reaches (300 km s−1, 135◦).
It keeps a relatively consistent brightness up to (750 km s−1, 170◦) before it starts to become
fainter. It stays clearly discernible up to (1000 km s−1, 180◦). After this point it becomes
more diffused and almost no detail is discernible at velocities above 1000 km s−1. In the
inside-out tomogram the distribution in brightness along the ballistic stream is more promi-
nent, that is, the lower velocity part is even fainter, whereas the mid- and high-velocity
parts are significantly brighter. As in the standard tomogram, the stream appears faint as
it leaves L1 at (200 km s−1, 90◦) and it becomes brighter as it reaches (300 km s−1, 135◦).
It progressively increases in brightness, reaching maximum brightness around (750 km s−1,
170◦), before it becomes fainter again. The lower velocity emission appears fainter as the
emission is re-binned in a larger area with more pixels. The mid-velocity emission, especially
in the range (500 − 1000 km s−1, 160 − 180◦), appears brighter because overall the relative
contrast levels changed due to the more extended projection of the secondary. Modelling
done by Heerlein et al. (1999) on the magnetic stripping of the ballistic stream showed that
it is possible for the stream to ‘survive’ up to a distance of 0.5a along its trajectory. This is
equivalent to a velocity of ∼ 1250 km s−1. It is therefore possible that part of the emission
visible in the inside-out tomogram along the extended ballistic trajectory in the velocity
range (1000−1500 km s−1, 180−220◦) can be ascribed to the ballistic stream. This tenuous
higher velocity (> 1000 km s−1) emission is not clearly discernible in the standard tomo-
gram. Resolving it in the inside-out tomogram is possible as the emission is re-binned in a
smaller area with fewer pixels. In both tomograms the brighter part of the ballistic stream
is well traced by the modelled velocity profile for the threading region, that is, the region
where the ballistic stream is threaded onto the magnetic field lines, but before it leaves the
orbital plane.
The diffuse patch of emission seen in the standard tomogram in the velocity range
(0 − 500 km s−1, 180 − 270◦) is considered to be associated with the magnetically con-
fined accretion flow after it has left the orbital plane. In the inside-out tomogram this
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patch of emission is exposed to extend to even higher velocities, covering a velocity range of
(0− 1000 km s−1, 180− 270◦). Also discernible in the inside-out tomogram is the funnelling
of the emission associated with the magnetically confined accretion flow along the dipole
trajectories close to the primary at velocities above 1500 km s−1. This tenuous higher ve-
locity emission is not discernible in the standard tomogram. It is resolved in the inside-out
tomogram because the emission is re-binned in a smaller area with fewer pixels.
4.4 V834 Cen: a non-eclipsing polar
V834 Cen is a bright non-eclipsing polar. Potter et al. (2004) presented standard Doppler
tomography of V834 Cen that exposed dominant emission from the secondary and (or) from
around L1, less discernible emission from the ballistic stream and extended diffuse emission
considered to be consistent with the magnetically confined accretion flow. In the standard
Doppler tomography, however, the lower velocity emission from these components presents
as a compact blended, almost blob-like, patch of emission. It is therefore an ideal candidate
as a test case to investigate, for example, how inside-out Doppler tomography distributes
such compact lower velocity emission.
Figure 4.6 shows standard and inside-out Doppler tomography based on the He ii λ4686
emission line from the 2000 August spectroscopic observations of V834 Cen presented by
Potter et al. (2004). The reader is referred to that paper for more information on the data set
and reduction procedures. All 59 spectra from the original data set, which covers the whole
orbital phase range, are used in constructing the tomograms. Each spectrum covers 0.05 of
the phase with some overlap and has 73 velocity points in the extracted radial velocity range
around the He ii λ4686 emission line (n = 4307). The model velocity profile overlay shown
in both tomograms is based on the model used by Potter et al. (2004) with an inclination
angle i = 50◦, a primary mass M1 = 0.85M, a mass ratio q = 0.154 and an orbital period
Porb = 0.070497518 d (∼ 101.5min; Schwope et al. 1993).
Trailed spectra: The trailed input spectra (middle panel of Figure 4.6) have a complex
structure with at least three emission components. There is a blended low- to mid-velocity
component which is brightest between phases 0.0− 0.2. It is fainter, but separated between
phases 0.2−0.55, and again blended and brighter between phases 0.55−1.0. This component
is associated with blended emission from the irradiated secondary and the low- to mid-
velocity part of the ballistic accretion stream. Also discernible is a fainter high-velocity
broad base component underlying the whole phase range. The broad base component is
associated with emission produced in different parts of the accretion flow. There is also a
striking brighter blueshifted wing that follows closely the high-velocity edge of the underlying
broad base component between phases 0.4−0.55. This high-velocity component is associated
specifically with emission produced in the magnetically confined accretion flow as it falls
towards the primary.
The basic structure of the emission components seen in the trailed input spectra is repro-
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Figure 4.6. Doppler tomography of V834 Cen. Same layout as Figure 4.1. Both the
standard and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O − C) have an rms value of 0.165. See
Section 4.4 for more details.
duced in the trailed reconstructed spectra from both the standard and inside-out tomograms
(panels to the left and right, respectively, of the middle panel of Figure 4.6). However, the
more complex structure between phases 0.2− 0.55 and the observed flux distribution in the
narrower component between phases 0.0 − 0.2 and 0.55 − 1.0 are not reproduced by either
of the projections. The trailed absolute O − C spectra of both projections (bottom panels
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of Figure 4.6) clearly show the incomplete reconstructed parts. Both projections, however,
achieved the same level of overall success, that is, the residuals of both have rms values of
0.165. It is shown in Section 5.3.2 that the flux modulation mapping technique is able to
reproduce the complex structure and the flux distribution.
Tomograms: The binary’s centre of mass, marked with a plus (+), is at the centre of the
standard tomogram (top left panel of Figure 4.6). In the inside-out tomogram (top right
panel of Figure 4.6) the binary’s centre of mass is effectively the zero velocity outer circum-
ference. The centres of mass of the primary and secondary are marked with crosses (×) in
both tomograms. The Roche lobes of the primary (dashed line) and the secondary (solid
line) as well as a single particle ballistic trajectory from the L1 point up to 45◦ in azimuth
around the primary (solid line), are included in the overlay shown in both tomograms. Mag-
netic dipole trajectories are calculated from 5◦ to 45◦ in azimuth around the primary (thin
dotted lines) at 10◦ intervals using a dipolar axis azimuth and co-latitude of ∼ 36◦ and ∼ 20◦
(Potter et al. 2004), respectively. The first of the dipole connections (small red circles) is at
(284 km s−1, 127◦) and the first dipole trajectory starts at (174 km s−1, 169◦). Consecutive
trajectories start at locations with progressively higher velocities and polar angles.
In the standard tomogram the emission from the irradiated secondary is blended with
emission from the ballistic stream. This overly compact blended emission creates an ex-
tremely bright ridge in the velocity range (250− 500 km s−1, 90− 150◦) and dominates the
brightness scale of the standard tomogram. In the inside-out tomogram this blended emis-
sion is more separated: the secondary is seen as a diffused patch at (340 km s−1, 90◦), while
the stream forms a brighter ridge along the model stream trajectory in the velocity range
(300 − 400 km s−1, 115 − 140◦). Separating this lower velocity emission in the inside-out
tomogram is possible as the emission is re-binned in a larger area with more pixels.
The emission associated with the magnetically confined accretion as it leaves the orbital
plane in the threading region is seen in both tomograms in the velocity range (0−500 km s−1,
170−230◦). In the inside-out tomogram, however, the separation between the lower velocity
emission from the ballistic stream and that from the magnetically confined accretion is more
pronounced. Also, in both tomograms the emission considered to be consistent with the
magnetically confined accretion as it flows down to the primary is centred on the ridge of
brightness covering the velocity range (700 − 1000 km s−1, 185 − 235◦). However, in the
inside-out tomogram the funnelling of the emission as it falls towards the primary along the
dipole trajectories, especially those with azimuth angles 35◦ and 45◦, is significantly more
apparent than in the standard tomogram.
4.5 PQ Gem: a non-eclipsing intermediate polar
PQ Gem is a bright, low-inclination (i ∼ 30◦; Hellier 1997) intermediate polar. Hellier
(1997, 1999) presented spin-cycle Doppler tomography of PQ Gem. Spin-cycle tomography
(see Section 2.2.1) is uniquely geared to produce velocity maps of the emission components
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that are locked on the spin period of the primary, for example, the accretion curtains of the
magnetically confined accretion flow falling onto the primary of an intermediate polar.
Figure 4.7 shows standard and inside-out spin-cycle Doppler tomography based on the
spin-folded He ii λ4686 emission line from the 1993 December spectroscopic observations of
PQ Gem presented first by Hellier (1997). The reader is referred to that paper for a detailed
description of the data set and reduction procedures. In short, a phase-invariant spectrum
is subtracted from each of the spin phase-resolved spectra in order to remove the emission
components not varying on the spin period (∼ 13.9min; Hellier 1997). All 15 spectra from
the original spin-folded data set, which covers the whole spin phase range, are used for our
calculations. The spectra are evenly spaced and each spectrum has 361 velocity points in
the extracted radial velocity range around the He ii λ4686 emission line (n = 5415). The
model velocity profile overlay shown in both tomograms is based on an inclination angle of
30◦ (Hellier 1997) and a dipolar axis co-latitude of 30◦ (Potter et al. 1997). As proposed
by Hellier (1997) a maximum absolute radial velocity amplitude of ∼ 500 km s−1 is used for
the magnetic co-rotation and the upper magnetic pole points towards the observer at spin
phase 0.87 (dipolar axis azimuth ∼ 47◦). I assume the upper curtain (blue dotted lines)
extends over spin phase 0.63− 0.96 and the lower curtain (red dotted lines) 0.13− 0.46.
Trailed spectra: At least two distinct emission components are seen in the trailed spin-
folded input spectra (middle panel of Figure 4.7). The first component has a maximum
blueshift around phase 0.4 and a maximum redshift around phase 0.9. It is bright at phases
0.3 and 0.65, but the expected blue-to-red crossover is not clear. The second component
has a lower velocity amplitude with a maximum redshift around phase 0.4 and a maximum
blueshift around phase 0.9. Although the red-to-blue crossover is visible for this compo-
nent, the blue-to-red crossover is again not clear. Both the components are associated with
emission produced in the spin-locked magnetically confined accretion flow.
The basic structure of the components identified in the trailed input spectra is repro-
duced in the trailed reconstructed spectra from both the standard and inside-out tomograms
(panels to the left and right, respectively, of the middle panel of Figure 4.7). However, the
observed flux distribution, especially between phases 0.5−1.0, is not reproduced by either of
the projections. This partial reproduction is evident in the excess seen in both sets of trailed
absolute O−C spectra (bottom panels of Figure 4.7). The inside-out projection achieved a
marginal better overall result, that is, its residuals have a rms value of 0.365 compared to
the 0.371 of the standard projection. In Section 5.3.3 it is shown how the flux modulation
mapping technique improves the reproduction of the flux distribution.
Tomograms: The standard tomogram of PQ Gem is dominated by two bright spots, one
in the upper right quadrant and the other in the lower left quadrant. Hellier (1997, 1999)
suggested that these two spots are associated with emission from the accretion curtains
flowing towards, respectively, the lower and upper magnetic poles of the primary. The
accretion curtains are considered to be formed by material at the magnetosphere flowing
onto the magnetic field lines at an azimuth 30 − 50◦ ahead of the accretion region on the
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Figure 4.7. Spin-cycle Doppler tomography of PQ Gem. The standard and inside-out spin-
cycle tomograms are shown in the top left and right panels, respectively. The middle panel
shows the trailed input spectra with the trailed reconstructed spectra for the corresponding
spin-cycle tomogram to the left and right of it. The bottom left and right panels show
the trailed absolute residual spectra for the corresponding spin-cycle tomogram. The rms
values of the standard and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O − C) are 0.371 and 0.365,
respectively. See Section 4.5 for more details.
primary (Hellier 1997). In the inside-out tomogram the spot seen in the upper right quadrant
of the standard tomogram, is projected as an extended, more diffused feature. The brighter
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of the two spots seen in the standard tomogram, that is to say, the one in the lower left
quadrant, is also more extended, but still the most prominent feature. The inside-out
projection significantly changes the apparent flux distribution between these two emission
features. This places greater emphasis on the difference in the velocities of the two features.
If the model velocity profile is considered it is found that in the inside-out projection
the magnetic dipole lines converge while in the standard projection they diverge towards
higher velocities. Compared to the standard projection the inside-out projection creates a
far more intuitive representation of the curving accretion curtains as they fall down onto the
primary.
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Chapter 5
Flux modulation mapping
For there is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.
– William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act II, Scene 2
In Section 2.2.2 I gave an overview of modulation Doppler tomography (Steeghs 2003), a
technique that maps emission components that vary harmonically as a function of the orbital
period. Potter et al. (2004) exploited the violation of the first axiom of Doppler tomography
(as listed in Section 2.1.1) and successfully used ten consecutive half-phase tomograms of
the polar V834 Cen to illustrate how different emission components in the system modulate
in flux during an orbit. Building on the principles introduced by Steeghs (2003) and Potter
et al. (2004) I developed a variant form of modulation Doppler tomography. The aim is to
extract more information from the phase-resolved spectra of especially mCVs and present
it in a useful, easily interpretable format. This new technique of flux modulation mapping
extracts any phased modulation in the observed flux from consecutive half-phase standard
and inside-out tomograms. From the extracted phased modulation it is possible to map how
the flux from a specific emission component modulates over a complete phase. The flux
modulation mapping is presented in velocity maps that represent the amplitude and average
of the modulated emission, as well as the observed phase of maximum flux.
In this chapter I introduce this new flux modulation mapping technique. I discuss the
use of consecutive half-phase tomograms to identify how the observed emission distribution
changes with phase, that is to say, how the flux modulates with phase, in Section 5.1.
I describe the new technique to map the identified flux modulation in Section 5.2. In
Section 5.3 I showcase the results of applying the flux modulation mapping technique to ten
consecutive half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms based on the same spectra of the
three mCVs, namely HU Aqr, V834 Cen and PQ Gem, presented in Chapter 4. A shortened
version of this chapter has been published as part of an article in Astronomy & Astrophysics
(Kotze et al. 2016).
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5.1 Identifying flux modulation
The first axiom of Doppler tomography (as listed in Section 2.1.1), states that all points in
the binary system being mapped are equally visible at all times. Therefore, a tomogram can
be produced from spectra that cover half of the binary cycle. If this axiom is not violated
then tomograms produced from different half-phases are identical. However, if this axiom is
violated, in other words, all points in the system are not equally visible at all times, then
the tomograms are not identical. Given that the tomogram for a specific half-phase is the
phase-averaged map in velocity coordinates of the emission distribution in the system at the
mid-value of the half-phase, it follows that only the emission components visible during the
half-phase are present in the tomogram. This lays the foundation for a simple but effective
technique to probe how the observed emission distribution changes with phase, that is to
say, how the emission features modulate in flux with phase. For example, in a mid- to
high-inclination system it is reasonable to assume that the emission from the irradiated side
of the secondary appears brightest around orbital phase 0.5. Consequently, in all half-phase
tomograms that include phase 0.5 this emission will be a dominant feature whereas in those
that exclude phase 0.5 it will not. Therefore, by using half-phase spectra only, it is possible
to selectively eliminate dominant emission components in the system from a tomogram, thus
allowing otherwise less obvious features to become more enhanced (e.g., Potter et al. 2004).
Figure 5.1 illustrates this concept clearly for the high-inclination polar HU Aqr. In both
the standard and inside-out half-phase tomograms that include phase 0.5 the most dominant
feature is the emission from the irradiated side of the secondary. On the other hand, in the
half-phase tomograms that exclude phase 0.5 the emission from the irradiated side of the
secondary is less discernible and the tomograms are dominated by emission from the ballistic
accretion stream.
5.2 Mapping flux modulation: method
In this section a simple, but effective technique is introduced for mapping the type of phased
flux modulation illustrated in the previous section. As noted previously, a specific half-phase
tomogram gives the phase-averaged emission distribution of only the emission components
visible during that half-phase. Now, let Fij and Φi be, respectively, the flux in the j-th
pixel and the mid-phase value of the i-th half-phase tomogram in a set of m consecutive
half-phase tomograms. Under the assumption that the flux from an emission component
modulates sinusoidally over the orbital (or spin) period then the amplitude Aj , phase-offset
ϕj and average Bj of the flux modulation in the j-th pixel can be extracted from a simple
sinusoidal fit, that is,
Fij = Aj sin [2π (Φi − ϕj)] +Bj . (5.1)
These fitted variables for each pixel are presented in separate velocity maps. The amplitude
map, that is, the fitted amplitude for each pixel Aj , represents the strength of the flux
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Figure 5.1. Example half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of HU Aqr. The left
top and bottom panels show standard tomograms for the half-phases 0.2−0.7 and 0.7−0.2,
respectively. The right top and bottom panels show the equivalent inside-out tomograms.
modulation and can be used to identify which emission components are modulated. Adding
0.25 to the fitted phase-offset for each pixel ϕj produces a phase of maximum flux map,
that is, the phase at which an emission component appears brightest to an observer. It is
important to note that if the sine function in Equation 5.1 is replaced by a cosine function
then the fitted phase-offset ϕj is the phase of maximum flux for each pixel without having
to add 0.25. Effectively, the average map, that is, the fitted average for each pixel Bj , is the
conventional tomogram in the standard and inside-out projections.
A simple multivariate least squares procedure is used to calculate the sinusoidal fit. By
making use of the sine sum identity, Equation 5.1 is re-written as
yi = a0 + a1 sin (2πΦi) + a2 cos (2πΦi) , (5.2)
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where yi = Fij , a0 = Bj , a1 = Aj cos (2πϕj) and a2 = −Aj sin (2πϕj). Having solved for













and Bj = a0. (5.3)
The sinusoidal fitting process described above can be demonstrated at the hand of the
set of ten consecutive half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of the mid-inclination
polar V834 Cen shown in Figures 5.2 to 5.11 (see Appendix A.2 for the complete consecutive
half-phase standard and inside-out Doppler tomography of V834 Cen for the ten half-phases
0.0−0.5, ..., 0.4−0.9, 0.5−0.0, 0.6−0.1, ..., 0.9−0.4). A closer examination of the half-phase
tomograms reveals that each tomogram has a unique emission distribution. The dominant
emission features in each tomogram also tend to differ from tomogram to tomogram. Now,
consider four example pixels at different velocity coordinates in the set of half-phase tomo-
grams. The positions of these example pixels are indicated on all the half-phase tomograms
in Figures 5.2 to 5.11. The first pixel maps to the trailing hemisphere of the irradiated
side of the secondary. The second and third pixels map roughly to parts of, respectively,
the ballistic and magnetic accretion flows. The fourth pixel maps to an ‘empty’ part of the
tomogram. The extracted flux values from the ten half-phase tomograms for each pixel and
the calculated sinusoidal fits are plotted in Figure 5.12. The values of the fitted amplitude
Aj and average Bj , as well as the phase-offset ϕj , for both the standard and inside-out pro-
jections are listed in Table 5.1. The extracted flux values, as well as the fitted amplitude Aj









Figure 5.2. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase
range 0.0 − 0.5. The standard and inside-out tomograms are shown on the left and right,
respectively. The four equivalent example pixels in the tomograms are marked with small
squares and numbered 1 to 4 for easy reference.









Figure 5.3. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase









Figure 5.4. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase
range 0.2− 0.7. Same layout as Figure 5.2.









Figure 5.5. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase









Figure 5.6. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase
range 0.4− 0.9. Same layout as Figure 5.2.









Figure 5.7. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase









Figure 5.8. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase
range 0.6− 0.1. Same layout as Figure 5.2.









Figure 5.9. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase









Figure 5.10. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase
range 0.8− 0.3. Same layout as Figure 5.2.









Figure 5.11. Half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms of V834 Cen: orbital phase
range 0.9− 0.4. Same layout as Figure 5.2.
Table 5.1. Example flux modulation sine fit variables from the half-phase tomograms of
V834 Cen. The amplitude Aj and average Bj are normalised by the maximum flux value
from the half-phase tomograms. The sine fits of the four example pixels are displayed in
Figure 5.12.
Pixel Amplitude Aj Phase-offset ϕj Average Bj
Standard Inside-out Standard Inside-out Standard Inside-out
1 0.070 0.052 0.244 0.266 0.426 0.126
2 0.244 0.193 0.450 0.448 0.424 0.271
3 0.067 0.082 1.010 1.027 0.098 0.126
4 0.005 0.003 0.345 0.355 0.008 0.003
Pixel 1: The phase-offset ϕj calculated for both the standard and inside-out sets of half-
phase tomograms is ∼ 0.25. The fitted sinusoids must therefore have their maxima at phase
φ ∼ 0.5, which is confirmed in both the plotted fits for the pixel. The amplitude Aj and
average Bj calculated for the standard tomograms are higher than that calculated for the
inside-out tomograms. This is expected because the low-velocity emission associated with
the irradiated side of the secondary is projected into fewer pixels close to the centre of each
standard tomogram whereas it is projected into more pixels close to the outer edge of each
inside-out tomogram. In other words, in the standard projection this one pixel holds more
emission than the one pixel in the inside-out projection.
Pixel 2: The calculated phase-offset ϕj for both the standard and inside-out sets of half-
phase tomograms is ∼ 0.45. The maxima of the fitted sinusoids must therefore be at phase
φ ∼ 0.7, which is confirmed in both the plotted fits for the pixel. This pixel contains emission
associated with the lower velocity part of the ballistic accretion flow. Hence, for the same




























































































































Figure 5.12. Example flux modulation sine fits from the half-phase tomograms of V834
Cen. The left panel shows the extracted flux values (solid dots) from the set of standard
half-phase tomograms and the calculated sinusoidal fits (dashed lines) for the four example
pixels (numbered 1 to 4). The equivalent from the set of inside-out half-phase tomograms
are shown on the right. The sine fit variables are listed in Table 5.1.
reason that applies to pixel 1, the calculated amplitude Aj and average Bj for this pixel in
the standard tomograms are higher than in the inside-out tomograms.
Pixel 3: The phase-offset ϕj calculated for both the standard and inside-out sets of half-
phase tomograms is ∼ 0.0. The fitted sinusoids must therefore have their maxima at phase
φ ∼ 0.25, which is confirmed in both the plotted fits for the pixel. This pixel contains
emission associated with part of the magnetic accretion flow which is at a higher velocity
than the emission in the first two pixels. Higher velocity emission is projected into more
pixels closer to the outer edge of a standard tomogram and into fewer pixels closer to the
centre of an inside-out tomogram. Consequently, in the inside-out projection this one pixel
holds more emission than the one pixel in the standard projection. For this pixel then, as
expected, the calculated amplitude Aj and average Bj for the inside-out tomograms are
slightly higher than for the standard tomograms.
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Pixel 4: Even though this pixel appears to be ‘empty’ the fitting procedure does calculate
values for the amplitude Aj , average Bj and phase-offset ϕj . However, the value of the
amplitude Aj is very small and therefore does not represent any significant flux modulation.
In order to ignore such spurious modulations in the phase of maximum flux map it typically
suffices to exclude pixels with amplitudes less than 10% of the maximum amplitude deter-
mined for all the pixels. This percentage, however, may be set lower to probe more marginal
modulations or it may be set higher to isolate the dominant modulations.
It was shown in the previous chapter that the standard and inside-out projections produce
different distributions of the relative brightness of emission components in a tomogram.
Consequently, the fitted amplitude Aj and average Bj of the flux modulation per pixel are
dependent on the projection used and the values from the two projections are therefore
not directly comparable. The phase-offset ϕj of any phased flux modulation, however, is
determined by the physical position of the emission component in the system and does not
depend on the projection used, as was shown for the example pixels. In other words, a
modulating emission component may exhibit a differing amplitude or average, but it should
present the same phase-offset for the standard and inside-out projections. In the next section
I apply the same flux modulation mapping technique described above to ten consecutive half-
phase standard and inside-out tomograms of the three mCVs HU Aqr, V834 Cen and PQ
Gem.
5.3 Flux modulation mapping: standard and inside-out
projections
The flux modulation mappings presented hereafter are based on ten consecutive half-phases
(i.e., 0.0 − 0.5, ..., 0.4 − 0.9, 0.5 − 0.0, 0.6 − 0.1, ..., 0.9 − 0.4). The normalised amplitude
map is presented with the same colour scheme as the conventional tomogram. The map for
the phase of maximum flux, which shows at which phase an emission component appears
brightest to an observer, is colour-coded according to phase: 0.0 - black, 0.25 - red, 0.5 -
green and 0.75 - blue. The average map is effectively the conventional tomogram in the
standard and inside-out projections and is not shown here. Also shown are trailed summed
normalised input and reconstructed spectra, as well as absolute O − C spectra for all the
test cases in a similar way as in the previous chapter.
5.3.1 HU Aqr: an eclipsing polar
Figure 5.13 shows standard and inside-out flux modulation mapping of HU Aqr. These
results are based on the consecutive half-phase standard and inside-out Doppler tomography
of HU Aqr for the ten half-phases 0.0 − 0.5, ..., 0.4 − 0.9, 0.5 − 0.0, 0.6 − 0.1, ..., 0.9 − 0.4
presented in Appendix A.1. The standard and inside-out velocity maps are shown left and
right, respectively. The top two panels show the modulation amplitude maps and the middle
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two panels show the phase of maximum flux maps. The phase of maximum flux map shows
only pixels where the corresponding modulation amplitude is at least 10% of the maximum
amplitude. This map is colour coded to represent phase: black (0.0), red (0.25), green
(0.5) and blue (0.75). The middle panel below the phase of maximum flux maps shows the
trailed input spectra with the trailed summed reconstructed spectra for the ten consecutive
half-phase standard and inside-out tomograms to the left and right of it, respectively. The
bottom panels show the corresponding trailed summed absolute residual spectra. The model
velocity profile overlay shown in all the velocity maps is the same as the one in Figure 4.5.
Trailed spectra: When compared with the reconstructed spectra in Figure 4.5 the summed
reconstructed spectra better reproduce the input spectra. Most striking is the almost com-
plete absence of the bright narrow line flux between phases 0.0−0.2 and 0.8−1.0. This narrow
line is associated with emission from the irradiated side of the secondary. It is expected to
be absent in the range around phase 0.0 when the non-irradiated side of the secondary is
pointing towards the observer as it eclipses the primary. The brightening around phase 0.5
in the same bright narrow emission is also slightly better reproduced. The improvement
achieved for both projections is clearly seen in their absolute O−C spectra with rms values
of 0.108 compared to the non-modulated rms values of 0.172.
Model schematic: Figure 5.14 shows a model spatial schematic of HU Aqr which is a useful
aid in the interpretation of both the amplitude of the phased modulation and the phase of
maximum flux. The model spatial schematic is based on the same system parameters used
in the calculation of the model velocity profile overlay used in all the tomograms of HU Aqr.
Amplitude maps: In both the standard and inside-out amplitude maps the secondary is
the most flux modulated component. The flux from the ballistic stream is also shown to
modulate, but more so in the inside-out map. HU Aqr is a high-inclination eclipsing system
and it is therefore expected that the flux from the irradiated side of the secondary and the
ballistic stream will modulate over the orbital phase of the system due to their changing
aspect angle.
Phase of maximum flux maps: In the phase of maximum flux maps most of the sec-
ondary appears brightest around orbital phase 0.5 (green), when the irradiated side of the
secondary is pointing towards the observer. The trailing and leading hemispheres of the ir-
radiated side of the secondary appears brightest at orbital phases 0.25 (red) and 0.75 (blue),
respectively. This is expected because the observer has full views of the trailing and lead-
ing hemispheres at orbital phases 0.25 and 0.75, respectively. The ballistic stream appears
brightest between orbital phases 0.75 and 0.0 (mixture of blue and black), that is to say,
between when the observer has a full view of the leading side of the stream and when the
stream is flowing away from the observer. The standard amplitude map and the phase of
maximum flux map hold amplitude and phase information for the ballistic stream up to ve-
locities of ∼ 500 km s−1 whereas the inside-out versions expose information up to velocities
of ∼ 1000 km s−1.
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5.3.2 V834 Cen: a non-eclipsing polar
The standard and inside-out flux modulation mapping results for V834 Cen are shown in
Figure 5.15 (same layout as Figure 5.13; see Section 5.3.1 for details). These results are
based on the consecutive half-phase standard and inside-out Doppler tomography of V834
Cen for the ten half-phases 0.0−0.5, ..., 0.4−0.9, 0.5−0.0, 0.6−0.1, ..., 0.9−0.4 presented in
Appendix A.2. The phase of maximum flux map shows only pixels where the corresponding
modulation amplitude is at least 10% of the maximum amplitude. The model velocity profile
overlay shown in all the velocity maps is the same as the one in Figure 4.6.
Trailed spectra: The summed reconstructed spectra better reproduce the input spectra
when compared with the reconstructed spectra in Figure 4.6. Most prominent is the consid-
erable brightening in the narrower line flux between phases 0.0 − 0.2 and 0.55 − 1.0. Also,
the more complex, multiple flux components between phases 0.2−0.55, and the flux level of
the striking high-velocity blue wing at phase 0.4− 0.55 are better reproduced. Both sets of
absolute O − C spectra clearly show the significant improvement achieved with rms values
of 0.074 and 0.078 for the standard and the inside-out projections, respectively, compared
to the non-modulated rms values of 0.165.
Model schematic: A model spatial schematic of V834 Cen is shown in Figure 5.16. This
schematic is very useful when interpreting both the amplitude of the phased modulation
and the phase of maximum flux. The same system parameters used in the calculation of the
model velocity profile overlay used in all the tomograms of V834 Cen were used to construct
the model spatial schematic.
Amplitude maps: The most prominent flux modulated components in both the standard
and inside-out amplitude maps are the ballistic and the magnetically confined accretion
flows. In both amplitude maps it almost looks like the ballistic stream is ‘split’ into two parts,
that is, one with velocities less than and the other with velocities greater than 250 km s−1.
This is a neat separation of the magnetically confined accretion flow as it leaves the orbital
plane along the early part of the ballistic stream (velocities < 250 km s−1) and the mid-
velocity part of the ‘real’ ballistic stream (velocities> 250 km s−1). The secondary is also flux
modulated, but because V834 Cen is a mid-inclination non-eclipsing system the amplitude
of the modulation is not as dominant as that of the secondary of HU Aqr, which is a high-
inclination eclipsing system.
Phase of maximum flux maps: In both the standard and inside-out phase of maximum
flux maps the lower velocity part of the real ballistic stream (before the first dipole con-
nection) appears brightest at orbital phase 0.0 (black) when it is pointing away from the
observer, while the mid-velocity part appears brightest at orbital phase 0.75 (blue) when the
observer has a full view of the outer side of the stream. The phase of maximum flux inter-
pretation for the higher velocity part of the ballistic stream is ambiguous because emission
from this part is blended with emission from the magnetically confined accretion flow. The
mid- to high-velocity part of the threading region in both maps appears brightest at orbital
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phase 0.25 (predominantly red) when the observer has a full view of the inner sides of the
ballistic and magnetically confined accretion flows. The low-velocity part of the threading
region, on the other hand, appears brightest between orbital phases 0.0 (black) and 0.25
(red) when it is predominantly flowing away from the observer. The higher velocity part of
the magnetically confined accretion flow appears brightest around orbital phase 0.5 (green)
when the observer has a full view of the outer side of the magnetically confined accretion
flow with most of it flowing towards the observer.
5.3.3 PQ Gem: a non-eclipsing intermediate polar
The standard and inside-out flux modulation mapping results for PQ Gem are shown in
Figure 5.17 (same layout as Figure 5.13; see Section 5.3.1 for details). These results are
based on the consecutive half-phase standard and inside-out spin-cycle Doppler tomography
of PQ Gem for the ten half-phases 0.0− 0.5, ..., 0.4− 0.9, 0.5− 0.0, 0.6− 0.1, ..., 0.9− 0.4
presented in Appendix A.3. The phase of maximum flux map shows only pixels where the
corresponding modulation amplitude is at least 10% of the maximum amplitude. The model
velocity profile overlay shown in all the velocity maps is the same as the one in Figure 4.7.
Trailed spectra: Compared to the reconstructed spectra in Figure 4.7 the summed recon-
structed spectra better reproduce the input spectra. Even though the flux levels between
phases 0.25− 0.75 are not as high as required, the flux distribution in the two distinct emis-
sion components is significantly improved. This is especially apparent in the split of the two
components between phases 0.5−1.0. The absolute O−C spectra of both projections clearly
show the improvement in the reproduction of the input spectra with rms values of 0.276 and
0.257 compared to the non-modulated rms values of 0.371 and 0.365 for the standard and
the inside-out projections, respectively.
Model schematic: Figure 5.18 shows a model spatial schematic of PQ Gem, based on
the same system parameters used in the calculation of the model velocity profile overlay
used in all the tomograms of PQ Gem. The model spatial schematic is a useful aid when
interpreting both the amplitude of the phased modulation and the phase of maximum flux.
Amplitude maps: In both the standard and inside-out amplitude maps most of the emis-
sion components seen in the Doppler tomograms are heavily flux modulated. In the standard
amplitude map the emission associated with the lower accretion curtain (represented by the
spot in the upper right quadrant) appears to be the most flux modulated component. The
emission associated with the upper accretion curtain (represented by the spot in the lower
left quadrant) is also flux modulated, but it is split into two modulating components. In
the inside-out amplitude map this emission is also split into two components, but now they
appear to be the most modulated. There is, however, no clear evidence in the trailed spectra
that there are multiple components that can produce this and therefore it is probably not
real.
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Phase of maximum flux maps: In both the standard and inside-out phase of maximum
flux maps the proposed upper curtain appears brightest at spin phase 0.5 (green) when the
observer has a lateral view of the curtain. In the inside-out map the low (< 500 km s−1)
and high (> 1500 km s−1) velocity parts of the proposed upper curtain, that is to say, the
‘start’ (as it leaves the orbital plane) and ‘end’ (as it falls onto the primary) of the curtain,
appear brightest at spin phase 0.75 (blue) when these parts flow, respectively, towards
and away from the observer. The proposed lower curtain, in both phase of maximum flux
maps, appears brightest at spin phase 0.75 (blue) when the curtain is predominantly flowing
towards the observer. In the inside-out map the high velocity (> 1200 km s−1) part of the
proposed lower curtain (as it falls onto the primary) appears brightest at spin phase 0.25
(red) when this part is predominantly flowing away from the observer. The arc of emission
running through the lower right quadrant that ‘connects’ the proposed upper and lower
curtains appears brightest around spin phases 0.0− 0.25 (black – red). Most striking is the
clockwise progression in the phase of maximum flux starting from the proposed lower curtain
at spin phase 0.75 (blue; in the upper right quadrant) along the arc of emission through spin
phases 0.0− 0.25 (black – red; in the lower right and left quadrants) to the proposed upper
curtain at spin phase 0.5 (green; in lower left quadrant).
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Figure 5.13. Flux modulation mapping of HU Aqr. Both the standard and inside-out
residuals (i.e., absolute O − C) have an rms value of 0.108. See Section 5.3.1 for more
details.








Figure 5.14. A schematic illustration of HU Aqr: An eclipsing polar. The system is viewed
at eight orbital phases, namely 0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75 and 0.875. To aid
the interpretation of the phase of maximum flux maps the corresponding colour codes are
displayed for phases 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The system parameters are the same as in
Section 4.3. The radius of the primary has been exaggerated to twice the calculated radius
based on the assumed system parameters.
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Figure 5.15. Flux modulation mapping of V834 Cen. The rms values of the standard and
inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O−C) are 0.074 and 0.078, respectively. See Section 5.3.2
for details.







Figure 5.16. A schematic illustration of the non-eclipsing polar V834 Cen. The system is
viewed at eight orbital phases, namely 0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75 and 0.875. To
aid the interpretation of the phase of maximum flux maps the corresponding colour codes
are displayed for phases 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The system parameters are the same as in
Figure 4.6. The radius of the primary has been exaggerated to twice the calculated radius
based on the assumed system parameters.
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Figure 5.17. Flux modulation mapping of PQ Gem. The rms values of the standard and
inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O−C) are 0.276 and 0.257, respectively. See Section 5.3.3
for details.









Figure 5.18. A schematic illustration of the non-eclipsing intermediate polar PQ Gem.
The system is viewed at eight spin phases, namely 0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75
and 0.875. To aid the interpretation of the phase of maximum flux maps the corresponding
colour codes are displayed for phases 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The system parameters are the
same as in Figure 4.7. The radius of the primary has been exaggerated to one and a half
times the calculated radius based on the assumed system parameters. The upper curtain is
coloured blue while the lower curtain is coloured red.
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Chapter 6
Unravelling the accretion flows in
the polar CTCV J1928–5001
Though she be but little, she is fierce!
– William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act III, Scene 2
In Chapters 3 and 5 I introduced the new techniques of inside-out Doppler tomography and
flux modulation mapping, respectively. These two techniques were shown to be comple-
mentary to the established technique of standard Doppler tomography when interpreting
phase-resolved spectroscopic observations of interacting binary systems. Together with flux
modulation mapping the inside-out projection forms a useful addition for unravelling the
different emission line components in the observed spectra of especially mCVs.
In this chapter I focus mainly on applying standard and inside-out Doppler tomography,
together with flux modulation mapping, to new phase-resolved spectra of the eclipsing polar
CTCV J1928−5001 obtained with the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT). The aim is
to unravel the contributions of the different emission components which add to the complex
emission structure seen in the trailed phase-resolved spectra. Section 6.1 is a short introduc-
tion on CTCV J1928−5001. In Section 6.2 the relevant observations and data reductions
are presented. Apart from the spectroscopy, the observations also include high-speed pho-
tometry for calculating an accurate ephemeris for the phasing of the spectra. Section 6.3
starts with a basic analysis of the results from the photometry and spectroscopy before it
culminates in a comprehensive tomographic analysis. A summary and conclusions are given
in Section 6.4. This chapter will form the basis for a future publication to be submitted to
an appropriate peer-reviewed international journal (see Section 7.2.1).
6.1 Introduction
Based on time-series photometry and optical spectroscopy Tappert et al. (2004) identified
CTCV J1928−5001 as a polar candidate in a search for cataclysmic variables in the Calán–
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Tololo Survey. Its status as a polar with an orbital modulation of ∼ 101min was confirmed
by subsequent high-speed photometric and polarimetric observations presented by Potter
et al. (2005). These polarimetric observations revealed two accretion regions on a primary
with a magnetic field strength of ∼ 20MG. The light curves presented in both the above
mentioned works are characterised by deep, short eclipses with extremely sharp ingresses
and egresses. From their high-speed photometry Potter et al. (2005) were able to show
that the eclipse lasts ∼ 177 s with the ingresses and egresses lasting typically 2− 3 s. Their
calculated linear eclipse ephemeris, in heliocentric Julian date (HJD), is
T (HJD) = 2452879.2813386 (58) + 0.070162312 (9)E, (6.1)
where E is the cycle number.
6.2 Observations and data reduction
6.2.1 High-speed photometry
CTCV J1928−5001 was observed for ∼ 4 12 hr on 2013 June 5 with the HIgh-speed Photo-
POlarimeter (HIPPO; Potter et al. 2010) on the South African Astronomical Observatory
(SAAO) 1.9m telescope as part of an ongoing photo-polarimetric monitoring campaign
of mCVs. The HIPPO has superachromatic half- and quarter-wave plates. It utilises a
Thompson beam-splitter to produce the s-polarised ordinary beam (channel 1) and the p-
polarised extraordinary beam (channel 2). Two photo-multiplier tubes act as detectors.
This unique polarimeter produces high-speed photo-polarimetry.
Part of the above mentioned campaign involves the photometric monitoring of observable
eclipsing mCVs to measure precise mid-eclipse times with the aim of detecting any orbital
period variations. The high-speed (i.e., 1ms interval) photometric data stream that is
obtained as part of an observation with the HIPPO is ideal for this purpose. The 2013
June 5 observation was unfiltered and covered three full eclipses. Measurements of the sky
background were taken at frequent intervals (every ∼ 30min) during the observation. The
1ms photometric data stream obtained was sorted into channel 1 and channel 2 counts,
co-added and binned into 1 s bins. The binned sky background stream was subtracted from
the binned target stream. For this work the polarimetric data stream is not used, but it will
be included in future work (see Section 7.2.1).
The measured mid-eclipse times from this observation were intended to be used in calcu-
lating an ephemeris to accurately phase the spectroscopic observations discussed in Section
6.2.2. However, in Section 6.3.1 it is shown that, even after more than 50000 cycles, the
linear eclipse ephemeris from Potter et al. (2005), that is to say, Equation 6.1, is remarkably
accurate as it produces very small (∼ 100ms) observed minus calculated (O− C) times for
the eclipses from this observation.
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6.2.2 Long-slit spectroscopy
CTCV J1928−5001 was successfully observed on three occasions in 2013 with the Robert
Stobie Spectrograph (RSS; Burgh et al. 2003; Kobulnicky et al. 2003) on the queue-scheduled
Southern African Large Telescope (SALT; Buckley et al. 2006; O’Donoghue et al. 2006) under
programme 2013-1-RSA-006 (PI: Potter). The RSS uses a mosaic of three CCDs, each with
2048 × 4096 pixels. The width of a pixel is 15µm. The two gaps between the three CCDs
are each 15 pixels (225µm) wide. Each CCD has two amplifiers to aid faster readout. The
effective field of view is 8′ in diameter and the spatial plate scale is 0′′.127 per unbinned pixel.
For the 2013 observations the RSS was configured with a 1′′.5 wide slit and the pg2300 volume
phase holographic grating at a rotation angle (i.e., position angle) of 32◦. This configuration
gives a spectral range ∼ 4050− 5100 Å and resolution R ≈ 2340 at a central wavelength of
∼ 4600 Å. Using a column binning factor of two for the exposures produced a reciprocal
dispersion of 0.34 Å per binned pixel. The spectral ranges for the gaps between the CCDs
were ∼ 4405 − 4425 Å and ∼ 4766 − 4786 Å. During the three observations a total of 21
spectra, covering ∼ 85% of the orbit, were obtained. Each spectrum was exposed for 250 s.
A thorium argon lamp reference spectrum and a set of quartz tungsten halogen flat-field
frames were obtained at the end of each set of target observations.
The primary data reductions were performed in the standard way with the SALT science
pipeline (Crawford et al. 2010)∗. The basic pre-processing reductions applied by this pipeline
include correcting the images for gain and amplifier cross talk, trimming the overscan regions
from the images, and finally mosaicking the CCD amplifier images and applying a distortion
correction. Correcting for the bias level is achieved through the overscan subtraction.
All secondary reductions were done with applicable IRAF† tasks. Cosmic ray events
were cleaned with the task lacos_spec (Van Dokkum 2001). The wavelength calibration
of the lamp reference spectra was done with the tasks identify, reidentify, fitcoords
and transform. Wavelength solutions with a root mean square value less than 0.1 Å were
obtained for all the reference spectra. Each set of flat-field frames was median combined
with the task imcombine into a master flat-field frame which was illumination corrected with
the task mkillumflat. The target spectra were divided by the applicable master flat-field
frame in order to correct for pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations of the detector. The task
background was used to do the background subtraction from the target spectra. The sensi-
tivity of the detector as a function of wavelength was determined by using the task sensfunc
on a spectrum of the southern spectrophotometric standard star LTT 2415 (Hamuy et al.
1994) and taking into account the Sutherland extinction curve. This sensitivity curve was
used to apply a relative flux calibration‡ to the target spectra with the task calibrate.
The calibrated target spectra were continuum normalised with the task continuum. The
∗http://pysalt.salt.ac.za/
†IRAF: the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy
Observatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. (AURA)
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation (NSF).
‡The variable nature of the SALT pupil (and any changing conditions during an observation) does not
allow for the absolute flux calibration of the target spectra.
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final one-dimensional target spectra were extracted with the task apall. To facilitate the
phasing of the target spectra (see Section 6.3.4) the task setjd was used to calculate the
Julian date (JD) and the heliocentric Julian date (HJD) of the mid-exposure of each target
spectrum.
6.3 Results and analysis
6.3.1 Eclipse profiles
The profiles of the three observed eclipses are shown in Figure 6.1. The observed as well as
the predicted or calculated times of mid-eclipse are shown in Table 6.1. The observed times
were determined by using the mid-point between the sharp (2−3 s) ingresses and egresses of
the eclipses. The width of each of the three eclipses is 177±1 s. The linear eclipse ephemeris
from Potter et al. (2005), that is to say, Equation 6.1, was used for the calculated times.
The O− C times for all three eclipses are remarkably small (∼ 100ms) despite the number
of cycles (∼ 50900) used in the ephemeris for the calculated times.




























Figure 6.1. Eclipse profiles from the 2013 June 5 photometry of CTCV J1928−5001 binned
into 1 s bins. The dashed black lines indicate the calculated mid-eclipse times using the linear
eclipse ephemeris from Potter et al. (2005), i.e., Equation 6.1.
The stability in the HJD-based linear eclipse ephemeris of CTCV J1928−5001 war-
rants further investigation given the reported deviations in the HJD-based linear eclipse
ephemerides of other eclipsing polars, for example, UZ For (e.g., Ramsay 1994; Dai et al.
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Table 6.1. Heliocentric corrected eclipse timings from the 2013 June 5 photometry of
CTCV J1928−5001. The ingresses, egresses and mid-eclipses are HJD − 2456449. Also
listed are the observed minus calculated (O − C) time and the absolute accumulated error
ΣsC (= sT0 + sPorb × E) in the calculated mid-eclipse, using Equation 6.1.
Ingress Egress Mid-eclipse Cycle (E) O− C (s) ΣsC (s)
0.489561(12) 0.491610(12) 0.490586(16) 50885 0.1 40.1
0.559727(12) 0.561776(12) 0.560752(16) 50886 −0.1 40.1
0.629892(12) 0.631941(12) 0.630917(16) 50887 0.1 40.1
2010; Potter et al. 2011), HU Aqr (e.g., Schwope et al. 2001; Qian et al. 2011) and DP Leo
(e.g., Schwope et al. 2002; Qian et al. 2010; Beuermann et al. 2011). A complete investi-
gation is beyond the scope of this work, but it will be pursued in future work (see Section
7.2.1). As a prelude to such an investigation I calculate a new eclipse ephemeris in the next
section.
6.3.2 Eclipse ephemeris
The mid-eclipse times calculated by Potter et al. (2005), as well as those listed in Table 6.1
are all based on Coordinated Universal Time (utc). The utc system, however, add leap
seconds irregularly and the heliocentric correction does not take into account the influence
of the major planets on the movement of the centre of the Sun. In order to correct all the
mid-eclipse times for the light-travel time to the barycentre of the Solar system I converted
the HJD mid-eclipse times to Barycentric Julian Date (BJD) in the barycentric dynamical
time (tdb) system using the time utilities described in Eastman et al. (2010). The BJDTDB
mid-eclipse times are listed in Table 6.2. Given the accuracy of the HJD-based linear eclipse
ephemeris (Equation 6.1) it is possible to assign distinct cycle numbers to all the observed
eclipses. A least-squares linear fit to the BJDTDB mid-eclipse times yields the following
eclipse ephemeris:
T (BJDTDB) = 2452879.4913750 (92) + 0.0701623125 (2)E. (6.2)
The O − C times obtained with the new BJD-based ephemeris (Equation 6.2) are also
listed in Table 6.2 and the O−C diagram is shown in Figure 6.2. Overall these O−C times
are very similar to those obtained with the HJD-based ephemeris (Equation 6.1). The larger
O−C times for the 1996 July eclipses are expected given the larger errors in the mid-eclipse
times. At face value the mostly small O−C times suggest that the orbital period of CTCV
J1928−5001 is remarkably stable. Also, a second degree polynomial fit to the mid-eclipse
times does not yield a quadratic term.
As yet there is insufficient data on CTCV J1928−5001 to confirm the apparent stability
of its orbital period and more high-speed observations are needed to establish a better
understanding of this system. It has been included in an observing campaign at the SAAO
that involves the ongoing monitoring of observable eclipsing mCVs to measure precise mid-
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Table 6.2. Barycentric corrected mid-eclipse timings of CTCV J1928−5001. The observed
mid-eclipses, as listed in Table 2 of Potter et al. (2005), as well as the new observations listed
in Table 6.1, have been converted to BJDTDB. Also listed are the observed minus calculated
(O − C) time and the absolute accumulated error ΣsC in the calculated mid-eclipse, using
Equation 6.2.
Mid-eclipse ∆Mid-eclipse Cycle (E) O− C (s) ΣsC (s)
2450273.734079 0.005500 −88021 −33.5 2.0
2450273.804279 0.002300 −88020 −30.2 2.0
2450274.716379 0.001900 −88007 −31.1 2.0
2450274.786879 0.001900 −88006 −1.9 2.0
2450274.857179 0.001900 −88005 10.0 2.0
2450295.625179 0.001200 −87709 6.1 2.0
2450295.695379 0.001200 −87708 9.4 2.0
2452879.282085 0.000160 −50885 −1.6 1.4
2452879.352265 0.000016 −50884 −0.1 1.4
2452879.492591 0.000016 −50882 0.1 1.4
2452880.264379 0.000016 −50871 0.3 1.4
2452880.334542 0.000016 −50870 0.3 1.4
2452880.404699 0.000016 −50869 −0.1 1.4
2452880.474860 0.000016 −50868 −0.2 1.4
2452881.316775 0.000120 −50856 −3.1 1.4
2452881.386978 0.000016 −50855 0.4 1.4
2452881.457131 0.000016 −50854 −0.4 1.4
2456449.491375 0.000016 0 0.0 0.5
2456449.561536 0.000016 1 −0.1 0.5






























Figure 6.2. O−C diagram of CTCV J1928−5001. The O−C times were calculated using
the new BJD-based ephemeris, i.e., Equation 6.2.
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eclipse times with the aim of detecting any orbital period variations. As noted in Section
6.3.1 a more complete investigation of the mid-eclipse times of CTCV J1928−5001 will be
pursued in future work (see Section 7.2.1). Such an investigation will incorporate all new
observations obtained with the above mentioned observing campaign.
6.3.3 Mean orbital spectrum
The mean continuum-normalised orbital spectrum of the 2013 long-slit spectroscopic ob-
servations is shown in Figure 6.3. Some of the emission lines that characterise polars, for
example, lines from the Balmer series, as well as some neutral (He i) and singly ionised
(He ii) helium lines, are present in the wavelength range of the spectrum. The Balmer lines
Hβ (λ4861), Hγ (λ4340) and Hδ (λ4102) are the most prominent features in the spectrum.
The helium lines are significantly weaker, but He i λ4471 and He ii λ4686, as well as He i
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Figure 6.3. Mean continuum-normalised spectrum of the 2013 long-slit spectra of CTCV
J1928−5001. The most prominent emission lines are indicated for easy reference. The gaps
between the CCDs are clearly visible between ∼ 4405− 4425 Å and ∼ 4766− 4786 Å.
Normally in the spectra of polars the strength of He ii λ4686 is comparable to that of
Hβ (Mukai 1988; Warner 2003), but here the strength ratio is only ∼ 1:5. The doubly ionised
carbon (C iii) and nitrogen (N iii) Bowen fluorescence complex at 4640 − 50 Å commonly
seen in polars (Schachter et al. 1991, and references therein) is barely visible. Schwope et al.
(1993) attributed a similar weakness of He ii λ4686 and absence of the Bowen blend in their
spectroscopic observations of the polar V834 Cen to the object being in an intermediate high
state. Also notable is the flattish Balmer decrement (Hγ/Hβ ' 1). According to Williams
(1991) this is indicative of a temperature of ∼ 104 K in the emission region. The work of
Williams focussed on emission regions in accretion discs, but Gerke et al. (2006) notes that
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the same should hold for emission regions in the accretion flow of polars. The Hγ/Hβ ratio
for an optically thin gas (case B) is ' 0.5 (Brocklehurst 1971), therefore the Balmer emission
lines are interpreted to be optically thick.
It is important to note that the mean spectra of the 3 individual observing epochs (not
shown) exhibit the same structure described above for the mean of all the spectra. This
confirms that CTCV J1928−5001 was in the same accretion state during the 3 observations.
6.3.4 Trailed phase-resolved spectra
Table 6.3. Orbital phasing of the 2013 long-slit spectra of CTCV J1928−5001.
Date (2013) Spectrum Mid-exposure Cycle (E) Orbital phase (φ)
May 2 1 2456413.509544 −513 0.1630
2 2456413.512440 −513 0.2043
3 2456413.515334 −513 0.2455
4 2456413.518227 −513 0.2867
5 2456413.521121 −513 0.3280
6 2456413.524015 −513 0.3692
7 2456413.526908 −513 0.4105
8 2456413.529802 −513 0.4517
9 2456413.532696 −513 0.4930
June 17 1 2456461.386480 169 0.5370
2 2456461.389374 169 0.5782
3 2456461.392268 169 0.6195
4 2456461.395161 169 0.6607
July 16 1 2456490.303907 581 0.6874
2 2456490.306802 581 0.7286
3 2456490.309695 581 0.7699
4 2456490.312589 581 0.8111
5 2456490.315482 581 0.8524
6 2456490.318376 581 0.8936
7 2456490.321269 581 0.9348
8 2456490.324163 581 0.9761
The orbital phasing of the spectroscopic observations is shown in Table 6.3. This phasing was
produced by using Equation 6.2, that is, the BJD-based linear eclipse ephemeris calculated
in Section 6.3.2. I note that the same phasing is produced when using Equation 6.1, that
is, the HJD-based linear eclipse ephemeris calculated by Potter et al. (2005). The orbital
phase range covered by the 21 spectra is 0.1427−0.9967 with each spectrum covering 0.0412.
Near perfect continuity in phase coverage in the cross-over from one observation to the next
was obtained. The phase gap between the last and first spectrum taken on May 2 and June
17, respectively, is 0.044. For the last and first spectrum taken on June 17 and July 16,
respectively, the phase gap is 0.0267.
The trailed phase-resolved spectra of the main emission lines are shown in Figure 6.4.
The trailed spectra of the three helium emission lines, that is, He i λ4471, He ii λ4686 and
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Figure 6.4. Trailed phase-resolved spectra of the main emission lines of CTCV J1928−5001.
He i λ5015 are relatively noisy compared to that of the three Balmer emission lines Hδ, Hγ
and Hβ. Also, the He ii λ4686 trailed spectra are contaminated with low level emission from
He i λ4713. The same complex structure is visible in the trailed spectra of all the lines and
at least two emission components are discernible in the trailed spectra of the Balmer and the
neutral helium lines∗. There is a blended low- to mid-velocity component which is bright
between phases 0.15− 0.4. It becomes separated at phase 0.3 and is fainter between phases
0.4−0.6. At phase 0.6 it becomes blended again and is bright between phases 0.6−0.7. After
this it gradually becomes fainter. A fainter high-velocity broad base component underlying
∗The trailed spectra of He ii λ4686 are excluded from the discussion as it is too noisy and contaminated.
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the whole phase range is also discernible. The complex structure and the two emission
components are best seen in the trailed spectra of the Balmer lines. Given the low signal-
to-noise of the helium lines and the overall similarities in the trailed spectra of the Balmer
lines, only the Hβ emission line, which has the highest signal-to-noise ratio, will be used for
the tomographic analysis that follows in the next section.
6.3.5 Doppler tomography: standard and inside-out projections
Figure 6.5 shows standard and inside-out Doppler tomography based on the Hβ emission
line from the 2013 spectroscopic observations of CTCV J1928− 5001. All 21 spectra, which
covers the orbital phase range ∼ 0.14 − 1.0, were used to construct the tomograms. Each
spectrum covers 0.0412 of the phase and has 236 velocity points in the extracted radial
velocity range around the Hβ emission line (n = 4956). The model velocity profile overlay
shown in both tomograms is based on one of the models used by Potter et al. (2005) with
an inclination angle i = 78◦, a primary mass M1 = 0.5M, a mass ratio q = 0.2 and an
orbital period Porb = 0.070162312 d (∼ 101min).
Trailed spectra: The features seen in the trailed input spectra (middle panel of Figure
6.5) were discussed in the previous section (see Section 6.3.4). The blended low- to mid-
velocity component is associated with blended emission from the low- to mid-velocity part
of the ballistic accretion stream and the irradiated hemisphere of the secondary. The broad
base component can be associated with emission that is produced in different parts of the
accretion flow.
CTCV J1928−5001 is an eclipsing polar and to some extent one expects that its emission
structure might resemble that of HU Aqr, another eclipsing polar. However, the overall
structure in the trailed spectra is more reminiscent of that of the mid-inclination, non-
eclipsing polar V834 Cen, albeit without the striking blueshifted wing at the edge of the
base component between phases 0.4 − 0.55 (see Section 4.4). The idea of inclination as a
driver for the observed emission structure of a polar can therefore be discarded. Instead, it
serves to highlight the intrinsic differences in the accretion geometries of these polars.
The trailed reconstructed spectra from both the standard and inside-out tomograms
(panels to the left and right, respectively, of the middle panel of Figure 6.5) reproduce
the basic structure of the broad base component seen in the trailed input spectra. Where
the trailed reconstructed spectra from the standard tomogram fail to reproduce the more
complex structure of the blended low- to mid-velocity component, the trailed reconstructed
spectra from the inside-out tomogram do reproduce partially the separation seen in this
component between phases 0.3 − 0.6. The overall observed flux distribution is also better
reproduced in the trailed reconstructed spectra from the inside-out tomogram, especially the
bright parts. Compared to its compact projection in the standard tomogram the lower veloc-
ity emission is projected into more pixels in the inside-out tomogram which better separates
the contributing elements of the blended emission component (see discussion below). This
allows the inside-out projection to reproduce the blended low- to mid-velocity component
in the trailed reconstructed spectra better than the standard projection. The incomplete
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Figure 6.5. Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001. The standard and inside-out
tomograms are shown in the top left and right panels, respectively. The middle panel
shows the trailed input spectra with the trailed reconstructed spectra for the corresponding
tomogram to the left and right of it. The bottom left and right panels show the trailed
absolute residual spectra for the corresponding tomogram. The rms values of the standard
and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O−C) are 0.257 and 0.244, respectively. See Section
6.3.5 for details.
reconstructed parts from both projections, however, are clearly seen in the respective trailed
absolute O − C spectra (bottom panels of Figure 6.5). The rms values of the residuals of
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the standard and inside-out projections are 0.257 and 0.244, respectively, which confirms
the greater success of the inside-out projection in reproducing the input spectra. In Section
6.3.6 it is shown that the flux modulation mapping technique is able to improve on the
reproduction of the complex structure and the flux distribution even further.
Tomograms: In the standard tomogram (top left panel of Figure 6.5) the binary’s centre of
mass is at the centre of the tomogram, marked with a plus (+). The binary’s centre of mass
is effectively the zero velocity outer circumference in the inside-out tomogram (top right
panel of Figure 6.5). In both tomograms the centres of mass of the primary and secondary
are marked with crosses (×). The model velocity profile overlay shown in both tomograms
includes the Roche lobes of the primary (dashed line) and the secondary (solid line) as well
as a single particle ballistic trajectory from the L1 point up to 75◦ in azimuth around the
primary (solid line). Magnetic dipole trajectories are calculated at 10◦ intervals from 15◦ to
75◦ in azimuth around the primary (thin dotted lines). The first dipole connection on the
ballistic stream (small red circles) is at (493 km s−1, 155◦). The first dipole trajectory starts
at (128 km s−1, 101◦), with consecutive trajectories starting at locations with progressively
higher velocities and polar angles. The dipolar axis azimuth and co-latitude, also taken from
Potter et al. (2005), are 108◦ and 15◦, respectively. A one-pole accretion configuration is
assumed, in order to prevent an overcrowded velocity profile.
The standard tomogram is dominated by a large patch of blended emission which covers
most of the low- to mid-velocity parts of the upper and lower left quadrants. This blended
emission is compact and is almost symmetrically centred on ∼(330 km s−1, 180◦). It contains
contributions from the irradiated secondary and the ballistic accretion stream. It probably
also contains emission from the lower velocity part of the magnetically confined accretion
flow, as is alluded to by the model velocity profile overlay. However, none of these emission
components is clearly discernible in this almost blob-like emission distribution in the stan-
dard tomogram. The higher velocity (> 1000 km s−1) part of the broad base component
seen in the trailed spectra appears very diffused in the lower left quadrant. This emission
can be associated with the higher velocity part of the magnetically confined accretion flow
as indicated by the model velocity profile overlay.
In the inside-out tomogram the different emission components that contribute to the total
emission are neatly separated. There is a separate bright patch of emission clearly visible at
∼(350 km s−1, 90◦) which is fairly well traced by the velocity profile of the Roche lobe of the
secondary. The trailing hemisphere is noticeably brighter than the leading hemisphere. A
probable explanation for this is that the irradiation from the primary in the direction of the
leading hemisphere of the secondary is partially blocked by the ballistic accretion stream.
In other words, the ballistic stream is probably casting a shadow on the leading hemisphere
making it appear less bright than the trailing hemisphere. It is worth to note that an offset
in the emission associated with a specific emission component may be ascribed to an offset
in the phasing of the spectra. However, given the accuracy of the mid-eclipse ephemeris
used to phase the input spectra on mid-exposure it is highly unlikely to be the reason in
this case.
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The ballistic stream is now also discernible as a faint arc of emission along the velocity
profile of the model stream trajectory in the velocity range (200− 300 km s−1, 105− 135◦).
After this point the ballistic stream becomes blended with emission associated with the
low-velocity part of the magnetically confined accretion flow as it leaves the orbital plane in
the threading region. The ability of the inside-out projection to separate the lower velocity
emission components which appear overly compacted in the standard projection, was already
demonstrated in especially the case of the polar V834 Cen (see Section 4.4). This separation
of the lower velocity emission is possible as the emission is re-binned in a larger area with
more pixels in the inside-out tomogram.
The emission associated with the magnetically confined accretion flow forms a bright
curtain-like feature in the inside-out tomogram that covers a large part of the upper and
bottom left quadrants. It stretches from the low velocities associated with the magneti-
cally confined accretion as it leaves the orbital plane in the threading region to the high
velocities associated with the magnetically confined accretion flowing down to the primary.
This curtain-like feature is fairly well traced by the velocity profile of the model dipole
trajectories.
6.3.6 Flux modulation mapping: standard and inside-out projec-
tions
Figure 6.6 shows the standard and inside-out flux modulation mapping results based on the
2013 long-slit spectra of CTCV J1928−5001. These results are based on the consecutive
half-phase standard and inside-out Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001 for the ten
half-phases 0.0− 0.5, ..., 0.4− 0.9, 0.5− 0.0, 0.6− 0.1, ..., 0.9− 0.4 presented in Appendix
A.4. The standard and inside-out velocity maps are shown left and right, respectively. The
top two panels show the modulation amplitude maps and the middle two panels show the
phase of maximum flux maps. The phase of maximum flux map shows only pixels where the
corresponding modulation amplitude is at least 20% of the maximum amplitude. This map
is colour coded to represent phase: black (0.0), red (0.25), green (0.5) and blue (0.75). The
middle panel below the phase of maximum flux maps shows the trailed input spectra with
the trailed summed reconstructed spectra for the ten consecutive half-phase standard and
inside-out tomograms to the left and right of it, respectively. The bottom panels show the
corresponding trailed summed absolute residual spectra. The model velocity profile overlay
shown in all the velocity maps is the same as the one in Figure 6.5.
Trailed spectra: The summed reconstructed spectra show a slight improvement in repro-
ducing the input spectra when compared with the reconstructed spectra in Figure 6.5, even
though it is not apparent at face value. The improvement is, however, more noticeable in the
sets of absolute O−C spectra, now with rms values of 0.180 and 0.160 for the standard and
the inside-out projections, respectively, compared to the non-modulated rms values of 0.257
and 0.244. Both projections better reproduce the flux levels in the broad base component,
but there is only a marginal improvement in the more complex structure of the blended
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component. As indicated by the rms values of the residuals the inside-out projection fares
better overall.
Model schematic: The model spatial schematic in Figure 6.7 is a great aid in the inter-
pretation of both the amplitude of the phased modulation and the phase of maximum flux.
The model spatial schematic is based on the same system parameters used in the calculation
of the model velocity profile overlay used in all the tomograms of CTCV J1928−5001. As
previously noted, a one-pole accretion configuration is assumed.
Amplitude maps: In the standard amplitude map most of the blob-like emission distribu-
tion seen in the standard tomogram is shown to be flux modulated. Similar to the emission
distribution the amplitude distribution is compact and blended between the contributions of
the secondary and both the ballistic and the magnetically confined accretion flows. There is,
however, a clear separation between the ballistic stream, which forms an arc in the velocity
range (300− 1500 km s−1, 120− 210◦), and the rest of the amplitude distribution. This arc
follows closely the velocity profile of the model stream trajectory, albeit at slightly higher
velocities.
On the other hand, in the inside-out amplitude map the emission components that are
flux modulated are even more neatly separated. The irradiated side of the secondary is the
most prominent flux modulated component which is expected because CTCV J1928−5001
is a high-inclination eclipsing system. The ballistic and magnetically confined accretion
flows are separated into two arcs and a funnel. The ballistic stream forms an arc in the
low- to mid-velocity range (300 − 1000 km s−1, 120 − 180◦), while the low-velocity part of
the magnetically confined accretion flow as it leaves the orbital plane, forms an arc in the
velocity range (300−500 km s−1, 140−220◦). The high-velocity (> 1500 km s−1) part of the
magnetically confined accretion flow as it falls towards the primary, forms a striking funnel
along the velocity profiles of the model dipole trajectories. There is also an indication of
flux modulation around the primary’s centre of mass. However, this feature extends to a
velocity of ∼ 500 km s−1, which is well beyond that of the primary. It is probably not an
actual modulation in the emission of the primary, but rather related to the modulation in
some unidentified lower velocity emission component(s).
Phase of maximum flux maps: In both the phase of maximum flux maps the secondary
appears brightest around orbital phase 0.5 (green), when the irradiated side of the secondary
is pointing towards the observer. The lower velocity part of the ballistic stream appears
brightest at orbital phase 0.25 (red) when the observer has a full view of its inner side. The
interpretation of the phase of maximum flux for the higher velocity part of the ballistic stream
is ambiguous because emission from this part is blended with emission from the magnetically
confined accretion flow. The low-velocity (< 500 km s−1) part of the threading region appears
brightest between orbital phases 0.5 (green) and 0.75 (blue) when it is predominantly flowing
towards the observer. The mid- to high-velocity (> 500 km s−1) part of the magnetically
confined accretion flow appears brightest between orbital phases 0.75 (blue) and 0.0 (black)
when the observer has a full view of it as it predominantly flows away from him or her.
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6.4 Summary
I presented results from new high-speed photometric and phase-resolved spectroscopic ob-
servations of the eclipsing polar CTCV J1928−5001. The mid-eclipse timings determined
from the photometric observations confirmed that the HJD-based linear eclipse ephemeris
from Potter et al. (2005) is remarkably stable. As a prelude to a future work involving
deeper investigation into the stability of the ephemeris I calculated a new BJD-based eclipse
ephemeris. Both the HJD- and BJD-based ephemerides yielded the same phasing of the
spectroscopic observations. The mean orbital spectrum is dominated by the Balmer emis-
sion lines Hβ (λ4861), Hγ (λ4340) and Hδ (λ4102). Notably, the He ii λ4686 emission line
is relative weak compared to Hβ. Together with the absence of the Bowen fluorescence
complex at 4640−50 Å commonly seen in polars, this suggests that CTCV J1928−5001 was
observed in an intermediate high state.
I performed standard and inside-out Doppler tomography on the Hβ emission line ex-
tracted from the phase-resolved spectroscopic observations. The standard tomogram is dom-
inated by a large blob-like patch of emission associated with contributions from the irradiated
secondary, as well as the ballistic and magnetically confined accretion flows. However, none
of these emission components is clearly discernible. In the inside-out tomogram, as expected,
given especially the results obtained for the polars HU Aqr and V834 Cen (see Sections 4.3
and 4.4, respectively) these emission components are neatly separated.
I also applied flux modulation mapping, in both the standard and inside-out projections,
to the consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001. The compactness
of the emission distribution in the standard projection puts a limit on the information that
can be derived for this projection from the amplitude of the phased modulation. However,
in both projections the modulating low-velocity parts of the ballistic and the magnetically
confined accretion flows are neatly separated. In the inside-out projection the modulating
higher velocity part of the magnetically confined accretion flow is also exposed. This greatly
emphasises the funnelling of the emission as it falls towards the primary. Furthermore, the
inside-out projection clearly exposed the modulation in the secondary, which is expected
due to the high inclination angle of CTCV J1928−5001.
In both projections the phase of maximum observed flux satisfies the expected modu-
lation based on the modelled geometry of CTCV J1928−5001. In the standard projection,
however, the phasing of the modulating high-velocity emission is lost due to it being too ten-
uous in this projection. In the inside-out projection the phasing of most of the modulating
low-velocity emission is preserved despite it being more tenuous in this projection.
Overall, these results establish that the inside-out projection exposes low-velocity emis-
sion details that are overly compacted and enhances high-velocity emission details that are
overly tenuous in the standard projection. The extra emission information obtained with the
inside-out projection for CTCV J1928−5001 is extremely valuable to get a more complete
picture of the emission components in this system.
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Figure 6.6. Flux modulation mapping of CTCV J1928−5001. The rms values of the
standard and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O − C) are 0.180 and 0.160, respectively.







Figure 6.7. A schematic illustration of the eclipsing polar CTCV J1928−5001. The system
is viewed at eight orbital phases, namely 0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75 and 0.875.
To aid the interpretation of the phase of maximum flux maps the corresponding colour codes
are displayed for phases 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The system parameters are the same as in
Figure 6.5. The radius of the primary has not been exaggerated.
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Chapter 7
Summary and future work
Mary, this is the short and the long of it: ...
– William Shakespeare, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Act II, Scene 2
In this chapter I summarise the results that were obtained during my investigation of inside-
out Doppler tomography and flux modulation mapping. Finally, I conclude with an overview
of some of the exciting future work that will build on the work done for this thesis.
7.1 Summary of results
7.1.1 Inside-out Doppler tomography
I have developed an inside-out projection for, and investigated its application in the Doppler
tomograms of cataclysmic variables. The inside-out tomogram is constructed by projecting
the observed phase-resolved spectra directly onto the inside-out coordinate frame with zero
velocity transposed to the outer circumference and the maximum velocities to the centre of
the tomogram. I refactored and extended the fast maximum entropy Doppler tomography
code presented by Spruit (1998) to incorporate the inside-out projection in order to construct
the inside-out tomogram independently of the standard tomogram. I applied the inside-out
projection to published data of a number of CVs and mCVs which were selected for the
distinct accretion features that are apparent in their trailed spectra and that are exposed
through standard Doppler tomography. I also applied the inside-out projection to new data
obtained with the SALT for the eclipsing polar CTCV J1928−5001.
7.1.1.1 Non-magnetic cataclysmic variables
WZ Sge (Section 4.1): The standard tomogram of the non-eclipsing dwarf nova WZ
Sge shows a prominent accretion disc and bright spot where the ballistic accretion stream
impacts the outer edge of the disc. In the inside-out tomogram there is a redistribution of
disc brightness, that is, in the standard tomogram the disc appears to brighten for lower
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velocities whereas in the inside-out tomogram the disc brightens for higher velocities. The
difference arises because the higher velocity emission emanating from the inner regions of
the disc are spread out over a larger area with more pixels in the standard tomogram,
whereas it is concentrated in a smaller area with fewer pixels in the inside-out tomogram
as is more in line with the expected brightness distribution caused by the disc temperature
profile. Given the relatively low mass ratio (q ∼ 0.1) of WZ Sge this data set only marginally
highlighted the vertical asymmetry in the brightness distribution in a tomogram with an
off-centre projection of the accretion disc, that is, with the tomogram centred on the rest
frame of the binary. The asymmetry is somewhat enhanced in the inside-out tomogram,
but it can be removed by subtracting the orbitally induced Doppler velocity of the primary
from the phase-resolved input spectra.
IP Peg (Section 4.2): The standard tomogram of the eclipsing dwarf nova IP Peg shows
a prominent spiral structure in its accretion disc and emission associated with the irradiated
secondary. The inside-out tomogram also shows these features, albeit with a change in the
relative contrast levels of the features. The emission associated with the secondary is now
placed ‘outside’ the disc in velocity coordinates. The dominant spiral structure of the shocks
in the disc is clearly seen and the shocks are now spiralling ‘inwards’ from lower to higher
velocities. Due to the relatively high mass ratio (q ∼ 0.5) of IP Peg the vertical asymmetry
in the brightness distribution in the tomogram centred on the rest frame of the binary is
more pronounced than in the case of WZ Sge. This implies that it is crucial to consider the
mass ratio (q) of the system when interpreting the brightness distribution in a tomogram.
The asymmetry in the brightness distribution is removed in the tomogram centred on the
rest frame of the primary resulting in a more circularly symmetric brightness distribution.
This, together with the ‘inwards’ spiralling appearance of the shocks, creates a velocity
image which is perhaps more intuitive with the expected radial disc profile of the shocks.
7.1.1.2 Magnetic cataclysmic variables
HU Aqr (Section 4.3): The emission associated with a ballistic accretion stream is very
prominent in the standard tomogram of the eclipsing polar HU Aqr, but the emission as-
sociated with the irradiated secondary dominates the brightness scale due to its compact
projection. In the inside-out tomogram the more extended projection of the emission associ-
ated with the secondary allows other emission features to appear brighter. The distribution
in brightness along the ballistic stream is more prominent compared to the standard tomo-
gram, that is, the lower velocity part is even fainter, whereas the mid- and high-velocity
parts are significantly brighter. The lower velocity emission appears fainter as the emission
is re-binned in a larger area with more pixels. The mid-velocity emission appears brighter
because overall the relative contrast levels changed due to the more extended projection of
the secondary. The high-velocity emission appears brighter as it is re-binned in a smaller
area with fewer pixels. This allows the ballistic accretion stream to be discernible to one
and a quarter times its velocity extent in the standard tomogram. Also, the diffuse emission
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associated with the magnetically confined accretion flow that has left the orbital plane, is
discernible to twice its velocity extent in the standard tomogram.
V834 Cen (Section 4.4): In the standard tomogram of the non-eclipsing polar V834
Cen the emission associated with a magnetically confined accretion flow is prominent, but
the brightness scale is dominated by the blended emission associated with the irradiated
secondary and ballistic stream. In the inside-out tomogram this blended emission is more
separated. This allows the separation between the lower velocity emission from the ballistic
accretion stream and that from the magnetically confined accretion to be more pronounced
compared to the standard tomogram. More striking in the inside-out tomogram, however,
is the funnelling of the emission associated with the magnetically confined accretion flow as
it falls towards the primary.
PQ Gem (Section 4.5): The standard spin-cycle tomogram of the intermediate polar PQ
Gem exclusively shows emission associated with a magnetically confined accretion flow locked
on the spin period of the primary. As expected, the inside-out tomogram of PQ Gem shows
an extended projection of the lower velocity (< 1000 km s−1) emission associated with the
accretion curtains. This significantly changes the apparent flux distribution between these
two emission features which places greater emphasis on the difference in their velocities.
CTCV J1928–5001 (Section 6.3.5): A large blob-like patch of emission dominates the
standard tomogram of the eclipsing polar CTCV J1928−5001. This emission is associated
with contributions from the irradiated secondary, as well as the ballistic and magnetically
confined accretion flows, but none of these emission components is clearly discernible. In
the inside-out tomogram, however, these emission components are neatly separated. The
secondary presents as a separate bright patch of emission at its expected position in the
tomogram. The ballistic stream is now also discernible and presents as a faint arc of emission
along the velocity profile of the model stream trajectory. The emission associated with the
magnetically confined accretion flow forms a bright curtain-like feature which covers a large
part of the tomogram.
7.1.2 Flux modulation mapping
I also applied the new flux modulation mapping technique, in both the standard and inside-
out projections, to the above mentioned mCVs (HU Aqr – Section 5.3.1, V834 Cen – Section
5.3.2, PQ Gem – Section 5.3.3, CTCV J1928−5001 – Section 6.3.6). I found that the
technique neatly extracts how the emission components in these systems modulate over an
observed orbital or spin phase. The information obtained through the amplitude of the
phased modulation and the phase of maximum observed flux greatly adds to our under-
standing of different accretion configurations in polars, especially. Also, the flux modulation
mapping technique gives a significant improvement in reproducing the input spectra adding
more confidence in the interpretation of the modulation maps.
A notable result obtained with the modulation maps is the clear separation of the ballistic
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stream from the magnetically confined accretion flow as it leaves the orbital plane. The
separation is especially prominent in both the standard and inside-out modulation maps of
V834 Cen and CTCV J1928−5001. It is worth noting that a similar separation is not seen in
the emission distribution of their non-modulated Doppler tomograms. This underscores the
value of the flux modulation mapping technique as a useful aid in the tomographic analysis
of the accretion flows of mCVs.
7.1.3 Conclusion
The Doppler tomographic results presented in this work show that the standard projection
tends to concentrate and enhance lower velocity features while higher velocity features are
more separated and dispersed. Conversely, the results show that the inside-out projection
tends to concentrate and enhance higher velocity features while lower velocity features are
more separated and dispersed. In the inside-out tomogram lower velocity emissions are
distributed over more pixels covering a larger surface area further from the centre of the
tomogram, whereas higher velocity emissions are compacted into fewer pixels covering a
smaller surface area closer to the centre of the tomogram. This is perhaps more consistent
with the spatial emission distribution in disc-accreting CVs where the high- and low-velocity
disc emissions are produced in, respectively, smaller and larger fractions of the total disc
volume.
I also note that the results, especially for the polars, show that the inside-out projection
exposes low-velocity emission details which are overly compacted in the standard projection.
Similarly, it enhances high-velocity emission details which are washed out in the standard
projection. This is apparent for the polars where the blob-like low-velocity emission in their
standard tomograms is more exposed in their inside-out tomograms, making it easier to
distinguish between the ballistic and magnetic accretion flows that are evident in their trailed
spectra. Also, for all the polars investigated the high-velocity magnetic accretion flows not
seen in their standard tomograms are revealed in their inside-out tomograms. Essentially,
the inside-out projection has the ability to reveal emission details not discernible in the
standard projection.
Both the ‘expanded’ view of the lower velocity, higher intensity emissions and the ‘en-
hanced’ view of the higher velocity, lower intensity emissions obtained with the inside-out
projection are uniquely geared to investigate the different configurations of the contributing
emission components in the respective regimes. The extra information obtained with the
inside-out projection is extremely valuable to form a more complete picture of these emis-
sion components, broadening our knowledge of the accretion dynamics in these systems. I
conclude that my new technique of inside-out Doppler tomography complements the exist-
ing standard technique. Together with flux modulation mapping, it forms a useful addition
for unravelling the different emission line components in the observed spectra of especially
polars.
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7.2 Future work
7.2.1 Investigating the polar CTCV J1928–5001
The photometric and spectroscopic results presented for CTCV J1928−5001 in Chapter 6,
as well as the polarimetric observations (see Section 7.2.1.1) and the investigation into the
apparent lack of any orbital period variations (see Section 7.2.1.2), are in preparation to be
submitted to an appropriate peer-reviewed international journal.
7.2.1.1 Polarimetric observations
The 2013 June 5 observation of CTCV J1928−5001 was done with the HIPPO (Potter et al.
2010) on the SAAO 1.9m telescope. See Section 6.2.1 for a more complete description of
the observation. Only the photometric data stream produced by the HIPPO was used in
the eclipse analyses presented in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. I am in the process of reducing
the polarimetric data stream (in accordance to Potter et al. 2010) and Stokes imaging (see
Potter et al. 1998, 2004) will be used to model the polarimetric observations. Together
with any detected polarimetric variations the modelling will provide a comprehensive view
of the accretion region(s) on the surface of the white dwarf. This should facilitate a useful
comparison with the results presented by Potter et al. (2005), thereby providing an insight
into the changes (if any) in the accretion dynamics of the system over nearly a decade.
7.2.1.2 Searching for orbital period variations
It was shown in Section 6.3.1 that the HJD-based linear ephemeris (Equation 6.1; Potter
et al. 2005) produce remarkably small O−C times (∼ 100ms) for the 2013 June 5 eclipses,
despite the number of cycles (∼ 50900) used in the ephemeris for the calculated times. This
prompted the calculation of a BJD-based linear ephemeris (Equation 6.2) that includes
the 2013 June 5 mid-eclipse times. According to Eastman et al. (2010) BJDTDB provides
the most practical absolute time stamp for astronomical observations. It cancels out the
unpredictable accumulation of leap seconds associated with utc and it takes into account
the influence of the major planets on the movement of the centre of the Sun. For all the
observed eclipses the O− C times obtained with both the HJD- and BJD-based ephemeris
are very similar and remarkably small, hinting at a notable lack of variation in the orbital
period of CTCV J1928−5001.
Several new eclipse observations have been obtained as part of an ongoing observing
campaign at the SAAO that involves the monitoring of observable eclipsing mCVs to measure
precise mid-eclipse times with the aim of detecting any orbital period variations. These new
observations will be incorporated in the recalculation of the BJD-based ephemeris and an
extensive O − C analysis. Such an analysis will include a comprehensive comparison with
other similar eclipsing systems that show significant orbital period variations, for example,
UZ For (e.g., Ramsay 1994; Dai et al. 2010; Potter et al. 2011), HU Aqr (e.g., Schwope et al.
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2001; Qian et al. 2011) and DP Leo (e.g., Schwope et al. 2002; Qian et al. 2010; Beuermann
et al. 2011).
7.2.2 Simulated accretion flows in polars
Hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations have been used extensively
to study the accretion flow structure in CVs and other accreting systems like classical T
Tauri stars and millisecond X-ray pulsars (e.g., Bisikalo et al. 2008; Boneva et al. 2009;
Zhilkin & Bisikalo 2011; Kononov et al. 2012; Zhilkin et al. 2012; Bisikalo et al. 2013;
Ustyugov et al. 2013; Romanova & Owocki 2015; Blinova et al. 2016; Ju et al. 2016). Some
of these authors (Bisikalo et al. 2008; Boneva et al. 2009; Kononov et al. 2012) have shown
that such simulations can be combined with real Doppler tomograms to identify the main
features in the flow structure in a CV (e.g., the dwarf nova SS Cyg). They also showed
that synthetic tomograms produced from the simulations can be used to fill in some of
the ‘missing’ information in the real tomograms caused by observational constraints (e.g.,
system geometry, instrument limitations, etc.).
The full three-dimensional (3D) MHD simulations of ten separate polar models (Zhilkin
et al. 2012, see Section 7.2.2.1) present an unprecedented opportunity to investigate different
configurations of the accretion flows in polars. Dmitry Bisikalo graciously made available
to me the full density, temperature and velocity solutions of all ten simulations. These
exhaustive solutions allow for a controlled investigation into the structure of the simulated
accretion flows. As a prelude to a more complete exploitation of these solutions I present
the preliminary results from my exploratory investigation of using the solutions to generate
synthetic spectra for which standard and inside-out Doppler tomography are then performed.
The resulting tomograms can be compared with those of real systems with similar geometries
in order to establish a better understanding of the accretion flows in polars.
7.2.2.1 Full 3D MHD simulations
Zhilkin et al. (2012) carried out full 3D MHD simulations of the accretion flow structure in
polars using the supercomputer facility of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The simulations
were done with the well established Nurgush 3D parallel numerical code (Zhilkin 2007;
Zhilkin & Bisikalo 2009; Zhilkin 2010; Zhilkin & Bisikalo 2010a,b) which employs adaptive
meshes and is based on a finite-difference Godunov-type scheme with a high approximation
order. They obtained a single asynchronous polar model for BY Cam by putting together
ten separate polar models. The basic system parameters assumed by Zhilkin et al. (2012)
for the models are
- mass of the primary M1 = 1M;
- mass ratio q = 0.5; and
- orbital period Porb = 0.14 d = 3.36 hr.
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The magnetic field of the white dwarf primary is assumed to be a combination of a dipolar
and quadrupolar field with a coincident axis. The magnetic axis co-latitude is set at 30◦.
Essentially, the ten simulations are of the same polar, but each simulation assumes a dif-
ferent azimuth for the magnetic axis. The phase reference that Zhilkin et al. (2012) use to
distinguish between the different simulations equates phase 0 to a magnetic axis azimuth of
180◦ measured in an anticlockwise direction from the line between the centres of mass of
the binary and secondary. Each subsequent phase is an increment of 0.1 which is equivalent
to an increment of 36◦ in the magnetic axis azimuth. For example, phases 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and
0.8 place the magnetic axis azimuth at 216◦, 324◦, 36◦ and 108◦, respectively.
The solutions for each simulation consists of the computed density ρ (x, y, z), temperature
T (x, y, z) and velocity V (x, y, z). Figure 7.1 shows the accretion flow structure in terms
of density obtained from the simulation with a magnetic axis azimuth of 36◦ (phase 0.6).
I chose this particular simulation for my exploratory investigation because of its relative
simple accretion flow structure.
Figure 7.1. Accretion flow structure for a magnetic axis azimuth of 36◦ (phase 0.6). The
left panel shows the full flow structure in the computational domain for a polar with the
specified magnetic axis azimuth. The right panel shows the flow structure in the vicinity
of the primary. The flow structure is presented in surfaces of constant logarithmic density,
in units of the assumed gas density at L1, for values of −6, −5 and −4. The straight and
inclined lines are, respectively, the spin axis of the primary and the magnetic axis. A number
of magnetic field lines of the combined dipolar and quadrupolar fields are shown also. Figure
9 from Zhilkin et al. (2012).
7.2.2.2 Synthetic spectra
I used an experimental code provided by Pavel Kaygorodov to generate synthetic spectra
from the solutions (density, temperature and velocity) of the simulation with a magnetic axis
azimuth of 36◦ (phase 0.6). In order to keep this exploratory investigation simple I focussed
mainly on the higher density part of the accretion flow and therefore used only the part with
logarithmic density greater than −5 (i.e., log ρ (x, y, z) > −5). The monochromatic emission
from this part of the accretion flow was synthesised as a simple temperature power law. A
more complete wavelength dependent synthesis of the emission will form part of the planned
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future work on more of the simulations. The synthesised emission from the accretion flow
is the only emission component included in the line profiles. The calculated line profiles
also include Doppler broadening, as well as the appropriate phase-dependent Doppler shifts
based on the basic system parameters previously listed and an assumed inclination angle
i = 85◦. A total of 40 evenly spaced phase-resolved spectra were generated with each
spectrum having 288 velocity points in the extracted radial velocity range (n = 11520).
7.2.2.3 Standard and inside-out Doppler tomography of synthetic spectra
Figure 7.2 shows the standard and the inside-out Doppler tomography based on the syn-
thetic monochromatic emission spectra. The model velocity profile overlay shown in both
tomograms is based on the system parameters listed in Section 7.2.2.1 and the assumed
inclination angle i = 85◦ used in the generation of the spectra.
Trailed spectra: The simulated emission from the higher density accretion flow (see Sec-
tion 7.2.2.2) produces a relatively broad feature in the trailed input spectra (middle panel
of Figure 7.2). It has maximum blueshift and redshift around phases 0.40 and 0.90, respec-
tively. This feature is reproduced fairly well in the trailed reconstructed spectra from both
the standard and inside-out tomograms (panels to the left and right, respectively, of the
middle panel of Figure 7.2). The inside-out projection achieved a marginal better overall
result, that is, its residuals have a rms value of 0.095 compared to the 0.122 of the standard
projection.
Tomograms: In the standard tomogram (top left panel of Figure 7.2) the binary’s centre
of mass is at the centre of the tomogram, marked with a plus (+). The binary’s centre of
mass is effectively the zero velocity outer circumference in the inside-out tomogram (top
right panel of Figure 7.2). In both tomograms the centres of mass of the primary and
secondary are marked with crosses (×). For comparison purposes I added a model velocity
profile of a single particle ballistic trajectory from the L1 point up to 45◦ in azimuth around
the primary (solid line). This trajectory includes, apart from gravitational and centrifugal
effects, a magnetic drag force (see Section 3.1.2.1). Also, only magnetic dipole trajectories
(thin dotted lines) are shown at 10◦ intervals from 5◦ to 45◦ in azimuth around the primary.
A dipolar axis azimuth and co-latitude of 36◦ and 30◦, respectively, are assumed. The
dipolar axis azimuth of 36◦ is equivalent to phase 0.6 from Zhilkin et al. (2012) (see Figure
7.1). The first dipole connection on the ballistic stream (small red circles) is at (243 km s−1,
150◦). The first dipole trajectory starts at (188 km s−1, 168◦), with consecutive trajectories
starting at locations with progressively higher velocities and polar angles.
In the standard tomogram the emission associated with the ballistic part of the accretion
flow is a prominent horizontal ridge. As the stream leaves L1 at (110 km s−1, 90◦), it is faint,
but it increases rapidly in brightness. Maximum brightness coincides with the first dipole
connection at (243 km s−1, 150◦). It then decreases in brightness, but is clearly discernible up
to the third dipole connection at (751 km s−1, 177◦). After this point the discernible emission
is more diffused and slopes downwards away from the single particle ballistic trajectory. This
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Figure 7.2. Doppler tomography of the simulated accretion flows of a polar. The standard
and inside-out tomograms are shown in the top left and right panels, respectively. The
middle panel shows the trailed input spectra with the trailed reconstructed spectra for the
corresponding tomogram to the left and right of it. The bottom left and right panels show
the trailed absolute residual spectra for the corresponding tomogram. The rms values of the
standard and inside-out residuals (i.e., absolute O − C) are 0.122 and 0.095, respectively.
See text for details.
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diffused emission is associated with the magnetically confined accretion flow after it has left
the orbital plane and is discernible up to velocities of ∼ 1000 km s−1.
The distribution in brightness along the ballistic flow is more prominent in the inside-
out tomogram, that is, the lower velocity part is even fainter, whereas the mid- and high-
velocity parts are significantly brighter. It appears brightest between the first and second
dipole connections which is at (243 km s−1, 150◦) and (519 km s−1, 169◦), respectively. As
was the case in the standard tomogram, the discernible (albeit now brighter) emission slopes
downwards away from the single particle ballistic trajectory after the third dipole connection
at (751 km s−1, 177◦). The emission associated with the magnetically confined accretion flow
that has left the orbital plane is clearly discernible to velocities well above 1000 km s−1. Also
discernible, but more diffused, is the emission associated with the funnelled accretion flowing
towards the primary along the magnetic field lines at velocities above ∼ 1200 km s−1. This
diffused higher velocity emission is not discernible in the standard tomogram. It is resolved
in the inside-out tomogram because the emission is re-binned in a smaller area with fewer
pixels. In both tomograms the ballistic part of the accretion flow is well traced by the single
particle ballistic trajectory.
The emission structure in the trailed input spectra and the resulting emission distribution
for the ballistic and magnetically confined accretion flows in both tomograms bear a striking
resemblance to those of HU Aqr (see Figure 4.5). This highlights the enormous potential of
this type of MHD simulation as an aid in the tomographic study of polars. For example,
the solution of a specific simulation can be used to obtain an accurate velocity profile of the
accretion flow which takes the MHD effects in the flow into account. Such a ‘comprehensive’
profile can then be used to replace the ‘simple’ single particle trajectory profile in the tomo-
gram of a real system with similar system parameters, providing a more realistic view of the
velocity field in the accretion flow. This is just one example of how the MHD simulations can
be exploited to aid the interpretation of Doppler tomograms. These tantalising preliminary
results serve as an impetus to pursue an extensive comparative analysis between the MHD




Can one desire too much of a good thing?
– William Shakespeare, As You Like It, Act IV, Scene 1
This appendix contains the complete half-phase Doppler tomography used in the flux mod-
ulation mapping presented for HU Aqr (Section 5.3.1), V834 Cen (Section 5.3.2), PQ Gem
(Section 5.3.3) and CTCV J1928−5001 (Section 6.3.6). In all the figures the standard and
inside-out half-phase tomograms are shown in the top left and right panels, respectively.
The middle panel shows the trailed input spectra with the trailed reconstructed spectra for
the corresponding half-phase tomogram to the left and right of it. The bottom left and right
panels show the trailed absolute residual spectra for the corresponding half-phase tomogram.
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A.1 HU Aqr: an eclipsing polar
Figure A.1. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.0− 0.5.
A.1 HU Aqr: an eclipsing polar 133
Figure A.2. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.1− 0.6.
134 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.3. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.2− 0.7.
A.1 HU Aqr: an eclipsing polar 135
Figure A.4. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.3− 0.8.
136 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.5. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.4− 0.9.
A.1 HU Aqr: an eclipsing polar 137
Figure A.6. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.5− 0.0.
138 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.7. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.6− 0.1.
A.1 HU Aqr: an eclipsing polar 139
Figure A.8. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.7− 0.2.
140 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.9. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.8− 0.3.
A.1 HU Aqr: an eclipsing polar 141
Figure A.10. Half-phase Doppler tomography of HU Aqr: orbital phase range 0.9− 0.4.
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A.2 V834 Cen: a non-eclipsing polar
Figure A.11. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.0− 0.5.
A.2 V834 Cen: a non-eclipsing polar 143
Figure A.12. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.1− 0.6.
144 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.13. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.2− 0.7.
A.2 V834 Cen: a non-eclipsing polar 145
Figure A.14. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.3− 0.8.
146 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.15. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.4− 0.9.
A.2 V834 Cen: a non-eclipsing polar 147
Figure A.16. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.5− 0.0.
148 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.17. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.6− 0.1.
A.2 V834 Cen: a non-eclipsing polar 149
Figure A.18. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.7− 0.2.
150 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.19. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.8− 0.3.
A.2 V834 Cen: a non-eclipsing polar 151
Figure A.20. Half-phase Doppler tomography of V834 Cen: orbital phase range 0.9− 0.4.
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A.3 PQ Gem: a non-eclipsing intermediate polar
Figure A.21. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.0− 0.5.
A.3 PQ Gem: a non-eclipsing intermediate polar 153
Figure A.22. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.1− 0.6.
154 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.23. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.2− 0.7.
A.3 PQ Gem: a non-eclipsing intermediate polar 155
Figure A.24. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.3− 0.8.
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Figure A.25. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.4− 0.9.
A.3 PQ Gem: a non-eclipsing intermediate polar 157
Figure A.26. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.5− 0.0.
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Figure A.27. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.6− 0.1.
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Figure A.28. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.7− 0.2.
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Figure A.29. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.8− 0.3.
A.3 PQ Gem: a non-eclipsing intermediate polar 161
Figure A.30. Half-phase Doppler tomography of PQ Gem: orbital phase range 0.9− 0.4.
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A.4 CTCV J1928–5001: an eclipsing polar
Figure A.31. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.0− 0.5.
A.4 CTCV J1928–5001: an eclipsing polar 163
Figure A.32. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.1− 0.6.
164 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.33. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.2− 0.7.
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Figure A.34. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.3− 0.8.
166 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.35. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.4− 0.9.
A.4 CTCV J1928–5001: an eclipsing polar 167
Figure A.36. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.5− 0.0.
168 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.37. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.6− 0.1.
A.4 CTCV J1928–5001: an eclipsing polar 169
Figure A.38. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.7− 0.2.
170 Consecutive half-phase Doppler tomography A
Figure A.39. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.8− 0.3.
A.4 CTCV J1928–5001: an eclipsing polar 171
Figure A.40. Half-phase Doppler tomography of CTCV J1928−5001: orbital phase range
0.9− 0.4.
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The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose.
– William Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, Act I, Scene 3
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